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Keep Your Eyes Open 
As Evil Pushes Ahead 

6/21/93#2 HATONN ous disease are prevalent. The "spraying" able it will be "packaged" with chlorine 
is a no-no conversation piece and all is and will be presented as a vapid yellow- 

In spite of causing the staff inconve- banned from the media to the best of Elite green vapor. It is highly "effective" in 
nience (they do not sleep at  all on Monday capability. I am not going to tell you much concentrationsofjust one part in 50,000- 
nights) I have to add some comments and about WHAT is taking place because you and has deadly DELAYED actions. This 
subjects to this paper edition. I will keep would have too much trouble believing gas can NOW be carried with pinpoint 
most comments to simple "bring it to your me-but it is so serious that I cannot allow accuracy through (on, within) a frequency 
attention" but I have to make more com- no comment. beam. 
ment on some certain other matters. A form of Phosgene gas has been used A "victim" who has inhaled a lethal 

for spraying a gridwork in the area where dose at  first feels nothing more than a mild 
THE "WATCHOUT" DEPARTMENT this "mysterious" disease originated. I am irritation of eyes and throat which QUICKLY 

going to give you "symptoms" and let you PASSES OFF (this would account for "just 
PHOSGENE GAS & DEADLY SINS!! see for yourself if there are not some mate- a whiff" and might not be noted by ANY- 

rial connections in probability, if not in ONE else in the area); FOR up t o  two days 
Dharma, no you were not "dreaming" total recognition. The government is surely afterwards a person might actually feel 

when I told you to notify ones that phos- enough hiding something from you and I mildly euphoric and generally "bettern 
gene gas was being spread on the desert in have no other routing to get this informa- than usual. Throughout this period his 
the area where the "mysterious illness" tion to you except through ones at even lungs are, however, filling with fluid. 
began. This gas was used as far back as higher risk than my scribe. COLLAPSE COMES QUICKLY. THE 
19 15 when it was mixed with chlorine gas Phosgene gas has some very quirky SLIGHTEST ACTION-TURNING OVER 
in chemical warfare in Europe. (By the side-effects and it is at  least eighteen to INBEDFORINSTANCE--CANSENDTHE 
Americans and notably, British, I might twenty times as powerful as chlorine, is RESPIRATION RATE ROCKETINGTO 80 
well add.) This will also give you reason to practically colorless and odorless, and BREATHS PER MINUTE, THE PULSE TO 
know why our ships are in the area of New much more difficult to detect than is chlo- 120. THE 'DROWNING PERIOD' BE- 
Mexico where spraying AND the mysteri- rine. If monitoring is necessary or desir- see KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN, page 37) 
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More Behind-The-Scenes 
On New Mexico PLAGUE 

(Editor's note; For the past several 
weeks CONTACT has been informing you 
about the deadly uiruses and other nasty 
critters the Satanic Elite Controllers and 
their puppets are dumping on We-The- 
People. To put it bluntly, THE PLAGUES 
ARE COMING! ... or, are already here, in 
some instances. 

As Commander Hatonn said on pages 
49-50of the 6 / 8 / 9 3  CONTACT, "The 'new' 
form has been introduced into the wildlife 
rodentpopulationin the areas of the "Four 
Corners" (New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado 
and Utah). The disease, however, has 
been noted elsewhere-in almost EVERY 
state-but is unreported. This means that 
the disease is spreadinq intentionally. 
The fact that outbreak came with more 
than one recipient means an introduction 
intentionally, for all would not become 
infected simultaneously from simple nor- 
mal speed. 'TheyJ are telling you it is a 
virus, then a cocci, then a bacteria of some 
kind, and then 'they don't know'. In the 
Western areas, a s  well as  isolated cases 
nationwide, the hospital staff is FORBID- 
DEN to discuss the disease-most espe- 
cia11 y with journalists and reporters. This 
is NOT hospital policy-it is W V E R N -  
MENT orders!" 

Well, we knew we weren't hearing much 
TRUTH from the controlled media about 
what was going on. Pn'vate conversations 
with a number of people living near that area 
contained interesting, na.tionallwunreported 
tidbits of information about the mystery 
uirus that is taking a toll on the New Mexico 
Nauajos. Lots of suspicious things are going 
on. 

And - what iuas that again - the Gov- 
ernment was partialariu nervous about 
tmined news professionals of any m*&y  
poking around in this matter and then being 
consulted by We-The-People?? Why, what- 
ever do they have to hide?! So, knowing the 
prudent course of adionis always the oppo- 
site of our Government's ad vice, that's just 
EXACTLY what we did! 

Last week, on page 16, we presented 
transcriptions of interviews with Ron Sease 
and Wes Miller, two skilled news profes- 
sionals in the greater New Mexico area. 
Now, this week, the following is the tran- 
scription of a second telephone interview 
which tookplace on June 16,1993 between 

Rick Martin, again, for CONTACT, and Wes They did not start spraying until the 
Miller. Much continues to happen as the Centers for Disease Control got here. So, 
Government tries to sweep the news under obviously, the Centers for Disease Control, 
the rug.) it's under their auspices. Everybody prob- 

ably thinks in the United States that the 
6/16/93 RICK MARTIN Centers for Disease Control are doing these 

wonderful things for you. When in fact, 
You mentioned that you were going to be they are the ones who have worked with 

speaking with some Native American el- Legionnaire's Disease, and are not telling 
ders. Has that taken place? you about AIDS, and things like that. So 

they continue to spray. 
It took place on Sunday. We had a I have another eye witness of spraying 

healing ceremony. I have a little health before the outbreak down south near 
problem and, he was busy, because that Bread Springs where they had four cases of 
Sunday he had at least 10 patients. So he the illness. On three separate occasions 
was really working hard. He's about 75 this person saw a plane flying no higher 
years old, this man. Very spiritual. And if than 300 feet. It was not a stealth fighter, 
you've ever been around a genuine medi- but a plane that was a propeller plane, 
cine man you know that there's a lot of fairly large. He's a pilot. That's why he 
power there. He did some healing work on thought this was so strange. This plane 
me which I hope is going to help a situation was much larger than the single-engine 
I have with my knee. But, when I asked plane that he flew. It was apparently a 
him about the mystery flu he would not double-prop airplane but it had some kind 
talk about it. So, he wouldn't talk directly of muffling device on it so you could barely 
about it. I know that the elders in this area hear it. And it was flying a grid. Whoever 
had been talking about pifion nuts as a the pilot was must have been very good, 
possible contributing cause to this mys- because he was doing a flat tu-m, almost a 
tery illness. Of course, that would be with rudder turn, and coming back in a tight 
the rodent population. grid pattern. Spray, come back, and spray, 

come back and spray, come back and 
Yes. spray, until it was all gone and then he flew 

off towards Albuquerque. 
They had seen something in the fres a 

couple of weeks ago and, that would be two And where was this again? 
Fridays ago. They called several of the 
medicine men together and wanted to see About 15 miles south of Gallup near 
what the medlcine men had to say about Bread Springs. This was in February-early 
this illness. And, apparently, several of March and this was observed on three 
them had seen the same thing, but they separate occasions. 
wouldn't discuss it. From what I under- 
stand, they were saying it was a man-made OK. 
cause. They are very reluctant to say too 
much about what it is. The spraying continued very openly in 

Now, I am probably able to see this guy the Thoreau area and other areas of the 
again, so it's not going to be a problem. He resexvation. It appears theyte been spray- 
wanted to concentrate on the healing at  ing at night also. A lot of helicopter activity 
that time. But I did talk to his son-in-law in this area. There were 10 Cobragunships 
and I got some more information from him, observed over Gallup yesterday. They 
and some people that he talked to in town, claimed that they had been coming back 
that have, well, one person, for instance, from war games in California. But, I don't 
works in NBC which is Nuclear Biological & know if that's true or not. It just seems like 
Chemical weapons. And, they're spraying this is a real hotbed of activity. 
here in this area, as you well know, a green, The guy who worked for the Nuclear, 
maybe a powder. It's been described as a Chemical and Biological company, he 
mist or a gas. thought this resembled what they used 
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to do in Viet Nam. He said, in the last I received acall from aplace called Iyanibito, 
days of Viet Nam he was working in this. which is about 14 miles east of Gallup. It 
He said it was just a nightmare of the was 7:10 P.M. It was during the daylight 
things that they had evenback then, the hours here, ok? And, Iyanibito is where a 
weapons. He said they had chemical thirteen-year-old girl, one of the latest vic- 
weapons that made it look like it was a tims, died. 
virus, although it was a chemical weapon. 

What they do is come and lay down a She was a Navajo? 
spray and then, later on, come back and 
put the reagent over it at a later time. By Yes; also, a friend of ours, believe it or 
the description of what he had seen, he not. She was just a beautiful girl. That's a 
thought maybe they were actually doing sad story there, but, this lady, a Navajo 
some of that in the area. He  also said lady, called me and said, What is this 
that, even back then, they had biologi- strange light that is hovering ovec the 
c d y  or genetically altered insects which mesas here?" 
they would release into these villages in 
Viet Nam to destroy crops and harm And where is this? 
people and things like that. So, you 
know, the people who disbelieve these Iyanibito, about 13- 14 miles from Gallup 
stories about how far advanced the gov- to the east. And she observed the object 
ernment is in genetic abilities to alter during the daylight hours, which would 
viruses and bacteriums and even insects have been northeast of her. 
or human beings, they're just very igno- I asked her if she would talk on the 
rant of what is really going on. And the phone. She said, "No". And I asked her if 
people who do talk to us, all indicate it was a balloon and she said she didn't 
that the government has a lot of this think so because there were colors on it. 
going on. And she thought she saw something hang- 

Now we also have found a commercial ing from the bottom of it. I couldn't get her 
pilot who has been talking. He observed to talk. Within the next five minutes I 
very large tanks of gas, of some sort of gas, received two more calls from Iyanibito, New 
being loaded aboard planes. Unfortunately, Mexico, both describing the same object, 
he won't tell u s  exactly where he saw this. during the daylight hours. And the third 
They had military markings on them and one was willing to speak on the air. So I got 
they were being loaded aboard military her to speak. We didn'texchange names or 
planes. He had seen at least one canister anything like that. 
of gas, I think on the back side of the San So, after I put her on the air, more 
Francisco peaks, around the Flagstaff area, people started calling in. I put about 15 
that was actually dumped into some water people on the air that night. I could have 
by a little waterfall back there and there put 100-literally the phone was ringing 
was a dead cow in the water already. This every minute. And I literally got at least 
was back about 4 or 5 months ago. He had 100 calls into the radio station. And, as far 
observed this. away as 80 miles away from Gallup, past 

Crown Point, they were describing this 
Was this only in the Flagstaff area? object. By Mariano Lake, all the way to 

Zuni to the south. And I got word from 
No, he had seen, apparently he flies out people in Gallup. So, I got all kinds of 

of Albuquerque, I do believe. And so, he's different vantage points from different, 
seen a lot of activity there and other places many different observers on the ground 
that he has been landing. But the activity watching the same object. 
with the spraying all seems to be in this Some described it as triangular. I had 
area here, in about a 200-300 mile radius. several people describe it as triangular. It 
So it's a hotbed for a lot of military activity, was very visible during the daylight hours 
a lot of military planes. to the point where another observer watched 

Of course, I'm sure you're well aware of it from the golf course for 45 minutes. Now, 
the UFO thing that happened here last they're trying to tell us that some people 
Friday. said they saw a weather balloon. But, it 

obviously wasn't a weather balloon be- 
Do you want to talk about that a little bit? cause they don't put lights on weather 

balloons. 
I will be more than glad to tell you a lot This thing didn't act like a weather 

about it. It depends on what you want me balloon and it was in a stationary position 
to share, or what you think we can share most of the time. This was observed from 
about it. around 7:00 P.M. to almost 12:OO mid- 

night. About fifteen to twelve in the P.M., 
Well, just tell me the story and we'll see it finally flew off. So it was observed for 

we can put it out there. almost five hours in this area. Thousands 
of witnesses. 

Now, I was on the air Friday night and About 10:OO P.M. I turned on the TV 

down at the radio station. We get a station 
that is Channel 4, that normally comes out 
of Albuquerque, but they've got this agree- 
ment with our local cable company that we 
get some Farmington news. Now, the only 
TV station that reported the "object" was 
KOBF out of Farmington. And they said, 
that night, there was another object, very 
bright, hanging in the sky by Blanco, New 
Mexico, which is near Farmington, about 
30 miles from Farmington. And there was 
another one by Gallup, which is the one 
that we were all observing. They had many, 
many calls to the TV station. 

And that night they reported calling 
Albuquerque and checking with the me- 
teorologists for New Mexico. They stated 
that night that they had no weather bal- 
loons up. OK? Later on that evening, 
about 9:00 P.M., jet airfighters started 
showing up. Now we figure they must have 
been scrambled from Kirtland Air Force 
Base and somebody on the ground must 
have seen these scrambled from Albuquer- 
que, cause that's the closest Air Force 
Base. And there are reports of many jets 
flying over these, this object here near 
Gallup. Above it, flying back and forth, 
anywhere from 4 to 10 aircraft at a time 
were reported. We also had many people 
with binoculars on this object. They all 
reported like a red, green, blue light thing. 
They reported the lights were around the 
middle of the craft. It appeared very solid 
and not balloon-like. It was changing 
colors at  night, when it became night time. 

The jet fighters came out, they must 
have been scrambled. We figured they 
wouldn't scramble jet fighters for a weather 
balloon. There was a meteor shower that 
occurred between 10 and 10:30 P.M. And 
many, many reports of shooting stars 
throughout the night. All accompanied 
this event. And, like I said, the next day in 
the papers and continuing to today, the 
three major networks out of Albuquerque, 
our local paper, and the two big papers out 
of Albuquerque have not had a single soli- 
tary article on the event that happened last 
Friday here in the area. 

Now, I do have a follow-up on that, that 
happened two days ago. I was kind of 
making fun of our local newspaper The 
Gallup Independent. I was saying, 'Well, 
as usual our paper missed the big story 
here in Gallup and they're more concerned 
with what's going on outside of Gallup. 
They print a lot of news from Grants and 
other places. They don't print as much 
news about Gallup. It's avery strange local 
paper". 

And so, I was kind of making a little fun 
about it and I was wondering. I said, "I got 
all these calls, and those are just the calls 
that came in here, probably 10 times that 
amount of people saw this thing, this ob- 
ject. Somebody should have video taped it. 
Somebody should have some pictures." 
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So I said, 'If you do have a video tape or 
pictures, or ifyou'rejust alittle bit upset by 
the fact that your local paper and none of 
the Albuquerque papers, nor the TV sta- 
tions even reported this event, well give me 
a call." 

A Navajo gentleman called me that night, 
which was Monday evening. The Monday 
following the Friday. And he said, 'We 
heard you on the radio talking about it so 
we stopped at  a truck stop about 18 miles 
from here and we watched it." And he said, 
"We saw it. It was there. We knew it wasn't 
a balloon. We knew it was a phenomenon. 
We all believed it was a UFO." He observed 
it for about 20 minutes and he said that it 
really upset their family. 

He said he figured the same thing as 
me, that there would be something in the 
paper or there would be a picture since the 
local newspaper had plenty of time to get 
out and photograph this thing. But there 
was no photograph in the paper. There was 
nothing, no mention of a weather balloon 
or any natural phenomenon. I mean, it 
just wasn't talked about, period. And he 
said he was a little upset about that. 

So I put him on the a t .  We talked 
about that. No names were given. I 
didn't know who this person was. He  
said that about 15 or 20 minutes later he 
got a call from somebody, Lord knows 
how they got his phone number, threat- 
ening him and saying he'd better not 
ever talk about this event again, or else, 
and kinda hinting that he was in the 
government. The UFO obsemer called 
me back, scared, about an hour later and 
said, "Look, this government-type guy 
called me. He threatened me wer the 
phone. I don't know how he got my 
phone number. Your phone is tapped, I 
just wanted you to know." And he hung 
UP- 

So, we've been getting some weird sig- 
nals on our phone and stuff. Phone ring- 
ing, clicking sound and nobody there. So, 
obviously.. . 

Well, on this end I'm getting a slight 
pause eve y second orhuo, so obviously the 
conversation is being recorded by "others" 
besides me. 

Ah huh. So, obviously, I can't really say 
much about what's going on, anymore. I 
know they're taping me. I know they're 
watching me, too. 

Let's get back to the virus. What is the 
general tone in your town now? Is there 
discussion about it all the time? Are people 
afmid to talk? 

Well, here's what's happened now. The 
whole sweep of the media coverage has 
completely changed now. Are you aware of 
the five cases they are now reporting in San 

Francisco? It came over the AP and I saved dously, in this area. A lot of people are 
it from last night. Basically, what it said is, looking at them like, well, Navajos have 
five possible cases of mystery illness now this disease and better not be serving them 
being reported in San Francisco Bay Area. in restaurants. You know, getting away 
It said, some of these cases started as far from them, like, don't get too close, don't 
back as September of last year and they breathe around them. Like I said, the 
have two people now in the hospital, under Indian jewelry business in our town is one 
ventilator conditions, who are in bad shape. of the main employers. And we're having 
Two have died and one, they said, has hard times. 
disappeared! I don't know how a patient They're reporting about 30 cases of the 
can disappear. illness now but they're not saying very 

They said that particular case hap- much more about it anymore. So, the 
pened maybe as far back as August, Sep- whole tone of the disease and the reporting 
tember. These, obviously, the cases where of the disease is, even in the local papers 
the patients are on the ventilators, are new here, nothing like what it was before. 
cases and the other two people may have And so, as fa r  as panicking and stuff 
died in April, 1 think they said. goes, there was a 10-day lull in any new 

I have another person in Las Vegas, cases. So, a lot of people started feeling 
Nevada, who has said they have five or six relaxed. And then they had a case up in 
cases of this mystery illness over the last Farrnington where a 22-year-old Navajo 
six months. These people have also died in died. And then they had 3 other cases. A 
the Las Vegas, Nevada area, and nothing thirteen year old girl is in the hospital in 
was reported. He said, then, this was not Albuquerque under respiratoryconditions, 
new news because this mysterious respi- and she's also on a ventilator. And they 
ratory illness had attacked Las Vegas al- had another outbreak in Arizona. And one 
ready-in the outskirts and in the city. in Colorado. And then, there's been a 3-4 

They were reporting yesterday-this is day lull again, and now they're reporting a 
a very strange thing: Now, when it first couple deaths and they're not telling us 
broke out, they were giving us a lot of where, what or when these deaths oc- 
information about victims and where they curred or even if they're adding deaths 
were from. Even if it was a couple days from a previous count. 
later. Where they were from and whether We're just not getting very much infor- 
they were part of the mystery illness or mation anymore. So, I think a lot of people 
whatever. And now what's going on, around here are starting to feel a little 
especially in Arizona, Arizona is so wor- comfortable like it's starting to abate. It's 
ried about tourism that Arizona is not starting to feel alright again. You know, 
reporting as many as eight deaths that let's get back to normal. 
they have. They're reporting that they We had a report yesterday that Bill 
have had deaths, but they refuse to say Clinton said it was not good to travel to this 
where the victims are from and they're not area. I haven't been able to confirm that 
reporting how many cases they have. yet, but one of my friends said that was 
They're just putting anews shutdown on it. reported over the radio, so I don't know. I 

Friday, in the Arizona Republic, they think non-Indians, and even Navajos, are 
reported a woman from Phoenix having starting to feel like it's not very dangerous 
died of this respiratory illness and they and I think that attitude in itself is danger- 
would not confirm whether she was a vic- ous. 
tim of this mystery illness or not and they It's not a panic situation here. I think 
have not had a follow-up story that I have it's more of a panic situation of other people 
been able to find in that paper confirming in other areas. When I did the recent 
whether she did or didn't have THE dis- interview with the Utah radio station, people 
ease. were saying, 'Should I even come down to 

We have had a couple more deaths that area? Isn't it real dangerous?" Some 
here in New Mexico which has raised the people were seen traveling through our 
death toll to 16. And I follow the AP, town with those painter's masks on and 
because I work for the radio station. bandanas over their faces, and the whole 

The death-toll was 12- 14 last time I had works. They were just deathly afraid. 
seen it. All of a sudden it was up to 16 and However, I think in this area, as far as local 
they're not telling us  anymore where the people are concerned, fear is abating some- 
victims are from. They just said, another what. But the illness seems to still be 
person died in New Mexico. It's almost a there. Not as many victims, but it's still 
news blackout. They're not really saying collecting a few here and there. 
too much about it anymore. The Governor's 
Office has control of all of the information Well, obviously, Idon't need to tell you to 
now, and also, they're deathly &aid of be very, very cautious. 
htuting tourism. I can understand that, 
because it has really injured our Indian Well, I just figure I won't be able to 
jewelry business. mention this on the radio anymore. So, 

It's really hurting the Navajos tremen- whoever is listeningin on this tapped phone 
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line, you can rest assured that I'm going to searching desperately for the perpetrator RUSSBACHER 
be a "good boy"! of the killings at CIA. If you don't generalize 

and hook up these things-you are going to The nasty game of get rid of Russbacher 
Good. There's no reason to take risks. get buried in confusion. It is ALL hooked just heats up hotter and hotter and what can 

up and rests with Pakistan and Iran. You you do about it? Publicity is about all you 
I'm really small potatoes for these guys, are about to go to a BIG war and you can CAN do about it. Make it better for the 

they should know that. There is really no now know the players. politicians and crooks to let him go than to 
reason to take any big risks about this. I longer hold him. He has become an "issue" 
don't want them to come one day and just CIA AND PRODUCTS and a'hot potato", so let us heat up the oven 
pick me up and I'm another Jimmy Hoffa a bit more, please. 
story. Look carefully at "needles" and 'sy- 

ringes" in Pepsi cans! What could this . [Editor's note: Please see stories be- 
Right. have to do with the CIA? Everythingll Also, ginning on page 33 of last week's CON- 

remember the 'Denny's" incident with TACT and on page 37 of the 6 / 8 / 9 3  
So, yes, I'm going to be very careful. I "agents" being denied service and the big CONTACT. Let me extract and quote from 

guess I'm just going to have to let Hatonn flap? Connections? Indeed1 Denny's is our telephone interview with Rayelan 
do his thing. And just see what he has to owned by the CIA Group I1 uld Group I is Russbacher in the 6/8/93 CONTACT, on 
say about it. Obviously, like I said, I'm against them. CIA Group I owns PEPSI. page 40, for what YOUcan do to help here: 
going to have to really.. .I guess I must have This is a direct cause and effect scenario. "So, the only thing that Ican ask is that 
scared them the other night when I had all The point is that you have two MAJOR people call or FAX the Governor's Office 
those people on the radio. factions in your own CIA and the "battle" and voice support for us going to Austria, 

is heating up, little citizens. You have one being deported to Austria. " 
Well, a lot of people are obviously listen- faction trying at d l  costs to SAVE YOUR 

ing. NATION and the other in direct integrated Governor Me1 Canuzhan 
service to the Bush gang and New World ODae telephone: (31 4) 751 -3222 

I seem to have a pretty good show. My Order United Nations enforcement troops. Ofice FAX: (314) 751-4458 
point is, I've always thought to myself, Good luck-may the goodly side win. Governor's Mansion Phone: (31 4) 751 4 141 
'How can somebody do this to another Governor's Mansion FAX: (31 4) 751 -921 9 
person and not think twice about it?" I ETHNIC CLEANSING 
don't care if he's working for the Govern- or wr%e b: 
ment or not. Sooner or later it's going to get This is a term preferred to genocide 
their families. And then, when it hits their (unless used in conjunction "with") and The HonoraMe Me1 CQmahan 
families, it's going to hit home. And they're always is used as preferable BY the Adver- Goverbr, Stcrte of Missouri 
going to say, "Why did I do this?" sary forces. Somehow "mass MURDER- Miss- State Chpital 

EXECUTION" is not acceptable on na- Bax 720 
That's right. tional-in ternational media. Peace in Jefferson C@, Missouri 651 02.) 

Hercegovina and Bosnia between the Mos- 
And, you know, they probably feel pro- lems and Serbs? Perish the thought. YOU Ones are looking into Amnesty Interna- 

tected because they're part of the Govern- HAD PEACE WITH THEM-you will not tional as intervening in this issue and caus- 
ment. They're part of the thing, right now. have POLITICAL peace. HOW ELSE CAN ing the prison officials and politicians to let 
But they're also small potatoes and theyll THE GOOD OLD U.S. AND U.N. GET INTO him go back to Austria. This involves the 
be exposed too. THE FRAY IN SUCH A WAY AS TO HAVE A Austrian counsels and consulates so when 

MAJOR WAR AND SHOW-AND-TELL OF we are given information as to where and who 
Well, they're expendable too, at some STRENGTH? to contact-the CONTACT: I am told, willoffer 

point. I appreciate your time with me; thank the information, probably on the phone hot- 
You- GERMANY line. We have no wish to get into the political 

fray but we will continue to effort to keep you 
I thank you, too. What do you have with all the flap about informed and help where help c m  be given in 

neo-Nazis and such? Funny thing, there situations of injustice. These things can only 
aren't enough actual "Jews" in the area to be impacted through participation of you 
be the point-so any "old foreigner" will do citizens in enough numbers to bring atten- TO d a y ' s for fodder for the media mill. The Germans tion to the fact that .they" know "youb know. 
are trying to hold onto their country from Evil does not function in the Light of knowing 
the Elite Cartel and these are the battle Truth. The adversary STILL MUST DO SER- 
show-and-tells for you, the world citizens. VICE IN PUBLIC TO THE CONSTU77ON N ew sw a t c h YOU have an EXACT RERUN OF WORLD UNTIL THEY WIPE IT AWAY SOMEHOW. IT 
WAR ONEAND WORLD WARTWO, START- MEANS THAT YOU-THEPEOPLE MUST BE 
ING-IN GERMANY I AND, WORSE OR 'AS THEVOICE FORATI'ENTIONTO INJUSTICE. 

6/17193#1 HATONN USUAL", IT IS ALL FUNDED AND STIRRED THE MASSVOICE IS FARSUPERIORTOTHE 
UPBY THE SAME ELITE MONEYBROKERSI FEW, EVEN GOOD, WEAPONS OF WAR. 

I ask that you people look carefully at So be it. It has NOTHING to do with race, THEEVILBEINGOFCRIMECANNOTSTAND 
what is going on and consider WHY things creed or color-IT HAS EVERYTHING TO THE SPOTLIGHT ON HIS BEING-IT IS THE 
are happening. DO WITH WORLD POWER AND ASSETS UNIVERSAL LAW OF TRUTH. EVIL CAN 

Think back, readers, and remember the (BANKERS AND MONEY). I s  it not strange ONLY FUNCTION IN THE DARK, SECRET 
CIA killings? Remember the Trzde Center? that even the scenarios never REALLY AND DECEITFUL PLACES. MAY YOU AG 
Now, WHY do you think the largest num- change? You are simply suckered over and WAYS WALK IN THE LIGHT1 ONLY THERE 
bers of United Nations troops being killed over again without need of even changing SHALL YOUR SOUL FIND ITS WAY. 
in Somaliaare PAKISTANI? "They" are still the story-line. Salu . 
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Let There Be LIGHT! 
And God Created 
61 18/93 # 1 HATONN tute for Research & Education have in- error in utilizing the Dr. Russell-honoring 

vested heavily into researching and ferret- documents since these were the major 
HE W H O  SHALL INTRODUCE ing out the EXACT liabilities of utilizing any source of irritation, it seems, and somehow 

INTO PUBLIC AFFAIRS works of one, Walter Russell, who did "proved" our intent to damage another 
THE PRINCIPLES OF CHRIST indeed present the most understandable "business entitiy". Mr. Green reinforced 

WILL CHANGE THE FACE concept of thisTruth-in conjunction with that intent by turning-coat and, as the 
OF THE WORLD! the work of Nikola Tesla. Ones here, as publisher, offered the WRONG information 

- Benjamin Franklin with you readers, cannot understand the in order to save his bank account and 
thrust for silencing our work nor can any retain the hundreds of thousands of dol- 

LIGHT! understanding be brought to the actions lars in gold he had taken unlawfully. He is 
as to 'competition" accusations. There is now efforting to require that his newly 

" l a m  the Light, " sayeth the Lord. "Our not even similarity in any measure with formed alliance will cause the Judge to 
Father is LIGHT," said the Great Teacher. this place and-or operations and ANY- require that "we" or CONTACTbe required 
"In HIS 'lighted image' come w e  His Cre- THING done by said Russell Foundation. by order to cease mentioning his name. 
ations a s  He has molded us from HIS The Russell Foundation, in fact, is not How can this be? There are cases running 
thoughtsi~othatwhichisphysiml." "These even longer called by Dr. Russell's name counter to Mr. Green by the Institute, the 
things that Ido, so  too can  you, a d  MORE. " and more emphasis is given to his second CONTACT and other parties related to the 
"IarnCOMEASALAMPUNTOMYPEOPLE!" wife, Lao, than to Walter. This, in itself, is work here-that have NOTHING to do with 
So be it for in Truth there can be no indeed most strange if it be Dr. Russell's Hatonn or the Ekkers. 
copyright except in attempt to hold thatTruth truths which are intended to be gifted unto 
from all to whom the gift of knowledge be the peoplmven at price. Our greatest WHAT HAPPENED IN RESPONSE 
given. Further, there are no "secrets" in or desire is to give honor to this great man of TO CORPORATE LETTERS? 
about "LIGHT"-only the lack of KNOWING. history and to any place that would offer 

So "how" can I, without assault against his work to mankind. However, I shall not There was one nasty, vile phone call 
my scribe, get this great Truth to you? By allow my secretary to go to Federal Prison from Mr. Fort's attorney threatening de- 
sharing thatwhich has beengiven to one, half because of my own need to bring Truth to struction and explosion against Ekkers 
aworld distant, in the southern part ofAfrica. you-the-people. and the Institute because he was con- 

So you ask, Why would you 'settle' a Therefore we shall set the work in point tacted by the Bar Association. The legal 
dispute over God's girted material by such a totally aside and approach the SUBJECT counsel firm representing the defendants 
thing in the litigation pending?" Why in- from different resource. When I made this in the Green-Gold-JOURNALS cases asked 
deed?? I also marvel at the audacity of such statement in the CONTACT prior to this, release (after thoroughly flubbing the cases) 
a t h i n e b u t  a Federal Court Judge told all the interpretations were that we would go and otherwise? Who knows? NOTHING. I 
witnesses present that if "Hatonn" or any forth and print the SAME works (banned) am told the Constitutional Law Center will 
other of the so-called authors dared to print only in differellt business stream. SCIEN- follow up as soon as the Sacramento office 
that which is forbidden-Doris Ekker will go TIFIC TRUTH is universal and this needs is closed. To get further input I leave it to 
to prison. Since there is never given opportu- settlement in Truth and not in funds- the Editors and Board spokesman of the 
nity to speak in any form whatsoever, what however, George Green saw fit to make his Institute. Ekkers are out of the loop for 
choices do we have in your system of "jus- own settlement with the opposing par- 'recovery". 
tice"? ties-at the full expense and focus of the A s  to the continuing claims against Mr. 

Then why do I not exclude this "subject" Ekkers and now, does in fact, represent the Martin andTehachapi Distributingofwhich 
entirely? BECAUSE IT THE SUBJECT OF very organization in point. you inquire, I am told that the case is now 
LIFE AND THE REASON I PRESENT HERE So, in the threat of ongoing imprison- being pressed by Mr. Green in Nevada. At 
UPON YOUR PLACE. YOU MUST KNOW ment-we shall approach the subject any rate, Mr. Martin and the company are 
THESE TRUTHS AND YOU MUST BEGIN TO through the work of foreign receivers who in bankruptcy but are still efforting to 
KNOW THEM NOW FOR ONLY IN THE DO OFFER, PLEAD FOR PRESS AND recover the $12,000 in sales, made against 
KNOWING OF THE 'SCIENTIFIC PHYSICS" SHARE EVERYTHING THEY HAVE. I say court orders, of the books in point. Mr. 
OPERATION OFTHEUNIVERSE(ANDY0U) ''they because more than one shared in Martin says that is in order to pay out- 
CAN YOU FIND TRUTH. the receiving, and more than one being standing costs of operation while in busi- 

offered the information. ness. Mr. Martin's plans were to have a full 
WALTER RUSSELL All diagrams and pictorials in any of distribution company AND publishing op- 

these writings will be from that resource, eration. He spent agreat deal towards that 
The CONTACTAND The Phoenix Insti- as the illustrations were the most obvious end in preparation and stock which has 
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also had to be liquidated at give-away violet light waves?? exchange systems are all light-driven struc- 
prices or totally free, because of this law- tures. 
suit from George Green. THE BODY IS A LIGHT BEING In space, there is no white light, but 

We are told by ones having prior work- when radiations of the Sun strike thevapour 
ing relationships with Mr. Green, such as The next writing comes from Consumer of the Earth, they dissipate into white light, 
Lee Elders, Lt. Col. Wendelle C. Stevens, Health Newsletter(Consumer Health Orga- which can break into a spectrum of colours. 
EduardUBilly" Meier, Bowen, Cannon and nization of Canada), Vol. 16 No. 3, May, Your body requires all seven of the rays 
others, that their business experiences 1993. 250 Sheppard Avenue, E., Suite which can be seen through a prism. The 
have been the same and usually end up in 205, Box 248, Willowdale, Ont. M2N 559. blood requires an inordinate amount of red 
litigation. Some of this information came light, your nerves require an inordinate 
through strange routings of people who no QUOTING: amount of violet light and your digestive 
longer respect Mr. Green, so who knows?? organs require inordinate amounts of yel- 

We have, actually, almost NO interest in VIBRATIONAL MEDICINE AND low light. Each glandular system within 
the matter--except to reclaim that which is HOMEOPATHY your body needs that light nutrition. 
"other's" property. I and Ekkers get noth- by Charles McWilliams, M.D. 
ing now, or ever have, from this work AIR 
except our heartfelt appreciation for being Dr. Charles McWilliams has a medical 
able to serve. A Peace in the action is far practice in Nevir, the Wes t  Indies, and Your first source of light is air. The 
more worthy and brings f a r  greater riches has conducted research in the field of Hindus called it Pranayrna. You not only 
than does a Piece of the action. Perhaps vibrational medical technology for the bring in oxygen, but you also bring in light, 
even Mr. and Mrs. Green will learn this last 12 years. He  has developed many because light wraps itself around the oxy- 
lesson some day. medical technological devices includ- gen molecule. 

ing a photonic homeopathic potency 
BACK TO CREATION AND LIGHT simulator, ozone generator, colour- WATER 

sound-gem frequency generator, electro- 
Back to the subject of MAN'S SOURCE acupuncture device (Acutron), and Your second source of light is water. 

and who and what is Man and who and electro-acupuncture measurement and Water is able to receive very vast quantities 
what is God-which necessarily brings us  treatment device with Rife frequencies of photonic energy from light. When you 
right back to LIGHT. I have to write on this (Biotron 11), etc. He  is director of the take water from recycled sewage, you are 
subject for it goes hand in glove with American School of Oriental aad Ho- taking in dead water. When you expose 
Gaiandriana, your ability to achieve physi- meopathic Medicine, president of Sci- water to nature cycles, to evaporation, to 
cal attributes to give possibility of transla- ence Research Inc., and president of going up to the clouds, mixing with ozone 
tion and transition, stave off disease and Universal Technology Ltd. and falling as rain, you oxygenate the 
death from the genetic-DNA-altered water tremendously. You sterilize the wa- 
"things" and "entities" thrust upon you LIGHT ter in nature cycles. Any farmer will tell 
through this New World Order and, finally, you how much faster plants grow after a 
come into balance with KNOWING. YOU The body is a LIGHT being. It operates rain storm than they do from ground water 
ARE LIGHT and no matter what we may on light, and also requires inordinate quan- irrigation. In the industrialized countries 
PREFER-the facts are that you are an tities of oxygen in today's environment of the world, everybody is taking ground 
electrically created and motivated entity. where the oxygen concentration in an ur- water from recycled sewage, or from lakes 
You are not a chemically motivated crea- ban city can drop to as low as 6%. Prior to with low bio-oxidative potentials. Basi- 
ture-you are simply chemically assembled the 1940's, the oxygen concentration of the cally you are cooking, drinking and bath- 
from elements of the Universe. You ones atmosphere was over 38%. Today it is ing in dead water. These are electron- 
claim to diligently search for your SELF generally around 18 to 22%. Already, the robbing substances. They require your 
and for GOD. How can you get back to that terrain is set for oxygen deprivation, and body to process them to eliminate them. 
God of Creation if you know not what HE- an oxygen-deprived environment is the They are poisons and they burden the 
YOU ARE? The tinkerings of man will ultimate breeding ground for cancer. enzyme systems of your liver. Nature's 
destroy you-the offerings of God shall see The second dynamic below light is heat. cycle exposes water to light and air. Water 
you into infinity. Without heat, there is no known biological was meant to give you life. When you drink 

I really don't know why there is such reaction. Heat is an electromagnetic phe- it from a stream or as it falls down from the 
flap over books and expressions for the nomenon. It is several hundreds of thou- mountain or taken from an extremely deep 
facts are that the actual "inventions"which sands of oscillations below the frequency of well, those are waters that have healing 
will physically give you advantage are gifts light. Below the frequency of heat, you get properties that add energy to your body. 
from Nikola Tesla expressed in the physi- microwave radiation. It is the industrial 
cal-mechanical operation of the concept of level of microwave which is bad for you, PLANTS 
LIGHT. which we call biological overkill. Your body 

generates microwave frequency and it gen- Another source of light is overlooked by 
THE DAMAGING SUN RAYS erates the next level down called radio most people. You get light from plants. 

frequency. Your body also generates low Plants take photon energy from the sun, 
How many of you, today, noted the level electric waves, heart beat and brain capture it and sequester carbon dioxide 

special segment on CNN regarding the fact rhythms and this is easily demonstrable and water into sugar, fats and proteins. 
that NOW scientists report that not only is on EKGs and EEGs. From the concept of Plants are stored sunlight. They are one of 
Ultraviolet-B severely damaging to the body quantum physics, you are a light-driven Nature's miracles. When you take the 
but so, too, is Ultraviolet-A rayswhich were being. Your body receives light, demodu- plant into your body, your enzyme system 
priorlythought to be safeand toasty! What lates light and this drives all the rest of causes cleavages of those atomic bonds 
about those flooding through NOW which your reactions. Your neural circuits, your and, just like an atom bomb, they release 
are even higher in damaging power and are endocrine glands, your digestive glands, energy. Energy is also released as light and 
well 'beyond" the frequency of any Ultra- your metabolic oxidations, your enzyme as heat which further drives your biologi- 
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cal mechanism. Sugar is stored sunlight. 
Higher up on the scale are aromatic plants 
and spices. These are very high energy 
carbon bonds with cyclic aromatic rings. 
Spices deliver a lot of energy to your body. 

So I have given you the four sources of 
primary photon energy. Light, water, high 
energy food, and lastly fats, carbohydrates 
and proteins. But mankind has reversed 
this. Instead of getting primary energy 
from sunlight at the top of the list, he is 
taking it from sugar, at the bottom of the 
list. The more dependent your body be- 
comes on sugar, the less you are able to 
assimilate higher forms of energy. One of 
the hallmarks and first signs of inability to 
utilize light energy is obesity. It is the 
greatest disease of the industrial countries 
of man. Obesity is the first sign of the 
inability of the body to take light nutrition. 

HOMEOPATHY 

Homeopathy is a time-tested, proven 
method of detoxification and it works. The 
old homeopathic method of trituration and 
succussion, the grinding and pounding 
and shaking of a substance is nothing 
more than the release of photons of light. 
Water has the ability to absorb inordinate 
amounts of light and heat. Water has one 
of the highest specific heats of any sub- 
stance known to man. In the natural 
environment, it does have the highest spe- 
dfic heat. It absorbs tremendous quanti- 
ties of electrostatic energy. When you 
make homeopathic remedies by pounding, 
trituration, succussion and electrification, 
it doesn't matter by which method, it tears 
apart the electro-zonal bonds of the origi- 
nal substance and creates photons that 
are then dispersed in water. We use those 
by a resonance factor. All the tissues of 
your body require certain resonance fre- 
quencies to vibrate to stay alive. Light 
deprivation is death. It is easily proven. 
Without light there is no life. So, by giving 
homeopathic remedies, or by giving colour, 
those tiny little photons resonate like little 
frequency oscillators and, sending them all 
through your system, and where they reso- 
nate, like two tuning forks, wherever they 
find each other in a domain, they vibrate. 
In a homeopathic liquid, there are billions 
of photons contained in just one glass'of 
water, more than enough to start reactions 
in the body. 

In the case of a toxin, we use the homeo- 
pathic remedy to raise the energy of the 
toxin to cleave its electro-zonal forces off 
the tissue. The toxin has bonded to your 
body. By taking the homeopathic remedy, 
it breaks the bond and gives it a chance to 
be e x c ~ t e d .  On the other hand, we also 
have remedies which are very beneficial 
energies. The potentized toxins are only 
taken for very short periods of time whereas 
flower remedies, cell salts, potentized min- 

erals, potentized vitamins are used exten- 
sively in the practice. These are used to 
resonate metabolic functions to a higher 
energy level. If you are not utilizing a 
vitamin to a high efficiency, you can take 
potentized vitamins to get more utility out 
of it. We raise the energy spectra of the 
body and the vitamin or mineral that is 
already in your system can be more easily 
utilized and absorbed. So we use the 
remedies in two ways. In the case of 
dissipation, we use the remedies to expel 
toxins from the body. We use them for 
short periods of time and we give the body 
time to heal. In the case of metabolic 
insufficiencies, inability to use mineral salts 
in the body, enzymic problems, nutritional 
deficits, we use them for more prolonged 
periods of time in an attempt to raise the 
body's energy potential. 

INVISIBLE LIGHT 

Light has two forms, one that we visibly 
see and another one that we don't see 
unless you are psychic. That is where our 
energy medicine and acupuncture and 
homeopathy operate. It is light prior to 
manifestation. It is a paraphysical energy 
that psychics are sensitive to, people that 
are intuitive. These people are able to 
sense light of prior manifestation. Invisible 
light is able to be made prior and able to be 
used in the body when the resonance is 
there. Invisible light has to do with a more 
spiritual nature of mankind, and for these 
types of things, we use gem stones and 
flower elixirs to change the psychic struc- 
tures with the body. 

(Extracted from Dr. Mc Williams'presen- 
tation given at Total Health '93 on April 3, 
1 993.) 

END OF QUOTING 

I believe that you can now begin to see 
where we are headed with the gaiandrianas, 
spelt, algae, etc. The point is that you are 
going to have to raise the vibration fre- 
quency of your "lighv body if you are to 
sustain the mechanical properties and the 
electric flow of your mental processes. All 
things mentioned are partial 'helpers" but 
you are going to have to get right to the DNA 
source of your reclamation if you are to 
come into wholeness. 

M u .  

6/  15/93 #2 HATONN 

WHAT IS CREATION AND 
WHAT IS CREATOR? 

The Creator ("Godw, as recognized in 
language by most of you readers of this 
writing) is ALL there IS. God is ALL that 
EXISTS. 

You have here a'universe" that SEEMS 

to exist in matter in motion which appears 
to exist. There is no "reality" to its appear- 
ance for to your senses it simply sequen- 
tially disappears and then reappears. It 
but simulates reality through the illusion 
of two-way projected light-light reflec- 
tions IN MOTION. 

God, recognized as THE CREATOR, is 
THE One Being, the One Person, ifyou will, 
the One Mind, the One Thinker, the One 
SELF, the ONE LIFE, the ONE SOUL of 
which you are a poxtion, the ONE POWER- 
THE ONE REALITY. 

God's CREATION is the imagined and 
patterned form of GOD'S own imagining, 
structured in HIS image. It IS the body of 
God, THE RECORDINGS OF HIS THINK- 
ING, created BY Him for expressing the 
ONENESS OF LIFE, LOVE, MIND-AND 
SOUL! IT ALSO EXPRESSES THE 
"POWER", ALL BEING WHICH IS IN HIM 
ALONE. 

God IS Light God is Universal Mind, 
'mindw is 'lightw-MIND KNOWS! 

Mind 'thinks" what it knows into con- 
sciousness. Mind 'thinksw in two oppos- 
ing LIGHTS simultaneously projected from 
their centering WHITE LIGHT SOURCE 
and is sequentially repeated in cycles. 

God's thinking and imagining are quali- 
ties of God's ultimate KNOWING and creat- 
ing resource. God's knowing Mind is with- 
out time and is absolutely 'stillw (motion- 
less). Likewise, man's thinking and imag- 
ining are equally as timeless and still as is 
his knowinebut he remains too limited in 
his own consciousness to recognize his all- 
knowing capacity. 

"Stillnessw (without motion) can NEVER 
be motion (action of moving), but it can 
appear to be. Motion merely seems while 
stillness always IS. THE universal equilib- 
rium can never be other than its own 
balance but it can seem to be, ifyou ponder 
this a minute. The 'illusionw which is 
motion springs from stillness and always 
returns to that stillness. A s  strange as it 
may seem to the SENSES, this is auniverse 
of REST. There is nothing except 'restw in 
the Universe. No time, no space-nothing 
except 'restw which we will discuss as we 
move along. 

Mind 'KNOWSw its one Idea of Creation 
as a (ONE) WHOLE. Mind 'thinks" its One 
Whole idea into seeming parts. Hence 
comes the illusion of motion which is called 
'Creationw, and the illusion of substance 
which you call 'matte?. 

Matter, motion, time, change, dimen- 
sion and substance have NO EXISTENCE. 
The Light 6f knorrtn( Mind ALONE ex- 
ists. There is but ONE Mind and 0HE 
Thinker. 

The one Light of knowing Mind is Self 
of Gad. It IS the Universal Self which 
centers all omnipresent self-creating bod- 
ies of Qod-Selves. THIS ENTIRE SELF 
CREATING UNIVERSE ISTHE MIND IMAG- 
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INED BODY OF GOD, AND RECORD OF that your "Self" IS God within Self. Why? 
GOD'S THINKING. In the final recognition Because you must, if you are to find fulfill- 
and knowing-there is ONLY LIGHT! ment in the journey, come into realization 

You can most assuredly KNOW God. and awareness of this cosmic Light of God 
You cannot, however, KNOW His "body" in Self. With this awareness comes also an 
but you can SEE it. Likewise you can awareness of purpose and fulness in mani- 
KNOW man. You cannot actuallyknow the festing that Light AND the power with 
body of man-but you can SEE it. There- which to manifest it. 
fore, you have to realize that what God You must come to know the universe of 
IS-man is. God and man are ONE and God for that which it IS instead of what 
it is the illusion which "seemsn to be your senses have made you believe it to 
more than one. be. 

Further, you must know that this infi- 
LIVING I N  TWO UNIVERSES? nite creating universe which appears and 

seems so real, is but a movie of 'sorts 
You would "seem" to live in two uni- written by that Masterful Writer-Creator. 

verses simultaneously. These are repre- You will come to know that the "seeming" 
sented as the still cosmic MIND universe of reality is simplyelectrically-projected, spec- 
KNOWING and that moving thought-of- trum-colored light and sound-wave "mo- 
mind universe of SENSING through rhyth- tion" pictures--a play of CAUSE AND EF- 
mic waves. FECT imaged on a screen of imaged space 

You cannot sense the cosmic universe and time (both ofwhich would be perceived 
of God's knowing nor can you know the as black in absence of Light). The CAUSE 
thought-wave universe of God's thinking. is very real indeed-the effect is a simula- 
The cosmic Mind universe of THE One tion of the reality. 
Light of all-knowing is all that IS. The You will note that the 'self' of man is 
vibrating thought-wave universe of sens- cause. His own self-creating 'body" is 
ing merely "SEEMS". effect. 

God is the ONE still light and IS the 
cosmic LIGHT which watches over all cre- STATIC LIGHT 
ating things at countless points locatable 
by man-but invisible to man. Man's God's universe of Light is static and 
senses have misled him into believing in magnetic. God's perpetually creating and 
forces whicki he calls magnetism, i.e., that re-creating electric wave universe is TWO 
which attracts compass needles and lifts moving lights and is dynamic. IT IS FOR- 
tons of, say, steel. The phenomena of EVER IN MOTION. So you have a projec- 
motion are due to electricity AND NOT tion through each other of the two moving 
TO MAGNETISM. You are going to have to lights-FROM the "static" ONE which cre- 
learn the difference and we must present it ates an illusion of the "idea" they simply 
in such a way as to allow you to HAVE THE manifest. 
INFORMATION. We have offered it prior to Creation is the product of mind-know- 
now but it was removed from your ability to ing expressed into and in "form" by mind- 
access it. THE Cosmic Light is absolutely thinking. Know, however, that the product 
at  rest (STILL). It neither attracts nor of mind is not the 'idea" which it simulates 
repels. for no idea of mind is ever "created". I t  IS 

You must now comprehend the nature but simulationby form and motion. Idea 
and purpose ~f the "magnetic poles" of is infinite and eternal and belongs to God's 
suns, planets and all other moving exten- ever-still universe of KNOWING. "Form" 
sions of that ONE LIGHT. Likewise, you of idea manifest is very transient but IS 
must know the nature and purpose of the eternally repeated as transient form of 
two electric "workers" which interweave idea. 
this light image of seeming motion and 
dissolve it sequentially for rebuilding. This SPIRITUAL UNIVERSE IS POSITIVE 
will give- you a foundation of knowledge 
wKich will enable man to see behind the The foundation of the Spiritual universe 
illusions which DECEIVE your senses. is STILLNESS; the balanced stillness of the 

You mast now begin to sexiously climb ONE magnetic Light of God. Balanced 
out of the material wilderness to your stillness is the positive principle of stabil- 
spiritual mountain peak. Thk means ity and unity-ONENESS. IN IT THERE 
you must move more and more into the ARE NEGATIONS. 
cosmic Light universe of knowing, and 
less in that sensing universe of mere PHYSICAL UNIVERSE IS 
electric waves. NEGATIVE AND MOTION 

Man must come to know that his POWER 
lies in the stillness of his own centering Self The very foundation of the physical 
AND NOT IN THE MOTION by which he universe is motion; the ever-changing, 
manifests that very stillness. constantly moving motion arising out of 

You must now come to realize and KNOW pairs of unbalanced conditions which 

must infinitely move to seek the bal- 
anced stillness of unity from which they 
originated as multiple PAIRS of units. 
We will speak of this seeming duality later. 
You MUST have pairs or you have no 
balance and yet, yes, there is still only THE 
ONE. 

'Unbalanced motion" is the negative 
principle of instability separateness, mul- 
tiplicity, etc., which is the physical uni- 
verse made up of electric waves in octaves, 
of opposed lights. 

Realize that in the negative principle 
there is NO positive. It iscomposed entirely 
of pairs of negations which are infinitely 
voiding each other, cancelling out each 
other's action and reactions, thus negating 
each other by never allowing either one to 
exceed its fmed point of zero of universal 
stillness. 

I realize this is a bit confusing as you 
begin to think out these fragments in 
KNOWING but you have to begin some- 
where in your own creating power. If you 
never can tell the positive from the negative 
projection of what IS-how can you ever 
come to understand the very creation of 
SELF or grasp the POWER of that KNOW- 
ING? 

The still magnetic light universe of God's 
knowing IS an invisible, unchanging, un- 
conditioned and non-measurable QUAL- 
ITY from which visible, changing, condi- 
tioned and measurable QUANTITIES spring 
to simulate those qualities through two- 
way wave motion. 

Human physical language (in any lan- 
guage) has no WORD to express that "qual- 
ity", just as you are lacking in total defini- 
tion of several things--this being the most 
important. It requires the use of a multi- 
plicity of words which hopefully express 
the same meaning but myriads of "conno- 
tations". We have to refer to this as 
consciousness, life, love, truth, mind, 
knowledge, balance, harmony, desire, 
power and LAW. There is not one that 
expresses either singularly or together 
which truly expresses the perfection of the 
subject in point. 

The God-quality of the ONE Light is 
seemingly transformed into quantities by 
being divided into pairs of opposing condi- 
tioned light pressures of the electric uni- 
verse. The divided pairs then are multi- 
plied into infinite wave units (which are 
best expressed as "octaves") of wave units 
of light pressures and set in opposing 
directional motion which creates the illu- 
sionof sequence. It also creates the illusion 
of change, dimension, condition, and time 
in a universe where NONE of these states 
and effects of motion actually exist. 

You can consider a lake of water or even 
of sand. It is an unchanging and 
unmeasurable quality of ONENESS if it be 
STILL AND CALM. You will note no change 
and nothing to count or to measure upon 
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the "calm" still surface. However, the as unbalanced pairs (two) which must CANNOT MATHEMATICALLY BE A COR- 
moment that quantities of waves spring sequentially but equally interchange. ALL RECT STATEMENT NOR CAN "HOLO- 
from that quality of calm, those quantities things which man senses in his physical CAUST" BE THE ONE CORRECT WORD 
can be measured as movement sets the expression are but waves of dual light FOR WHAT HAPPENED. 
wondrous particles into "change". Like- which records God's electric thinking in 
wise, they are forever (infinitely) changing, the imaghed forms of God's imagining. OUESTIONS ABOUT HATONN. ETC. 
nor are there two points in them which are God alone has "BEING" and therefore 
similarly conditioned to exactness. the "imaginedn forms of God's imagining I think it worthy of taking time right now 

Realize, now, that this ever-creating have no "being". But don't let it concern to offer and respond to a very thoughtful 
electric universe is composed of moving you for the difference will make more sense letter from a respected friend in Colorado. 
light waves, which frequencies originate in defining as we move further into the I shall have to ask that reprinting be of- 
from a calm "laken of THE ONE still Light. deciphering of the illusion and the fered, Dharma, because the responses will 
It IS a universe of pairs in motion of quan- "beingness". make no 'sense" otherwise. 
tities which simulate the QUALITY of still- I will effort to now respond to inquiries I shall use brackets and bold type for my 
ness from which those quantities origi- which are echoed by most of you in varying response, as usual, please ([H: ...I). 
nated. The quantities of divided and con- degrees of interest and varying degrees of 
ditioned pairs of opposite lights which thus understanding. QUOTING: 
simulate the ONE are NOT the ONE they You will have to understand that I HAVE 
simulate. Do you understand--one is NOT NO GOAL BEYOND THE SPIRITUAL Dear Folks, greetings in the ALL 
the other. UNDERSTANDING OF KNOWING. How- Light. 

There is NOT division in the ONE Mind ever, IF YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND THE 
of Creator. Creation is ONE WHOLE IDEA TRUTH-THEN THERE IS NO WAY TO I am taking this opportunity of your 
OF MIND divided into countless simulated REACH WITHIN THAT TRUTH. Let us  say invitation to communicate and as I had 
ideas of mind-THROUGH MOTION. The you take a set of numbers and do some- mentioned in a previous letter that I would 
simulation of idea thus expressed is NOT thing to them to arrive at an answer-it will like to do so. I address to our Elder Brother 
the idea that it expresses. Parts of the ONE either be correct or incorrect. You may Hatonn and his co-workers. The following 
WHOLE IDEA are only seeming. There are have several ways to arrive at the correct is presented with all due respect and in 
NO two separate or separable things in the answer. However, if you do not know what recognition for the perseverance, dedica- 
entirety of the universe. There is but ONE the numbers are and/or if the teachers are tion as well as the enlightened disclosures 
WHOLE SIMULATION OF THE ONE incorrect or deliberately misleading in your that you and your co-workers have been 
WHOLE IDEA. lessons-you cannot even realize a "cor- instrumental in bringing about. Many of 

htlvthinrr that IS is of evemthing rect" answer and will continue over and these were new to me and others drove 
else that IS. A22 thinas am indissoZubZy over again to arrive at incorrect answers. home some very pertinent -cations of 
united-rrvthiw is mlated to euem This means that any 'teacher" must that of which I have been already awere. 
th iw  eke-without excevtbn THERE give you background, circumstances im- Firstly I would like to comment on 
CAN BE NO EXCEPTION. pacting the problem and finally, teach you what I think is notable in that I perceive a 

Every "occurrenceA anywhere mani- HOW to structure your numbers to arrive difference in the character of your expres- 
fests everywhere. The most tiny and at  proper solutions. You cannot climb a sions now, as in comparison with those on 
almost weightless fluff floating in a sum- ladder if it has no rungs. tapes recorded from the 'Galaxy" radio 
mer breezy sky affects the balance of the There is no intent herein by any mea- series of the 50s. It seems to me to not be 
whole universe of suns and galaxies. sure of thought to use this example as the same Hatonn. 
Every individual part of the universe moves expression of an example but let us  con- [H: Thank you for allowing the people 
in interdependent unison as the wheels of sider the Jews who were supposedly mur- (readers) to realize that I have been 
a watch move in unison. Watch wheels dered in the "Holocaust". Firstly "holo- "aroundn for a very long time and actu- 
must be geared together mechanically- caust" is misused as a term. Secondly ally sharing with you through communi- 
but the rhythmic wave universe is geared there is now touted that over 6 million cations. I AM the same being-YOU ARE 
together ELECTRICALLY. (6,500,000 is the new "count") are claimed NOT! Further, the lessons are now dif- 

The universe in its entirety is ONE and to have been killed in the holocaust. Well, ferent; the awakening right up against 
must be kept in balance as ONE. Changes right off it cannot be-for SOME would the cloclr; the reahation of circum- 
of condition in any one part are simulta- have died of 'other" than holocaust (anni- stance demanding of differing approach 
neously reflected in every other part, and hilation by fire) so now you have your first and teachings. Some still need the fist 
are sequentially repeated in it. error. Next, let us  say you take ALL 'Jews" kindergarten leuons but if we are to 

The ONE (God Creator) is within ALL in the area at the time-THERE ARE NOT mwe a remnant into the higher security 
things, without ALL things-for Creator IS ENOUGH BY COUNTTO EQUALA WHOLE of being and physically make journep 
ALL THINGS. COUNT OF SIX OR OF EVEN FOUR MIL- into fulfillment, then the teacher must 

All things extend from Creator and are LION. There are more "Jews" receiving grow wen more adroitly than do the 
omnipresent because Creator IS omnipres- payment for their damages NOW than were students. In many instancesthe lessons 
ent. All omnipresent things are also omni- accounted for at  the time of the holo- were misguided and mirintsrpreted- 
scient for Creator is within each of them caust-so SOMETHING is incorrect in sometimes in error, more often through 
and Creator is omniscient. Therefore, when calculations. THIS HAS NOTHING to do intent and deliberation. The adversary 
man's consciousness tells him of God's with holocaust or whether or not there was has been expecting our arrival far longer 
presence within and without him he will damage and death of Jews (and others) but than your c o n s c i o u s n ~  the di.- 
then know all things--for Creator knows it merely remains that the CORRECT an- tractions and outright lies began before 
all things. All things imagined by Creator swer cannot be arrived at by misusing and I even beg= lessons-so very often the 
(God) are imaged forms of God's irnaginings. mislabeling the numbers. In other words, lessons were NEVER mine at all. I n d  
Power rests in them then to manifest the two lies do not make a "truth". This make no comment about that for it has 
balanced Light which centers them in all certainly has no reflection on any sect, not changed as the deceivers are full- 
instances, by making the ONE light appear race, creed or color-IT IS SIMPLY THAT IT blown in attempt. to mfrrepresent and 
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discredit-CONSTANTLY AND INFI- 
NITELY .] 

Since you have stated that you have 
a very extensive computer system at your 
disposal, why is it that you have not been 
aware of records stored in the upper spiri- 
tual realms, some of which have been 
relayed to mortals over a hundred years 
ago? [H: Ah, and why your ASSUMPTION 
that I know not of such records? ALL 
things are stored in the LIGHT and this 
is why I gave you the foregoing message 
regarding LIGHT. You must understand 
that all things physical (computers-a 
poor example perhaps) are ILLUSION 
and only that which is LIGHT has mean- 
ing. You are now getting ready to give 
me my lessons which is fine but realize 
that I do not agree with you simply 
because I am polite and gracious in 
exchange for your honest petition.] 
Namely those records as portrayed in a 
book that I mentioned to you several years 
ago named "Oahspe"? These records, in 
my opinion, are very important to mankind 
at  these times since they convey to him the 
various responsibilities associated with 
each level of development he attains. It 
also points out to him the preparations 
that are necessary for each step of the way 
starting with the lowest level as a mortal, 
and the vital importance of his awareness 
of it at  the present moment. It also gives 
man a fairly good account of his past 
historical record of 100,000 years. 

[H: Ah, but what of "beyondn 100,000 
yetars? Further, when you have no "time" 
and no "space"--what mean you by 
" 100,000 years?" I get equally as many 
letters stating that I a m  remiss for not 
using this or that "other" set of written 
rules and thoughts and presentations 
from the so-called " Wolf Bible, Torah, 
Keysof Enochandon and on. Why would 
I come as teacher if1 but say go read and 
study this mammoth book called 
"Oahspe"? The first question asked 
would be "What is that?" and "I don't 
have time to read that old sttaS+ive me 
the scoop now!" Aho, IF IT WERE THE 
ANSWER-YOU WOULD ALL ALREADY 
HAVE; THE ANSWER AND WOULD NOT 
BE WHERE YOU ARE TODAY! I desire no 
input to that which you choose to read 
md accept-you u e  responsible for your 
opinions and perceptionnnd they are 
not mine. If the words and meanings are 
Truth-yon have no problem. Ifthey are 
NOT, all the arguing in the universe will 
not make them right. I a m  come now to 
walls you through awakening and show 
you THE WAY to fhdsh this journey in 
the physical expression and prepare a 
place here and you for "there" who 
would make that transition. I care not 
who or what is in charge of planet Earth 
except as it affects the souled creations 
of Creator LIGHT.] 

Oahspe expresses clearly and quite at beginning of expression. 1 would 
realistically why and who is in charge of the suggest that ones in projecting aAUSPE, 
affairs of planet Earth, how he was selected for example, are PRESENTING THEIR 
for this responsibility by our Creator. You OWN IDEAS and interpretations ac- 
have acknowledged anumber of high raised cording to THEIR preferred perceptions. 
Elder Brothersinvariousresponsible posi- How can I be so sure? Because they 
tions, but if you have ever done so with the express on 100,000 years (according to 
Chief Executive of planet Earth, then some- your writing-nd CREATION and CRE- 
where I have missed it. A concern is ... is it ATOR is infinite and without time or 
that the ever increasing Light of our Cre- space. If you are interested only in 
ator is being interpreted by you in your own "history" books, f i n d a t  herein we are 
way and being applied according to your spaking of infinite BEING without be- 
comprehension irrespective of the activi- ginning and without ending. I AM and I 
ties of those labouring in the realms qbove have no other to offer. Perhaps this is 
you? WHY my name is ATON, the ONE 

[H: An interesting concept-" those LIGHT??] 
labouring in the realms ABOVE you." Concerningyour statements that you 
THERE ARE NO REALMS ABOVE ME. I are from the Pleiades???? I s  it possible 
am projecting as God, imaging oft-times that you are from a much nearer place? 
as a Space Commander herding you Perhaps right from the Earth? Or from 
through the path of safety and Truth. within it? If you are more local, I can 
Other times I must hold your hands understand why it might be that you wish 
while you let go of the ties of perception it to be believed that you are from a much 
that keep you from full realization- more distant place. 
most from teachers who write the myri- [H: I am from everywhere and no- 
ads of books. The Truth t usually never where! I shall express from wherever I 
allowed to get spread about the public. can reach your perception as a species 
Oahspe is a good example for there is of Creation. Pleiades is a physical des- 
much Truth in the words and therefore tination wherein you ones of physical 
the adversary will not ever allow its full expression can relate to selves in expe- 
distribution for he always presents the rience--an illusion manifest for your 
misinformation as he has compiled it. expression until you can come into 
However, when you effort to break down KNOWING. If you do not understand 
into "Chief Executives... of planet this then I would hope you continue to 
Earth...", etc., you have erred greatly in utilize the lessons as we bring them so 
accepting that kind of notion into your that you can know your own potential 
head. YOU ARE THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE and expression. In my present state I 
OF PLANET EARTH AND-UNTIL YOU AM NOT OF PLANET EARTH IN ANY 
CAN UNDERSTAND THE ONE-NESS WAY, SHAPE OR FORM. Why, further, 
WITHIN THE ONE--YOU AREN'T WING would I wish you to believe I a m  from an 
TO GET TO THE GLORY OF THE JOUR- even farther distant place? You are now 
NEY. YOU ARE THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE! moving into the magical mystical world 
Furthermore, if you try to arrange the of illusion within the illusion. Since I 
hierarchy of the "higher realms" to suit am one with our Father Creator--I am 
the seating arrangement of a presumed much closer as you suggest-right within 
banquet feast--you are going to find you and right within your soul and MIND. 
zilch at the feast save the adversary. I cannot be distant nor closer--I AM and 

Do I interpret the "ever increasing the diarerence 1-1 M O W  IT! You have 
Light of our Creator" in my own way? yet to REMEMBER i t 1  If you have to 
No-I present the Truth of the ever h a v e a u C h i d E x ~ t t w O ~ ~ " t o m ~ e  
increasing Light of our Creator AS IT your journey4en  you have a long 
IS-AND NOT THROUGH ANY INTER- journey yet ahead of you in KNOWING. - 
PRETATION. Since you are dealing with Do you need leaders and teachers? In- 
LIGHT ONLY, and Creator within and deed! BUT-you u e  the boss, Mend, 
being the ONE LIGHT SOURCE--you and until you accept that POWER and 
cannot have "reality" within an "illu- quit giving it to ancient writers with 
.ionm. Therefore "reality" can ONLY their hierarchic instructions, yon are 
come into KNOWING as yon mwe out of going to be in danger ofmiming the boat 
the illusion and into that knowing. I to REALITY.] 
have to express it the best way I can for Reincarnation. A moot subject. [H: 
the most understanding of the most How so, moot? How ur that you have 
entities expressing in your dimension of already formed your opinions and insult 
experience. You have YOUR job and I my Upouible" response. It so happens, 
HAVE MINE! Is mine somehow "big- precious, that your perception is fncor- 
ger"? "Bigger" has no meaning-My job rect and, therefore, I have to assume 
does, however, have infinite responsi- that there may be erron in Oahspa if 
bility and importance since MAN has that be from where you grind your own 
forgotten just about sverpthing he KNEW insight. Is it wrong, bad or whatever? 
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N d t  just IS.] Now, I do understand that 
at  some point of development one may take 
on any form one wishes for whatever pur- 
poses it may be necessary to do so. I'm sure 
that there are those so experienced and 
developed that if they chose to do so, they 
have the power and know-how to put arms 
and legs on a stick and animate it on this 
mortal plane. However, I seriously doubt 
that a newly born into the spirit has the 
know-how to create a mortal body and 
inhabit it. If reincarnation, as it is taught, 
were a reality, how is it that there are 
teeming millions in the lower spiritual 
realms, who had been taught reincarna- 
tion while in the flesh, who are striving- 
clamoring hopelessly to reincarnate? How 
come, now and down through the years, 
there literally are hundreds who claim to 
be the reincarnated Christ, Buddha, 
Cleopatra, Napoleon and many others? A 
quote from those heavenly records: 'Each 
and every man-child and woman-child born 
into life will I quicken with a new spirit, 
which shall proceed out of Me at the time of 
conception. Neither will I give to any spirit 
of the lower or higher heavens power to 
enter a womb, or the fetus of a womb and 
be born over again. Neither created I him 
imperfectly that he should be born over 
again. That which I do is well done." [H: 
Heavenly records? What heavenly 
records? Where did YOU get them? How 
do YOU know these things? Do you 
KNOW or do you presume or believe 
what another has told you? You do not 
have to believe ME, either-for you are 
to discern, judge and act for self. Your 
"thinking" that one presenter brings 
Truth without further investigation into 
possibilities otherwise is that which is 
limited to the physical perception. You 
will not make understanding in TRUTH 
until you reconcile with KNOWING. 
Moreover, that which is done by God is 
not "well-donew--it IS PERFECTION.] 

Also there are records of those that 
have taught reincarnation, that have passed 
into spirit, that are efforting to retract their 
teachings stating that there are no meth- 
ods or ways by which to reincarnate that 
they can find in the spirit realms. [H: 
Simply "passing into spirit" doesn't 
mean a thing except lack of physical 
body-there certainly does not instantly 
come KNOWING or even very much 
"smartness". If you make your passage 
in ignorance you will fmd yourseX4n 
spirit-in ignorance.] An Indian Sage, 
Fakir of India, stated from spirit, "Yes, I did 
teach that you could come back or return 
to Earth from spirit world, but never did I 
teach that you could come back as a mor- 
tal." If indeed a condition existed where a 
mortal who was underdeveloped and 
needed to return from spirit back into 
mortal form, where in the world would he 
get the know how-knowledge-wisdom that 

would be required to create a complicated you have only narrow perceptions of 
physical form in which to reincarnate? (H: "thinkine about anything in an effort 
Good grief, I wouldn't know, child. WHO to come into KNOWING. If you go off in 
IS THIS INDIAN FAKER-ER, ER-FA- the scattered directions of "thinking" 
KIR? Are my writings so dimcult that and "thinking" only what others "think" 
you do not cause him to answer to his you will lose the path-for until you 
own projection- is it that you ex- KNOW in God's Uthinking" you will be 
press your discomfort with me because incorrect!] 
you are more COMFORTABLE WITH HIS A mortal obsessed by a long time resi- 
TRUTH? The actual fact of this matter dent of the astral realms, could have ob- 
is that you DO BELIEVE MY TEACH- sessed many mortals and thereby have 
INGS. YOU THRUST OUT IN EFFORT TO had many experiences through those ob- 
HOLD YOUR ARGUMENT BUT IF YOU sessions and then able to relate those 
DID NOT BELIEVE MY WORDS YOU experiences through his present mortal 
WOULD SURELY NOT TAKE TIME TO obsession. It is then not a history of a 
READ SO MUCH OF MY WORK FOR reincarnation but one of many obsessions 
YEARS-NOR WOULD YOU TAKE SUCH at the expense of that mortal's loss of 
TIME TO WRITE AT SUCH LENGTH ON experiences by having his body usurped by 
THESE MATTERS. Why do you concern an ignorant or mischievous spirit. Past 
yoarself with these things?-it is your lives may be revealed through a mortal who 
relationship with God which is impor- may be obsessed at various times by many 
tant, NOT what might be flying through spirits who can represent thousands of 
the ethers seeking re-entry into mortal experiences of recent or centuries past. [H: 
form. You are working with WORDS of How can you have "past liver" if you 
man and ARGUING points of view-I have no "past lives"?] Nevertheless, 
have nothing upon which to argue with reincarnation is not that big of an issue for, 
you one way or another-HAVE IT ANY should it be so, and those of us  that have 
WAY YOU CHOOSE! HOWEVER, THERE no belief in it, would take but a small effort 
WILL BE ONLY "ONE" WAY IN THE to adjust to it at  the appropriate place and 
ENDING! "Believe" whatever you like time. (H: Ah, but YOU are not sure, are 
about reincarnation or anything else-- you? Now you are going to buffer the 
for it is what you KNOW which deter- possibilities with what you "think" in 
mines destiny in M i i t y  of Truth.] order to secure your middle-of-the-road 

If he or she is not knowledgeable, perception. Let me put you at ease abit, 
educated and wise enough to even reach child: If you are expressing within an 
his proper place in the spiritual realm? [H: illusion-then you can only be repro- 
There was no fmish to this question so duced in another illusion at any circum- 
I guess I can't give a suitable response.] stance--since the physical projection is 
Our Creator certainly does not create empty but God's thinking made manifest. 
physical forms for this purpose. [H: Wait Therefore, incarnation or reincarnation 
a minute--perhaps He "doesn't" or have no REAL meaning. To say, how- 
"doesm--but He certainly CAN if HE so ever, that you cannot re-express or re- 
chooses. Are you perchance giving your experience in the mortal physical 
own perception and opinion of what God plane18 AGAIN, LIMITING GOD dong 
d or will not do?] For all is created in with failure to UNDERSTAND the ex- 
perfection in its place and time. [H: So pression of God Creator. Worse, per- 
perhaps wen afew emptyphyaicalforms haps, may be that you leave no expres- 
may be necessary? Unnecessary? Who sion save the movement into realms of 
is to say what is God's imagining- density of further lack of ability to ex- 
perchance He would like a few empty press in full LIGHT by rehasing to accept 
forms around? Perchance it is YOU who Truth instead of the assumptions of 
judge need who would not have these "others"'"thinking" instead of coming 
"around"? Limit God and ye have to- into KNOWING. What do you consider 
tally limited SELF.] Whether it be a blade the proper place and time? Ah so, there 
of grass, man, animal or agalaxy. Further- is no time or plac-d hence all you 
more, a mortal low in spiritual develop- are ever going to have in KNOWING is  
ment ends up in the lowest of spiritual what you accept in KNOWING-beyond 
realms where there are no educational that blithering and confbsed "thinking" 
systems capable of teaching one of exten- about something ofwhich you can phyd- 
sive creative principles. I am aware that cam and consciously only surmise or 
there are many obsessions that take place about which you must speculatCm 
at time of new births that do pass off as you have all forgotten the truth of REAL 
reincarnation. [H: Can you be so emact in ITY.] 
your perceptions? Is it possible that Excellent reference on this subject is 
you simply do not KNOW the full perfec- a book called Thirty Years Among the Dead 
tion of God's plan and u e  only stating by Dr. Wickland. He had discovered that 
that which you have heard or read? It many ailments of his patients were caused 
matters not, you see, f a  until you KNOW by obsessing spirits who had that particu- 
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lar ailment at the time of their demise. 
Most of these obsessing spirits did not even 
know that this was what they were doing or 
that they were even dead as to a physical 
body. They were not aware that they were 
now a resident of a spiritual realm. The Dr. 
records dozens of these incidences and the 
various peculiarities of each. It would be 
good reading for those not acquainted with 
the conditions of spiritual realms. Another 
good one is called 'Wanderer in the Spirit 
Lands". These books are available from 
"Health Research", Mokelumne Hill, Ca. 

[H: Indeed, I agree that they are "good 
readingn but that does not mean that I 
agree with the offering in whole. The 
realization that boundaries are present 
in Spirit k worthy. To take such offering 
as the "gospeln for wolvement of soul 
progression is not too wise--for per- 
chance there may be some e r r o r ~ i n c e  
Dr. Wickland was also a "mortaln man. I 
would, further, sense that you are some- 
how "arguingn with me or efforting to 
convince m e  of some physical worldly 
stance. I have no argument-for until 
you come to KNOW you will play at 
"what if'. You are going to do that with 
or without my participation. You see, 
chelas-(students) all of you: You do not 
even need read my presentations much 
less ARGUE my offerings. If I be wrong 
in your perception--then put aside the 
offering. BUT, PERHAPS I BE RIGHT? 
Well, that is your judgment and discern- 
ment--but I suggest: STUDY &L I OF- 
FER BEFORE MAKING THINE JUDG- 
MENT FOR YOU MAY BE WRONG IN 
CONCLUSIONS.] 

I am grateful for the considerations 
extended to me and for all of the new 
information that I have gleaned from your 
efforts and those that work with you. 

Since I am no longer a regular sub- 
scriber I would appreciate receiving the 
singular issue that may contain any com- 
mentary concerning my views, for which is 
enclosed payment. 

(H: Ah, precious, you have made my 
point for me. You have perhaps studied 
and can recite and with cIarity project 
the exact meaning of each and wery 
phrase in, say, aAWSPE? Why do I ask? 
Because you obviously have partaken of 
very, very little of my work and wish me 
to go through the lessons of thousands 
of teachings and messages to counter 
your perceptions of something of which 
I have no interest. I ask that the money 
be returned to  you, dear one, for the 
lesson is quite free. You cannot base 
your passage and move into KNOWING 
from fragments of instructions and in- 
sight. If you do not care enough to find 
and seek truth in ALL I offer, please do 
not JUDGE AT ALL1 I welcome your 
inquiries and please understand our in- 
ability to respond to each one personally 

unless the lesson is FOR ALL for I work 
through human hands and the "answersn 
have already been presented. If you 
want those "answers" in understanding 
then you shall have to study the work 
presented for Truth in accomplishment 
of KNOWING is that which we have 
worked and written in wer 75 volumes, 
thousands of hours of lessons on tape 
and weekly in the paper. This is YOUR 
journey and all I can do &s OFFER the 
Word in order to show the way. You will 
use that which you choose and I can do 
no more. I bless you and offer you-that 
which I AM and that which I KNOW--but 
my KNOWING is not YOUR KNOWIN+ 
THAT must be achieved for self.] 

To the Ekkers and their co-workers I 
extend my most heartfelt regards for their 
efforts to enlighten their fellow man. 

With Love, Wisdom and Power, 
M. v. 
(Please do not use my name in any 

references. Thanks.) 

END OF QUOTING 

Thank you for your kind words and 
thoughts for we are but family walking in 
this wondrous e x p e r i e n c ~ a c h  moving 
in our own role of expression. May wisdom 
ever be your guide and KNOWING ever be 
your goal. YOU WILL LEARN TO RECOG- 
NIZE TRUTH A S  YOU GROW. Let not your 
hearts be weary or faint for the searching is 
long. You have, however, but one TRUTH 
to KNOW-your relationship with GOD. 
When THAT is right-all else will fall into its 
proper placement. 

You must come to the place where you 
KNOW that you shall not longer place 
Earth before God, gaining all of Earth and 
nothing of God. For God 'thinks" Earth 
and Earth appears, disappears and reap- 
pears ever in balanced rhythms of HIS 
'thinking". Man's 'Earth" and MAN are 
but God's imagining, to come and to go 
with HIS imagining. 'It" is not 'Godw nor 
is it him; nor is it even what it 'seems" to 
be to Man. You must come to see no more 
with 'outer" eyes alone, for you have h o w -  
ing eyes to void the illusions of your 'sens- 
ing". WISDOM KNOWS! Ponder it. 

May you walk in the beauty of that 
which I S  and perceive in the wonders of 
that which is presented for your 'think- 
ing" so that you might find total balance in 
the wondrous PRESENCE of KNOWING. 

I AM THAT YOU MAY BE! 

61 16193 #2 HATONN 

WHO ARE YOU? WHAT ARE YOU? 
WHY ARE YOU? WHAT IS YOUR 

JOURNEY AND PURPOSE? 

This is, of course, the quest for resolu- 
tion for EVERY individual with SOUL. It 

will only be the soulless or near-soulless 
beings in expression of physical form who 
will not have THESE questions as  their 
ultimate search. If one tellsyou, "I care not 
my place nor purpose," he lies or is without 
'probable" (for with God ALL THINGS are 
possible) soul center and focus. He may 
not be a mechanical fabrication of "man" 
but he is not functioning as a soul-cen- 
tered energy form. He may as well be a 
simple functioning or mechanical robotic 
entity. These ones will be totally centered 
in the 'physical" humanistic aspect of 
expression and will not recognize "God" as 
anything more than an idea which is, fur- 
ther, considered a "bad" idea. 

The souled being will always seek bal- 
ance, harmony, peace and Truth-ALWAYS! 
He will, further, seek it in the places and in 
the presence (openly) of God. He will be the 
same in his private dealings as in his 
public presentment and there will be firm 
stance within that creed. He will be gentle, 
giving and loving to his fellow-man. He will 
do unto others in a manner reflecting his 
inner light of expectation of a return of that 
caring. He will not secretly abuse an- 
other--even in his most secret places- 
most especially, I should say, in his most 
secret places. He will, further, search for 
his 'power" not from the physical force but 
from his inner strength and wisdom. He 
may not be matured in his actions but his 
heart will always be driven to finding the 
answer within the 'Lighted Goodnessw of 
that which is Creator's 'manw. He will 
stray from Truth but his 'conscience" will 
always teach lessons in an effort to pull the 
being back within the intent of God. It is for 
many to learn through stumbling-NOT 
THROUGH FORSAKING AND DENYING 
GOD. He who denies God shall be DENIED 
before God. 

Man further seeks his relationship re- 
lentlessly, to the universe, to man, and to 
God Representatives of soulless human- 
istic people seek only the moment, 'things", 
or power through force or deceit as if there 
is NO after-expression. For them there is 
not usually much to look forward to in that 
'after" expression, so they serve the Sa- 
tanic Beast in effort to fill need of human 
senses. Their source of power, for in- 
stance, is drawn from human ability to 
force through brute command. 

Souled man seeks always to find from 
whence comes his power and what IS the 
source of THAT power. He will endlessly 
search for a way to KNOW Truth and find 
what IS Truth. He will search tirelessly for 
balance and effort to have hisdealings with 
his fellow men reflect an interchange which 
would enrich both. 

There are myriads of religions and reli- 
gious teaching-and myriad are the teach- 
ings of the commandments to goodness-- 
but goodness remains a veiled searching 
like a fog which ever hides God's Light and 
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the seeking continues on and on. Why? 
Because in the FINDING is the KNOW- 
ING-and there is no need for further. 
When you KNOW-you ARE in the Light. 
So man, in his searching, is destined to 
stumble in that seeming dark passage and, 
being in unbalance, falls. If he then holds 
forth his hand to GOD to seek rebalance, so 
shall he find it. But he most often grabs the 
offered hand of the physical senses. He 
realizes not that he CAN utilize the physi- 
cally-sensed hand for assistance and STILL 
HOLD ONLY TO THE HAND OF GOD. 

The inner and heartfelt prayer from the 
souled being searching for Truth is always 
for his "brothef and for his own abilitv- 
not to achieve great material "thing$- 
but for the removal of the blinding veil 
which hides the path to God in HIS infinite 
LIGHT. Since the beginning of man's jour- 
ney it has ever been thus, that the unan- 
swered question arising from the souled 
heart of man be known and recognized in 
KNOWING. 

Civilizations of man come and go, al- 
ways progressing in cycles-always IN 
CYCLES. A s  each cycle moves there will 
always be new comprehension of 
"beingnessn which will transform man- 
kind into higher forms of "beingness". 
You are now in one of those most enlight- 
ening cycles-in progress. 

Centered in the consciousness of man 
is recognition of his ever-present KNOW- 
ING. But he cannot remember-he forgets 
quickly and must experience the actions of 
remembering and data triggering of that 
which is stored in his KNOWING. God's 
omniscience, omnipresence and omnipo- 
tence is at the very core in every person's 
consciousness and it is "conscience* which 
guides actions. Very few, however, can 
recognize their own self-soul as being WITH 
the Universal Self-soul. Each "cycle" of 
experience brings man nearer to his aware- 
ness of his ONENESS with the Light of his 
Self-source. But it takes many millennia 
to come into consciousness of this knowl- 
edge, much less to express and fully com- 
prehend as much. 

Can you realize that you actually live in 
a world of "EFFECT"? Harken, please, 
back to yesterdayls writing regarding Cause 
and Effect. Your "world" is an effect of 
which man knows not yet the CAUSE. It is 
seeping through now into the collective 
consciousness, but equal efforts are being 
placed upon "man" to disallow him access 
to full comprehension. Because of its 
seemingly infinite multiplicity and com- 
plexity, man fails to vision the simple un- 
derlying principle of balance and total need 
for perfect "harmony" in ALL things. Man, 
therefore, complexes Truth until its many 
angles, sides and facets have lost all bal- 
ance with each other and, as well, with 
him. Balance is simple, Truth is simple. 
But man efforts to instill complexity. Bal- 

anced interchange in rhythmic measure 
between all pairs of opposite expression in 
human relationships, as well as in natural 
phenomena, is the most consummate art 
of God's universe which is LIGHT. It isTHE 
law most clearly expressed in perfection. 
In this singular Universal LAW lies the 
balanced continuity of all creative expres- 
sion in God's "electric" wave universe of 
two conditioned lights in seeming motion 
which record God's ONE whole Idea of 
Creation in to countless seemingZy sepa- 
rate parts of that whole idea. Again, I ask 
you to refer to my prior writing of yester- 
day to find comprehension of meaning in 
the "electric" nature of God's Universe 
and the realization of 'pairsw or "two 
conditioned lights", "seeming motion", 
etc., for I have not time nor space in this 
human presentation to repeat. A s  a 
matter of fact, this entire subject of in- 
formation IS a total repeat of that which 
we have been banned in presenting in its 
prior form. Therefore, we must handle 
the subject material with great care and 
respect to the courts and orders there- 
from. 

It is for this very reason that "I" am 
dictating this material for we will not 
even "confuse" this  with t h a t  of 
Germain's prior presentations. If some 
things seem vague and disjointed-it is 
for THIS reason: to protect our people 
from assault, threat or accusations. 
There is only ONE Truth but many ways 
to arrive at  that ONETruth. It is difficult, 
however, when the facts are purely "phys- 
ics" in nature to express "differently" a 
very identical and factual summation. 

For instance, suppose someone has 
already expressed that 1 plus 1 equals 2 
(1 + 1 = 2). What do I do to change that 
presentation? I can say that 112 + 1 /2  
+ 112 + 112 = 2, or 114 + 114 + ......, and 
so on, but the very subject and sum 
limits my ability to present the fact of 1 
+ 1 equalling 2 without repeating that 
which many have already expressed. 
This, however, does not alter the truth or 
rightness of : + 1 equalling 21 

I can, for instance, speak at great 
length on "duality" of presentation. But 
~ i t t l k  Crow sums it up and I am free to 
express his version and explanation 
wherein my scribe is prevented reference 
to other valid resource: 

"That world of duality-you have 
good, you have its opposite or op- 
posing side. That holds true for 
everything in Creation. Why would 
it not? Why would it be different? It 
is the same for all Creation. For 
everything that is in its positive 
state, it has its negative state which 
exists with the same freedom and 
abundance a s  its other side. So 
there i s  no one place holier or less 

holy than where you now sit. 
- Little Crow 

(This sharing shows the intent of the 
entity to getTruth and understanding unto 
the people, his brethren, rather than hide 
the secret unto himself so that Truth can- 
not go unto ALL, the expressions of God 
that they can become ones in KNOWING.) 

MAN'S "SILENT" VOICE 

There is a timeless, silent voice within 
every being-even unto the relations which 
express as plants, animals, and thus and 
so. Even a plant has a "silent 'voice" 
which gives instructions and guides ex- 
pression. This always presents seemingly 
unanswered questions, however. The si- 
lent voice within every man is ceaselessly 
speaking to the awakening consciousness. 
EVERY desire written upon the heart and 
soul of man is carried to the SOURCE, and its 
answer will come, but few there are who ask 
comprehensively and fewer still nuw h m ,  or 
even really listen. 

It comes through the ages of preparation 
that man finaly begins to realize and listen 
within for man's consciousness is greatly 
shrouded from his Source by sensations of 
his electrically-conditioned sensing body 
which he incorrectly believes as being his 
mind and his personal Self. 

The 'objectiven mind is only the seat of 
electric sensations. He mistakes this for 
"thinking" but it is actually only an "elec- 
tric" awareness of things sensed and re- 
corded within the cells of his brain for repeti- 
tive usage through what is tenned "memo- 
ries". Memories have NO more relationship 
to knowledge of Universal Mind which is IN 
man than a magnetic audio tape is related 
to the source of the recording thereon. 
What man thinks of as his "living" body is 
only an electrically motivated (NOT chemi- 
cally motivated) machine which simulates 
life through motions extended to it from its 
centering self-soul. The self-soul alone 
lives and wills the body to move. The body 
is electrically-NOT chemically, motivated. 
A body can be structured from an assort- 
ment of chemicals BUT the body COMES 
ALIVE through electric stimuli, just as a 
watch made of beautiful and precious 
stones and metals--IT REQUIRED ELEC- 
TRIC POWER TO MAKE IT MARK TIME. 
How valuable "as a watch or clock" is a 
"thing" which is lovely but gives no read- 
ing of time passageif  reading of time 
passage IS its purpose? It simply becomes 
an ornament or bracelet without energy. 

SUBJECTIVE "MIND" 

A man's subjective mind IS his con- 
sciousness, his spiritual storehouse of all- 
knowing, all-power, and all-presence. That 
consciousness is his SELF, his ETERNAL 
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SELF through which his omniscience, 
omnipresence and omnipotence is ex- 
pressed as he becomes aware of their pres- 
ence within himself. 

The electrically oscillating nerves (wires) 
which operate his bodily mechanism act 
almost entirely through automatic reflexes 
and instinctive control and, to avery small 
extent, through mental decisions. Each 
cell and organ of a body has an electrical 
awareness of its purpose and each fulfills 
that purpose without any mental action 
whatsoever upon the part of the Intelli- 
gence which occupies that body. The heart 
will beat, purely automatically, as example. 
Red blood corpuscles will carry oxygen to 
the body, white corpuscles of the blood 
rush to repair injuries to the body, mac- 
rophages will rush to eradicate foreign 
bodies--all automatically and instantly as 
in turning on a switch. This is simply a 
'body" with an electric recording brain. 

In this body and its electric recording 
brain, man thinks that he "thinks" and 
"lives", "experiences" and "dies". He 
thinks himself conscious while awake and 
unconscious while sleeping; unaware that 
in all Nature there is no such condition as 
unconsciousness, when sensation ceases 
in a state called 'sleepn. Do you go about 
saying that your finger is unconscious 
when it is anesthetized? How about a tooth 
being "unconscious" when a dentist dead- 
ens the nerves for attention? The interest- 
ing contradiction here is that man fails to 
realize the actual truth which IS that 
the tooth CANNOT be CONSCIOUS and 
neither can the "bodyn. Nor does man 
yet know that "consciousness" never 
sleeps, never changes, for consciousness 
in man is his immortality-his only way 
of expressing KNOWING. It is the LIGHT 
which he is unknowingly seeking but 
assumes that the sensation of his brain 
is his thinking. WRONG! Remember, 
man is still quite new as he is just barely 
out of the dark of his wilderness. In the 
years of cycles of his unfolding he has 
relied upon sensation for his actions and 
the evidence of his senses for his knowing. 
He has been aware of the spirit in him only 
a very few cycles of years as you would 
count your sequence of growth. In this 
newness and 'beginning" of his new aware- 
ness he is totally confused, knowing not 
which is mind in him, which is conscious- 
ness in him and which is sensation. 

He has not yet learned that bodies are 
but self-created mechanisms which mani- 
fest their centering self, and that self mani- 
fests God as One with it. Further, he has 
not yet learned that bodies neither live nor 
do they 'die", but repeat themselves con- 
tinuously and forever as all idea of mind 
likewise repeats itself. 

I, personally, like the example as given 
by the wheel which has a rim, spokes and 
centrally a hub. Only a tiny part of the rim 

of the wheel touches the ground at any one FOREVER SEEKING 
moment, feels it, then leaves it, to disap- 
pear from reach of the sensations which Man continuously and relentlessly seeks 
connect rim, spokes and ground. But then the Light to guide him on his long tortuous 
that same spot reappears as the cycles path which leads from his body's wilder- 
continue. ness to the mountain top of his awakening 

When this happens to man we say, 'He soul. Man is forever finding that Light, and 
was born, lived and then he died." When is being forever transformed as he finds it. 
it happens to the fruit, a flame, or a plant, Always the result of diligent and devout 
you say, "The fruit was eaten, the flame seeking for Truth shall be given the finding 
has gone out and the plant has decayed". thereof. A s  he finds it he gradually finds 
I use these examples because some will also the Self of himself which IS the Light. 
actually say the tree has died or the "flame A s  he becomes then more and more trans- 
died" but the concept is understood as formed by the God-LIGHT of the awakening 
different from 'dying as in a person "dy- Self within, he leaves the wilderness far- 
ing". Why do you say this? Because only ther below him in the dark. 
a tiny part of the cycle of a~iy  idea comes There are men who seek the Light who 
within the range of your senses. The larger are discouraged because they seemingly 
part of the cycle is out beyond your range cannot find it. They are completely un- 
of perception at any one given time seg- aware that they have forever been finding 
ment, just as the larger part of the wheel is it. They simply do not recognize it when 
beyond the sensed perception of the they find it-always seeking something 
ground. which is NOT. Unknowing ones expect to 

You do not yet have realization that the find it all at  once in some blinding flash of 
invisible portion ofthe cycles ofALLuIDEAn all-power, all-knowing and all-presence. It 
is as continuous as the wheel is a continu- does not come that way until such time as 
ous loop-circle-cycle. The cycle of a piece one is nearing his mountain top. And even 
of fruit of any kind is light reaching from as he takes that final step to the very top- 
the Sun and Earth to that positive half of there often comes the Interceptor to disal- 
the fruit cycle which you can hold in your low the final glory of KNOWING while doubts 
hand. The negative half of the cycle is light pull back into wondering. That Interceptor 
returning to Sun and Earth for repetition comes in every form imagined to distract 
as another manifestation of the eternal the fulfillment of soul. A s  a matter of fact, 
idea of the fruit. The same is true of the man can neither bear nor comprehend ALL 
flame, the plant or any other part of the Light at a time while his body is still so new 
ONE WHOLE IDEA OF CREATION. and too near its wilderness. This is shown 

A flame 'goes out" to your sensing, but by the fact that all who are well out of that 
it still IS. Likewise the plant, the tree, the wilderness have already found enough of 
forest, the mountain, planet and nebulae the Light to illuminate their way on out of 
of the far  heavens appear, disappear and, its dark depths-if they but choose to 
as surely, reappear. So too does man continue. 
appear to disappear and reappear again He who is far out of the wilderness and 
and again in infinite cycles to express still seeks the Light is forever 'finding" it, 
eternal life of the spirit in eternal repeti- and is forever being transformed as he 
tions of that part of the man cycle which finds it. 
the body of man can sense. Man never One cannot, for one moment, remove 
dies. He is as continuous as eternity is his seeking eyes from his goal of Lighted 
continuous. Man shall not see death for knowing, for ever so alight a glimpse 
there is no death to see or to know. below him into the darkbrings him back 

Interestingly enough, neither does the to the fears of that darkness, which then 
body of man 'live" and, having never lived, tempts him to plunge back within them. 
surely it cannot die. The spirit alone LIVES. Look, therefore, forever upward in to the 
The body only manifests the spirit. That Lighted places of inspiration, where glory 
which you think of as life, in the spirit of awaits the fearless, all-knowing seekers of 
man, manifests itself by willing the body to beauty, balance and harmony for these are 
act. Actions thus made by the body, under the purity of the Universal Light. To him 
the command of its centering SOUL, have whose focus is to the Light, it will forever 
no motivative power or intelligence in or of come, and he shall be forever transformed 
themselves, for they are but machines as he finds it. The dark road from the 
motivated by an omniscient, omnipresent wilderness to his mountain top of glory 
and omnipotent intelligence extended unto becomes ever more illumined during the 
them. ascent from body into spirit. It is a some- 

These things you do not yet know, for times difficult, but always glorious road to 
man is in his infancy and is but beginning climb and ALL must make the climb as 
to know the LIGHT and SOURCE. It be- individual self. "Another" may assist- 
comes our task, as elder brothers, to share but none can do it FOR another. The 
this Truth as messengers from THAT ascent of man from the Dark to the Light 
Source. is the infinitely repetitive play of man 
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on the planets of suns expressed in 
physical form. 

When all mankind has found the Light, 
the play will simply be finished. Likewise 
the planet will be finished as an abode for 
man. It will then be rolled off into its ever 
expanding orbit while another place is 
being rolled onto the scene to become the 
stage for the next repetition of the ascent of 
man in his given system. We actors of the 
play must, therefore, be content with the 
lines of the play revealed to each of us  in 
Light. We must, likewise, be joyous at our 
continuously cycling transformation, as 
each learns a part, line by line, the better to 
fulfill it worthily. 

All parts of the play are experiences 
which become the action of the play un- 
folding. All man's experiences are part of 
his unfolding. Each experience is but a 
part of his journey from the Dark into the 
Light. All experiences are steps in that 
wondrous journey to the mountain top of 
glory. All experiences, therefore, are "good" 
experiences. Evil must be transformed to 
a simple experience expressed as "goodw- 
then evil itself becomes nothing. There is 
NOTHING but LIFE--there is no death. 
AHO. 

Next always comes the argument of that 
which is "prophesy" in an attempt to find 
direction on the path into and unto the 
Light. 

PROPHESY 

Man is unsure of his own understand- 
ing and therefore always looks to teachers 
and memories for his confirmations of 
travel. He allows prophesy to awaken in 
him a remembering knowledge of the fu- 
ture, hopefully in expectation that it dis- 
closes Light unto him in its manifesting* 
somehow backwards. 

Let us  take the sun as an instance, as a 
great etheric vacuum molding Light in its 
very essence and projecting it, has perceiv- 
able observation. It is always assumed 
that if one has a high enough vibration he 
can literally enter into the sun without 
disaster. This is true, but does this not also 
tell you that you +-e quite a way from the 
mountain top of realization to experience 
that for self at  this moment? How do you 
achieve that glory of expression? We have 
offered you the way and it is NOT through 
mystical magic but actually through phys- 
ics of Universal LAW. 

When you can enter such an etheric 
vacuum, there is discernible therein ALL 
the acts of every person reflected backward 
into t h e i ~  sources. It matters not if those 
acts have not yet come to pass for they will 
BE, thus the future is the present beheld in 
its achieving-it CAN be no other. 

Let us refer again to such as the sun as 
a mirror for cosmic happenings on planets 
within its orbit. Such a sun has its own 

faculty for collecting backwards as well as 
radiating, since true radiation has its ret- 
rograde movement and light is born by 
impact of ether-wave on ether-wave caused 
BY thought rebounding. 

If all were simply projection, there could 
be no projection, since thought could not 
grasp such as projection for it would have 
no standards by which to make compari- 
sons. Therefore, in the infinite cause and 
effect, cycle and recycle, there could be no 
rebounding if there be no bounding. So 
what do you perceive as that which is 
'light" to the vision? It is but wave upon 
wave of ether disturbance in frequency, 
made by "Thought" entering into and go- 
ing out of the vacuum, impounding and 
impacting, with incandescence created 
when the process takes place at a proper 
pace in the proper coagulation of ether. 
This is perceived as "seeing". Never mind 
that the whole of the KNOWING is not 
present-this is what you perceive you 
'see". 

Perhaps through this bit of perception 
you can look at  the projection of prophesy 
as history only written backward as it 
returns to the etheric mirror and reflects it. 
Each thing must be in balance of the other 
and with the other. All things ARE. All 
things however are not perceived, since 
man is slow to grasp that which IS. He goes 
in degrees from point to point and calls it 
change-although it be not change at  all. 
Change defies man's sensings in that it 
perceives him as quite slow in his wits for 
change is always and constant at once. 
Change is ONLY perception. 

Man would be far  ahead if he quit 
depending upon such as 'Prophesy" to 
determine his actions for IF he be prepared 
and in the proper path of seeking-HE HAS 
NOTHINGTO FEAR but has only to'antici- 
pate" as glory achieved in and by each 
action. Since God is Light and creates 
through His LightedThought and therefore 
you ARE Light in created manifestation- 
can you not also CREATE THE GOAL IN 
THAT WHICH SHALL BE? IF NOT YOU- 
WHO?? 

WHO ARE YOU? WHAT ARE YOU? 
WHY ARE YOU? WHITHER ARE YOU 
BOUND? WHAT IS TRUTH? WHAT IS 
LIGHT? WHAT IS YOUR RELATION TO 
THE UNIVERSE, TO MAN AND TO GOD? IS 
THIS NOT THE ETERNAL QUESTION? YE 
HAVE THE ANSWER IFYOU BUT AWAKEN 
AND KNOW! 

In this closing segment may I remind 
you of a TRUTH you most often miss: 

LET YOUR PRAYERS BE 
FOR EVERYTHING AND 
EVERYONE EXCEPT YOUR- 
SELF. 

PRAY FOR EVERYONE BUT 
YOURSELF FOR, 

IN THIS MANNER ONLY, 

CAN THAT WHICH YOU 
DESIRE AND SEEK 
COME UNTO YOU. 

When you learn this secret of the An- 
cients-so shall ye have learned the secret 
of Life. You cannot expect to receive that 
which you already HAVE. Ponder it. 

6/  17/93 #2 HATONN 

THE ONE LIGHT 

Why have I decided to teach these les- 
sons on "Light" and God? What "author- 
ity" do 'I" have to express that which IS? 
No more than do you--except that you do 
not seem to KNOW the subject and I DO. 

But, what claim do I have? Well, inter- 
estingly enough, I weary that my people are 
so badly treated and received in the morass 
of your Earth ignorance and lack of knowl- 
edge. You are like swarms of fish moving 
hither and yon without direction and being 
swallowed up by anyone and anything 
offering great material gain and power. I 
weary of my scribe serving the GREAT 
MASTERS only to be brought before a 
magistrate in your injustice system and 
crucified on the cross of greed. 

Would it not be better if Germain again 
brought the lessons? No-he brought them 
many times before, only to be rejected and 
the work buried. Just  prior to this last 
dictation from Germain his teachings were 
through such a wondrously lighted person 
as to be able to illumine the minds of 
MAN-only to end up in the hands of and 
at the mercy and downfall of a beautiful 
woman half his age. This wo~ldrous man 
left his marriage of over 55 years for this 
woman whom he wed within the same year 
and allowed his work and himself to be 
listed as a "humanist" when his whole 
journey to that point had been toward the 
total LIGHT of Spiritual KNOWING. 

Often my scribe needs to be reminded of 
who we ARE and what we are about and it 
helps to see it before her in the same 
manner that you all experience. Is she 
somehow greater, bigger, more important? 
NOPE-just serving as do any ofyou-each 
"segment" in service being more impor- 
tant than any other segment when it is 
needed. What she pens is not important 
at  all if it be kept 'neath the bushel 
basket or turned over to the darkness. 

Dharma was once told by some 
"channelers" that Hatonn was "like a 
third grade teacher" and that "no man 
can look upon God lest his eyes be 
blinded". WHAT HOGWASH. Would a 
"father" burn out the eyes of his child 
whom he cherishes? Would this "God" 
not be able to soften the "glow" enough 
to secure safety for the child's eyes or 
give other protection in some manner? 
How dare man so limit GOD. 
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So, by what authority do "I", 'Aton'- 
(Hatonn) take authority? Because I AM 
exactly who I say I AM-Aton, the ONE 
LIGHT represented through the ages as the 
ONE LIGHT-THE SUN. Now, before you 
disclaim this in fits of laughter-I suggest 
you tell me just who are YOU? I know 
WHO I a m  and WHAT I am-I also have 
the POWER, the KNOWING and the abL1- 
itp to teach you WHO YOU ARE! And 
moreover-you can accept it or reject it as 
it pleases you-but remember: IF I BE 
RIGHT, AND I AM RIGHT, WHERE ARE 
YOU GOING TO BE ON TRANSITION DAY? 
SO BE IT. 

BACK TO THE TIME OF 
THE EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY 

IN EGYPT 

The WORD dawned .... 
The Eighteenth Dynasty, Egypt's Impe- 

rial Age, had begun with Ahmose I, a 
Theban princeling. Thutmose I11 had sal- 
vaged the great treasures of Solomon's 
Temple in Israel. Now the heart of man- 
kind was mady to mceive the WORD as 
it dawned in Egyptas the blazingATON. 
Aton's servant on Earth was to be 
Amunhotep IV, known to the world as 
Akhnaton, the %eretic* Pharaoh.... 

.... Amunhotep IV changed his name, 
which meant 'Amun-is-satisfied", to 
Akhnaton ("It is well with the Aton"). 
. . . .Amunmun be struck out of every tomb, 
temple, and monument on which it ap- 
peared throughout the length and breadth 
of Egypt. . . . .he (Akhnaton) recognized and 
served only One God, symbolized by the 
Disc of the Sun (Aton). And, little students, 
no man can fully serve two masters and 
from this came the knowledge and the 
saying that you "cannot serve God of Light 
and the Devil." In the ending you must 
choose. You cannot serve Amun AND 
Aton. 

Does Dharma (or any of my family) 
claim to BE Hatonn, Aton, Christ, God or 
any other entity? Nope-nor do they al- 
ways cherish the idea or the service they 
have chosen in this time of coming into 
KNOWING. It is mostly a "rotten" job "but 
somebody has to do it!" 

WHAT ARE WE ABOUT? 

What, then, are we about? Evolve- 
ment-within the cycles of that which 
IS. We must get through this, learn and 
experience--and evolve from this "playn 
into the next "more importantn expres- 
sion. YOU are going to have to look and 
think beyond the ME-ness of your little 
world of narrow perceptions or you shall be 
locked within that same little narrow 
expression aspect. Can we do it? Of 
course. "Will" we do it? That is strictly up 

to YOU, isn't it? Keep arguing over Truth, 
material property and dimension (dense) 
and you aren't going to do anything except 
slip further and further into a soulless, 
dark age of death and soul repression. "I" 
have "timen-you do NOT. You are in the 
"time" cycle of this revolution of the Great 
Purification and you had best take it most 
seriously indeed. 

WHAT IS THE SYMBOLISM OF 
THE PHOENIX? 

Now, next: Why do we come in the 
symbolism of the Phoenix? Because we 
come from places of the Lion and the Bird 
Tribes, if you will. I personally expressed 
on a planet in the Pleiades Constellation 
called "Hatonn" and it has served well as 
location identification to my Command. 
You can, or not, worry over such triviality 
if you like but I suggest you leave it go with 
the other unnecessary trash you accumu- 
late while missing the treasures. 

(1) Egyptian and Greek mythology tells 
that this is a bird, representing the Sun 
(Aton, also THE "Son*), that consumed 
itself by fire after living many, many years 
(hundreds according to some, thousands 
according to others) [H: As long as he 
chooses, according to ME], and then rose 
renewed from its ashes; a symbol of im- 
mortality and spiritual rebirth. 

(2) A person or thing of unsurpassed 
excellence or beauty; a LIGHTED para- 
gon-model or pattern of excellence and 
perfection of a kind; a peerless example. 

however, shall rise above the heat and soar 
as on wings of Eagles WITH the Phoenix. 
Will YOU come fly with me? We shall see. 
However, unless you learn what you are, 
who you are, where you are going, how you 
come to be, from whence you came and 
thus and so-you are stuck in the muck of 
darkness without a lamp. You have be- 
come mired in the physical shackles which 
now also imprison your souls in forgetful- 
ness. We have come to jog your memories 
a bit so that you who would rather do 
worthy work with your journey can do so. 
i care not how long or how much you deny 
ME and-or MY work and word. It does not 
change one iota of the Truth of it. Further, 
ones who would claim or disclaim 'this 
Hatonn" or "that Hatonn" are also miss- 
ing the point in all measure. The TIME OF 
THE LORD IS AT HAND. No one doubts as 
much or argues the point. So, do you have 
so little faith in God as to believe HE would 
leave you to your translation without mes- 
sengers and guides? He never has before- 
why do you deny it now at the most se- 
riously consequential time of history of 
man and planet? 

Ah, I see, chela-you prefer other teach- 
ings that give you a way out of responsibil- 
ity? Sorry about that-THAT IS THE PUR- 
POSE OF THE EXPERIENCE IN THE FIRST 
PLACE! 

A good thing to remember is that a 
diamond in the dark is but a rock. Polished 
and in the sun-it is the most magnificent 
of all colored lights reflected into the uni- 
verse. WHERE DO YOU KEEP YOUR DIA- 
MONDS? 

SO, WHAT IS LIGHT? 

Now I believe you can see why we travel You can KNOW "light* but you cannot 
on a starship called Phoenix and also refer see it for light cannot be "seen*. Light is 
to our project as the "Phoenix" Project. It absolutely "still". The "sense" of light 
also, however, is WHY, particularly at this cannot respond to stillness. That which 
time of confrontation with our adversary the eyes "feel" and believe to be Light is but 
that so many clandestine black operations motion-wave motion-simulating the 
are also called Phoenix. Evil ALWAYS IDEA of LIGHT. A s  with all things else in 
assumes the face of goodness in order to our electric wave universe the IDEA of 
DECEIVE. His favorite places for decep- LIGHT cannot be p d u c e d  ELECTRIC 
tion and control, are, of course, right in the WAVES SIMULATE IDEA ONLY. They do 
churches of religious dogmas and misin- NOT BECOME idea. 
formation. Where better to gain control If you see the "light of the Sunn you 
over the Spirit journey of MAN? believe you are actually seeing 'lightn when 

This is also WHY the need for the deceit the nerves of your eyes are but *feeling" 
of the World War  I1 "Holocaustn and the the intense rapid, short-wave vibrations of 
massacre holocaust at WACO, Texas (and the kind of wave motion which you sense 
other places). It is the symbolism of FIRE, as incandescence. You can measure this if 
ASHES and an effort to prevent the rising you like-an unsighted man KNOWS when 
again of Goodness and Perfection. he is in DARKNESS and when he is in 

So, will God prevail? Of course-that sunlight. He cannot "see" it-but he 
has never been a point in question; how- KNOWS it. 
ever, man does not seem to awaken until How does Dharma recognize my own 
he gets terrible hot-foot disease and heart- presence? In the same manner-she needs 
burn. Man growswings ofwax feathers in not "see" me for the frequency of my 
his drive for material gain through greed- vibrations can literally knock her off the 
and they will melt and he shall fall as the chair. Further, she never accepts ANY 
heat turns up in the kitchen. My people, presence without confirmation of those 
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frequency waves and mine are as specific 
as any of your fingerprints-and by the 
way-THAT is not a very good check-point 
for the "real thing" any more. Absolutely 
identical DNA-RNA clones will have identi- 
cal fingerprints even in some instances to 
scarring or coloration of the nevi. This is, 
however, why so few KNOW me-for al- 
most ALL must "see" something to "be- 
lieve" they "know" something. Visual 
image is about as bad a foundation upon 
which to form your "beliefs" as any method 
that "appears" to exist. You can be fooled 
every minute of every day by visuals on a 
TV screen and the subject material has no 
meaning to you. The announcer will speak 
of something as happening "today" and 
you will be shown a visual from six years 
ago and to you it becomes "today". Most 
of the time, any longer, they do not even 
bother to mention to you-the-audience that 
it is "file" videotape. You simply cannot 
longer trust almost anything you "see". 
This is another reason you MUST start 
"listening" to your "feelings" about things 
and pay attention to your intuition for that 
represents inner KNOWING. 

The intensely vibrant electric current 
mirrored into the senses of the eyes fairly 
bums them. They cannot stand that high 
rate cf vibration. The eyes would be de- 
stroyed by such avibration, but light would 
NOT be the cause of that destruction. Fast 
motion, simulating light, would be the 
cause. It would be like sending a high 
voltage electric current over a wire so fine 
that the current would burn it out. 

Man, likewise, cannot see darkness. 
The nerves of his eyes which sense motion 
slow down to a rate ofvibration at  which he 
can no longer "feel" them. 

Man is so attuned to the idea that he 
actually "sees" light in various intensities 
illuminating various substances to greater 
or lesser extents that it is difficult for him 
to realize that his own senses are but 
acting as mirrors to reflect various intensi- 
ties of wave motion. But that is all that is 
happening in fact. 

Every electrically conditioned thing in 
Nature reflects the vibrations of every other 
thing, to fulfill its desire to synchronize its 
vibrations with every other thing. All mat- 
ter is the motion of light. All motion is 
expressed in waves. All light waves are 
mirrors which reflect each other's condi- 
tion unto the farthermost star. This is an 
electrically conditioned wave universe. 

All wave conditions are infinitely seek- 
ing oneness. For this reason all sensation 
responds to all other sensations. 

LIGHT IS .... - 

You people have had ongoing argu- 
ments amongst your "top" scientists for 
generations as to what is light. Newton 
claimed it to be 'corpuscular". By defini- 

tion this would be something like the little 
separate 'cells" which are represented as 
"blood cells" (red, white, etc.). Obviously 
this means "literally": a minute particle of 
matter. Or is light a "wave"? Evidence is 
abundant in favor of the argument for both 
theories. It IS both. Light is expressed by 
motion. All motion IS mue motion. 
waves are expressed by fields of eaual and 
o ~ ~ o s i t e  Dressures of two-way motion. The 
entire volume within wave fields is filled 
with the two opposite expressions of mo- 
tion-the positive expression which com- 
presses light into solids, and the negative 
expression which expands it into space 
surrounding solids. 

All space within wave fields I S  
CURVED. Curvature ends at planes of 
zero curvature which bound all wave 
fields. These boundary planes of omni- 
present magnetic Light act as mirrors to 
reflect all curvature into all other wave 
fields in the universe, and as fdcrums 
from which motion in one wave field is 
universally repeated. 

knowing. 
ALL MATTER IS SIMULATED LIGHT! 

Water of the heavens still is water, and it 
still is simulated light waves. No change 
whatsoever has taken place between the 
waters of Earth and those of the heavens 
except a change of its condition from posi- 
tive to negative preponderance. This change 
is solely due to a change of its direction 
with respect to its center of gravity. Now 
don't go crazy here either, for "gravity" is 
going to have to come to your knowledge as 
not what you perceive it to be. It has to do 
with density and not magnetic pull or 
push. We will get to that later, please. 

All dense cold matter, such as iron, 
stone, wood, and all growing or decaying 
things, are simulated light. You do not 
think of them as simulated light but all are 
waves of motion, and all waves of motion 
are simulated light. 

Please pay attention here: Light is all 
there is in the spiritual universe of know- 
ing, and simulatlonof that light, in oppo- 
site extensions, is all there is in the electric 
wave universe of sensing. The simulation 

'MATTER" IS WAVE - "MATTER" of light in rnqtter is ~0'I'light. There is no 
IS LIGHT "light" "matter". 

These, together, constitute what is called CONFUSION 
matter and sDace. It is difficult to conceive 
light as being purely corpuscular, for light There is abundant confusion concern- 
is presumed to fill ALL space. Space is not ing the many kinds of particles of matter 
empty. It is full of wave motion. Cor- such as electrons, protons, photons, neu- 
puscles of matter are half of wave cycles of trons and others. These many particles are 
light. Space is the other half. There needs supposedly different because of the belief 
to be no mystery as to whether or not light that some are charged negatively, some are 
is corpuscular or wave, for waves of motion charged positively and some are so equally 
which simulate the light and darkness of charged that one supposedly neutralizes 
space is all there IS. The light and motion the other. There is, however, NO such 
of solid matter, and of gaseous matter of condition in Nature as negative charge. 
space, differs only in volume and condi- Nor are there negatively charged particles. 
tion. 'Charge" and "discharge" are simply op- 

Water of Earth is compressed into small posite conditions, just as filling and emp- 
volume while water of the heavens is ex- tying, or compressing and expanding are 
panded thousands of times in volume. opposite conditions. 
Each condition is the opposite half of the Compressing bodies are charging into 
cycle of water. I s  this beginning to make higher potential conditions. Conversely, 
some logical sense to you? expanding bodies are discharging into lower 

Water vapor is water turned inside-out. potential conditions. To describe an elec- 
It again becomes water by turning outside- tron as anegatively charged body is equiva- 
in. Expansion-contraction sequences re- lent to saying that it is an expanding- 
sult from this process. contracting body. They are also opposite in 

You might find it interesting to share a direction. In this two-way universe, light 
thought between Dharma and Little Crow which is inwardly directed toward gravity 
one day when a debate regarding "rituals" charges mass and discharges space. When 
was in progress. It had nothing to do with directed toward space it charges space and 
the subject under discussion but when discharges mass. 
you came to solutions for mankind and The charging condition is positive. It 
evolvement in this "cycle", Little Crow multiplies speed of motion into density of 
gestured with his hands as he said "every- substance. The principle of multiplication 
thing within must be turned (brought) of motion because of decrease of volume is 
without." I don't need to explain his mean- the cause of the acceleration ofgravity. The 
ing here for it becomes obvious that you are discharging cocdition is negative. It di- 
now into the cycle wherein all within must vides speed of motion into tenuity of sub- 
comewithout. Ifyou can thinkabout this stance. The principle of the division of 
'concept" and be comfortable with it-you motion because of expansion of volume, is 
are a long, long way along your trail to the cause of the deceleration of radiation. 
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You can perhaps better comprehend thing about yourselves. they would be meaningless. Almost as 
this principle by knowing that what we call meaningless as to say the fact of it- 
'substance" is purely motion. Motion ALTERNATORS AND CYCLES there is no distance at  all and no light 
simulates substance by its variation of 'travel" at  all. BUT. .. 
pressures, its speed and its gyroscopic How about adding to that, semi-cycles. Light only SEEMS to travel. It is but 
relationship to its wave axis. Particles are In an electric current there is a constant one more of the countless illusions caused 
variously conditioned as to pressure but interchange between anode and cathode by this nice 'wave" motion. Waves of the 
there are no different KINDS of particles. or positive and negative poles. A light ocean seem to traverse the ocean but 
ALL are light waves wound up into par- particle expands as it leaves the cathode they only APPEAR to do so, for waves 
ticles which are doubly charged. Their in an outward radial direction and con- are pistons in the universal engines, 
position at  any one point in their wave tracts as it radially approaches the an- and pistons operate up and down. Wave 
causes them to have the electric condition ode. This light particle has been the pistons of light, or of the ocean, operate 
appropriate for that point. same light particle at  all times in all radially and spirally inward and out- 

Light particles are forever moving in parts of its journey. Its variation of ward, toward and away from gravity. 
their 'octave" waves. All are either head- charge and discharge, its direction of Now aren't we having fun with this nasty 
ing toward their cathode or their anode, motion and the condition of wave pres- old scientific subject? 
which means toward gravity or vacuity. sure in which it finds itself a t  all times Waves of light do not travel. They 
They are all moving either inward or out- are the sole reasons for its changing reproduce each other from wave field 
ward-SPIRALLY. from one condition to another. The light to wave field of space. The planes of 

Yes, indeed, I usually 'lose" a lot of particles are all the same light particles, zero curvature which bound all wave 
electrical engineers and ones who are all being different only in pressure con- fields act as mirrors to reflect light from 
TAUGHT well but incorrectly. Argument ditions. one field into another. This sets up an 
will only PROVE that my statements are This same is also true of the elements appearance of light as travelling, which 
correct, students. of matter. Whether they are iron, car- is pure illusion. 

bon, silicon, radium, etc., all are com- 
ALL LIGHT PARTICLES ARE ALIKE posed of the same kind of light par- IN MEMORY OF 'PAUL" 

ticles. They all seem to have different 
Furthermore, all light particles are ei- qualities and attributes, but those quali- I have a bit of fun as we write for 

ther expressing the mother-light principle ties and attributes are likewise given to Dharmais caused to recall her son, Paul, 
or the father-light principle. For example, them pumly by the positions they sitting and knowing within that he could 
if a particle is on the amplitude of the wave, occupy in their WAVES. integrate the 'field" theory. (This may 
it would be a true sphere, and as a true not be the accurate definition but it will 
sphere it would be neither positive nor LIGHT SIMULATION do.) What? Anyone can integrate all 
would it be negative. It might then appro- theories but I think it rather nice that- 
priately be called a 'neutron". A particle All things simulate light. A particle in the fact that he is now physically 
which is spirally heading inward toward of light which belongs to an atomic sys- dead-he still gets to tamper and tinker 
the apex of a vortex in the process of tem of sodium has in it all of the entire and integrate these concepts in Truth 
becoming asphere might appropriately be range of the elements, besides all of THROUGH connections of timelessness 
called a proton, because of its expressing every other creating thing in the uni- and spacelessness and within ONENESS. 
the father-light principle. We will cover verse. It acts to carry out the purpose- You see, a bullet through the brain only 
these 'concepts" also as we move along. fulness of the idea of sodium simply transferred the energy-it did not de- 
It is difficult to get it all said at  once. So, because it is in the pressure condition of stroy the knowledge. Knowledge remains 
AGAIN: if it is moving spirally out- sodium, and is a part of the unfolding just as KNOWING IS. You see, the adver- 
ward, it could appropriately be called pattern of the seed of inert gas of the sary can kill the body-it CANNOT MUR- 
an electron because it would then be octave from which it has unfolded. If DER THE SOUL AND KNOWING. 
discharging in excess of its charge or that same particle unfolded from the 
expanding in excess of its contrac- seed of the oak, it would be part of the BACK TO 'LIGHT" 
tion. wood fibre of its trunk, or leaf, or of the 

Light rays, for example, leaving the chlorophyll which colored its leaves, but The 'sunlight" you feel upon your 
sun, are discharging the sun. They are it would be the same kind of particle bodies is actual light from the Sun. What 
also discharging themselves because they while fulfilling the purpose of cellulose is happening is that the Sun is reproduc- 
are expanding into greater volume. They as while filling the purpose of the sodium ing its own condition on the Earth by 
are also lowering their own potential by as well. extending the reproductions out through 
multiplying their volume. They alternate All matter in the universe is but cold space into ever enlarging wave fields 
their charge when radially converging differently conditioned motion simu- until those reproductions begin to con- 
upon the Earth. They are then charging lating light, and all differences in con- verge again toward your center of gravity 
the Earth and themselves by contracting dition are PRESSURE differences. into even smaller wave fields. The heat 
into smaller volume and are simulta- you feel and the light you see is depen- 
neously multiplying their own potential HOW ABOUT 'TRAVEL"? dent entirely upon the ability of the wave 
by thus contracting. This is also why it fields to reproduce the light and heat, 
becomes easy to prove that you are sim- Ok, here is a recognized number: The and that ability is conditioned upon the 
ply a result of compression and expan- speed with which light presumably 'trav- amount of moisture in the atmosphere. 
sion. This, in addition, showsyou vividly els" is 186,400 miles per second. Now If there is no moisture in the atmo- 
that you are an 'electric wave universe". consider that the distance between stars sphere, your bodies would simply car- 
Think of it as breathing out and breath- and planets is so great that the speed of bonize from the heat thus reproduced. 
ing in and let go of the complexity always light is computed as 'light years", for One cannot consistently think of that 
thrust into the equation by those who the distance computed by lesser units of heat as direct rays of the sun, for that 
would dislike you to actually know any- time would yield figures so -great that same sunlight was intensely COLD dur- 
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ing its reproduced journey through the irn- 
mensely expanded wave fields of space be- 
tween the Sun arid Earth. 

THAT FIRST STEP IS 
THE BAD OR GOOD ONE? 

Not so-the light and heat which APPEAR 
to come from the star or Sun has neuer left 
the star or Sun. That which man "sees" as 
light and "feels" as heat is the reproduced 
counterpart ?f the light and heat which is 
ITS CAUSE. 

The rate of vibration in a wave field de- 
pends upon its volume. Vibration in a wave 
field means the pulse of interchange between 
its compressed core and the space sumund- 
ing that core. A slow vibration in a large wave 
field would cool one's body, or even freeze it, 
while fast pulsing interchange in extremely 
small wave fields could burn one's body. 

A lens which multiplies light and heat 
toward a focal point which sets paper on fire 
merely compresses larger wave fields into 
smaller ones. The rate of vibration increases 
for the same reason that the planets nearest 
the sun move much faster in their small 
orbits than those which are far away from the 
sun. There is a "law" covering the speeds of 
planets to rates of vibration in wave fields as 
appropriately as with the movements in the 
solar system-Kepler's Law. 

WHAT OF THAT OLD BUG-A-BOO 
. THE "PHOTON" BELT? 

What about it? I realize that while we 
are on the subject of light, vibration, fre- 
quency and rays (that, after all, is ALL) we 
will refer back to the critical situation 
within which you find yourselves. How 
relieved everyone seemed to be to think you 
missed that nasty old 'Photon Belt". You 
haven't MISSED anything and if you don't 
sharpen up quickly you are going to have a 
whole heap of trouble. 

The frequency of those rays now ex- 
pressing on your place are already part of 
that "photonn shower. The frequency is 
beyond that of ultraviolet and it causes 
mutations of cells and all sorts of damage 
to an unprepared body. What you are 
going to have to do is .find a way to match 
and thrive in those ever-increasing light 
frequencies. These rays fall into the range 
of totally 'invisible" rays. They will 
"getcha" the same way as radioactive ra- 
diation. 

Can we help? Indeed, the little 
gaiandrianas can match and out-frequency 
anything thrown at them if given the proper 
respect. 'They" are infinite and can match 
anything and any frequency. Moreover, 
they can bring a living cellular structure 
right along with them. It most certainly 
may be well worth your time and effort to 
stay tuned. [See next-to-last pages for 
infomtion on how to obtain Gaiandriana.] 

You are going to have to come into 
realization that you are wondrous but you 
are quite primitive enough to get into ter- 
rible trouble. Everything in the universe is 
balanced in its perfection, so you are going 
to have to get with the program. When you 
reflect on the subject of "you as a human 
species" you are going to have to realize 
that you are not any better than anyone 
else or anything else. You are all just a part 
of this great Creation and your part is to do 
what the rest of Creation does and that is 
to support each and every other system. 
You must find ways to do that which cir- 
cumvent politics and preferences toward 
color, ethnicity and gender. You are 
energy and you have a "center". That 
center, which is that Energy of Creation, 
has no form and no shape, has no smell, 
no color. It has no preference, no doc- 
trine, no sinners and no saints-IT IS 
and it has NO PREFERENCE. The sooner 
you come to KNOW as much the faster 
you can get on with your learning to 
"ascend" which seems to be the prime 
game these days of gurus and evange- 
lists. 

I will tell you right now, however, 
there is ONLY ONE WAY TO ASCEND- 
by particulation. You can do it properly 
and retain the two-way flow-or, you can 
blow yourselves into pulverized vapor- 
the choice is yours! 

Can you get out of your own way long 
enough to accomplish this task? I hope 
so for it will indicate that your choices 
are picking up in wisdom. 

You are precious to me and I will give 
you all that I AM-but YOU have to 
accept it. Perhaps that is far more diffi- 
cult than it may a t  first appear? 

In Oneness within Infinity, I AM THAT 
YOU MAY BE! 

61 19193 11 HATONN 

Haue faith. Haue faith. Have 
faith. 

You'm on the spiritwl path. 
You'm on the mad. You ARE the 
spiritual sanctuary, You a m  that 
strength and you'm not going to 
be punished for believing that 
God ltvles inside you. That isn't a 
punishment; that's a joy. 

The answer is them and what 
we need to do is to have faith in 
whut we believe. you believe 
that them is a God and that them 
is a heaven, t h e n b e l h  that and 
believe it with all of your heart 
and all of your being and act 
accotdingly to it. Act accondingly 
to it. Behave as if you do believe 
that. That's all. 

I t  always comes back to the 
faith of the individual. You have 
to have faith in what you be- 

lieve-whether it  is the dogma of 
something that nobody eke be- 
lieves in, if you have the faith in 
it, that's what is requimd for it to 
work for you. I t  always comes 
down to the individual tuking 
mqwnsibility for their lye. 

- LITTLE CROW (8/26/PO) 

Nowhere in the above does it say to have 
"blind" or "dumb" faith. Get on with your 
"wisdom" education and then for goodness 
sakes use discernment. Gain ALL you can of 
Truth and pathway from ALL sources. If you 
get wisdom through learning and KNOW- 
ING-you will know that which is right from 
that which is wrong. These are the onlywords 
I have to express and they are not quite 
correct but they will have to do. But first you 
must seek the "higher" path toward Wisdom 
and Knowledge and THEN study, dig and act 
in KNOWING-which is the only VALID FAITH 
there IS! 

If you =;lot recognize what you ARE, for 
instance, you cannot move into aher perfec- 
tion of what you are meant to be. Nothing 
says you have to stay shackled to the kinder- 
garten practices. There is no Native American 
law that says you can never rise above and 
beyond the match-hghting of the smoke pot 
and rise on the wings of the sweetgmss waves 
to commune with Grandfather. A s  a child 
you cannot know all in the consciousness- 
but as a child you are far advanced in the 
KNOWING of your relationship with God and 
Soul. HOLD THE RELATIONSHIP AND 
KNOWING--AND LEARN TO RISE WITHIN 
THE MATURE KNOWLEDGE. Will you err? 
ALL mankind does, no more and no less- 
how else can you "learn"? You are BACK to 
correct errors so why would you expect in- 
stant perfection if you LEFT IN UNKNOW- 
ING? 

Let us go right back to the "beginning" 
and the 'modernw assumption is that you 
evolved from lower s p e c i e ~ p e s .  That means 
that you had to have been created in the 
image of apes. You wetre not1 MAN WAS 
CREATED IN THE IMAGE OF GOD! APES 
WERE CREATED IN THE IMAGE OF APES. 
It, further, is a fact that man was created 
80 distinct fir#P rnimrlr that he rru un- 
able to find one php.iorlly or emotionally 
compatible urith him. These are facts 
taken right from your How BibW and 
Oral Traditions. 

Ah, and There was a period when there 
was no time, space, or matter." Genesis and 
Hebraus, Bible. Well, you have to get BACK 
THERE, don't you? And so, we are here to 
show you the way! 

SO, WHY ARE "WE"? 

In this "We", I mean "We of the univer- 
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sal 'out-there somewhere'." 
You people argue over the most con- 

founding things instead of getting on with 
your purpose and Truth. You argue over 
'Evolution" and then you argue over 'Cre- 
ation". You separate into gangs and fight 
as Evolutionistsve~ sus Creationists. There 
is TRUTH IN BOTH; there is great LIE IN 
BOTH. 

You want God IN and you certainlywant 
HIM OUT. Both sort of recognize the 
personal appearance of GOD as being in- 
frequent into your evolving learning class- 
rooms. But, also, both '..see God as 
coming down at  various intervals during 
the evolutionary process to give a slight 
direction to an otherwise blind processw 
(Richard Niessen) . 

So what is the problem, Hatonn? YOU 
ARE LKiHn THAT is the problem. You 
focus on your manifestation and manufac- 
ture and the factory-classroom and miss 
the only important point of all-YOU ARE 
LIGHTI YOU ARE A COMPOSITE OF ALL 
THINGS OFTHE UNIVERSE GIFTED WITH 
THE IMAGE OF GOD IN PERFECTION OF 
"LIGHT". YOU FUNCTION IN AN ELEC- 
TRIC WAVE UNIVERSE AND ARE THE 
DIRECT THOUGHT OF GOD MANIFEST. 

We will now begin to present to you the 
layout of Universal foundation and build- 
ing blocks. 

We are going to present it through the 
presentations of others than one beloved 
brother, Walter Russell, for we are denied 
the ability to utilize his magnificent work. 
This presentation will be a bit more difficult 
to fathom but we will 'get there" because, 
for one thing, most of you readers are more 
knowledgeable now than at  onset of our 
earlier writings. 

These  concepts,  as w e  present in the 
"Universe" portions o f  elements and 
Nature, wil l  b e  from the gifted work of 
Tom Artlay. At this point he is so 
dangerously existing that I cannot give 
you more spBClna about him other than 
that he has rent to me his "original" 
works and diagrams, has "gone under 
cover" and w a s  somewhere in Africa. 
But, he is under my ftlU protection and 
I bless him g;reatly for his contribution 
to IYIAN and KNOWING HIS SOURCE. 

'But if Russell was so brilliant and 
wrote and spoke TRUTH and his work was 
in the public domain a t  its early offering, 
why can we not have it now?" Ah indeed, 
because his work has been taken and 
hidden in copyrights and singularly encap- 
sulated by a 'business club". The roots of 
the 'clubw go a long, long way back within 
the notable notables of the day and for a 
while it was called the Twilight Club. I do 
not feel free to discuss this further in 
public statements in fear of bringing my 
secretary into further contempt of court 
charges as continually threatened on a 
daily basis. 

It appears we may well have legal coun- put away great portions of the work until 
sel moving into this case who work directly mankind could ready itself. THAT WAS 
with Gerry Spence and his firm. We wish DONE AND HAS YET TO BE BROUGHT 
nothing against any opposition to us-we FORTH. I know that you will hear that it 
only desire the ability to offer to you read- was brought forth by Lao, etc. NO, IT WAS 
ers that which YOU MUST HAVETO COME NOT! I shall say no more on the matter, 
INTO UNDERSTANDING THAT YOU HAVE lest we stand accused of defamation, etc. 
BEEN GIVEN MUCH INCORRECT INPUT. Our intent is NEVER TO DEFAME ANY- 
BUTTHAT,TOO, ISTHE WAY MAN LEARNS. ONE-ASA MA'ITEROF FACT WE -- 

How can you KNOW this? Because the JUST AS MAKING A FOOL OF SOME- 
Catholic Church did not until this past ONE--YOU CANT: ONLY THE IIDI-  
year recognize Galileo as having valid in- VIDUAL SELF OR GROUP CAlO MAKE A 
formation regarding the heavenly bodies. FOOL OF ITSELF. This is a good little 
We can get the information TO YOU-but it Universal Law of Truth. For instance, how 
is so sad to have to bypass the greatest could a little grandmother in her sixties 
teacher, on this subject, of them all! Why make a fool of the great George Green?. 
could not a business entity gain and pros- She hardly ever leaves her basement key- 
per through the sharing? I think you know! board room, does not lecture, does not 

teach seminars--only goes out to attend 
NIKOLA TESLA court appearances precipitated by our 

'good friends" such as the Greens. I would 
Now, knowing that everything in the say she has NOTHING to do with it if George 

Universe is electric wave and LIGHT, let us  Green appears a fool. So be it for I shall not 
speak of 'frequencies" and radio signals, further place her at  disadvantage nor any 
etc. Whatweare interested in here are his of the works of the hard labors of our 
studies and inventions relative to "HIGH" people. 
frequencies. Perhaps if we give you a brief . 
background you will be able to move along "INTRODUCTION" TO NIKOLA TESLA'S 
with us  a bit better. I won't start with the COLORADO SPRINGS NOTES, 
basics of exactly who is Tesla-for that is 1899-1 900 
something ALL OFYOU SHOULD KNOW. I (by Aleksandar MarimRCLc) 
will not be surprised, however, to realize 
that almost none ofyou REALLY know who In 1898 Tesla's creativity in the field of 
was this incredible gift to you humans. high frequencies was at  its peak. From his 

Dharma, as tedious as it is, scribe, initial ideas in 1890 and his first, pioneer- 
please offer the 'INTRODUCTION" portion ing steps, he had worked with such inten- 
from the volume of priceless writings called sity that many of the inventions and dis- 
Colorado Springs Notes, 1899 - 1900. This coveries which he had given the world by 
will give the readers recognition of the this time have remained unsurpassed to 
WORK involved and that is to which we this day. Even the loss of his laboratory on 
focus attention. Nikola is working directly Fifth Avenue [in New York CiQ] in 1895, a 
with Dr. Young so there is no need to severe blow for him, did not hold him back 
concern about 'what is going onw and how for long. He soon resumed his experiments 
do we build this or that 'thing" according in a new laboratory, on Houston Street, 
to Tesla to get such and such results. We continuing to make new discoveries and 
will have exactly what we need WHEN WE inventions, applying them with unflagging 
NEED IT IN PROPER SEQUENCE WITH energy. 
ABILITY TO UTILIZE IT WITHIN THE PO- Tesla's polyphase system essentially 
LITICAL SYSTEM. solved the problem of generating, trans- 

'WHO" is Dr. Young? Indeed, the one mitting and the utilization of electrical 
who is Chief Editor of CONTACT!! Surely power. When he started working on high 
you do not think you would have LESS frequencies, he almost immediately began 
than the Best. You must understand that to perceive their vast possibilities for wire- 
there are GREAT MEN present this day to less transmission of 'intelligible signals 
work with higher knowledge to get this job and perhaps power". He worked on the 
done. Ones do whatever is needed as task practical development of his first ideas of 
to reach our fully-intended successful goals. 189 1 - 1893 at  such a rate that by 1897 he 
'Goodness" is GOING to reclaim a place in had already patented a system for wireless 
your dark and impoverished world-but transmission of power and an apparatus 
first the political rot must be identified. utilizing this system. Shortly before, dur- 
Then, if YOU desire to move your world into ing the ceremonial opening of the hydro- 
Freedom and Glory-LET'S DO IT! It is up electric power plant on Niagara, at  a time 
to YOU for God shall provide those minds when the world was only just coming 
to lead you and serve you. around to Tesla's polyphase system which 

Tesla and Russell were greatly con- for the first time in history enabled the 
nected and Tesla told Russell that his work transfer of electrical power over distance, 
was too early for Man's proper acceptance he said: 'In fact, progress in this field has 
and handlingthereof. HesuggestedRussell given me fresh hope that I shall see the 
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fulfillment of one of my fondest dreams; power. ondary of a high-frequency transformer, 
namely, the transmission of power from 2. To perfect means for individualizing which was connected via a series con- 
station to station without the employment and isolating the energy transmitted. denser to a high-frequency alternator. The 
of any connecting wires." (Tesla: 'On elec- 3. To ascertain the laws of propagation system worked best when the primary and 
tricity", El. Rev. Jan 27, 1897, A-101) of currents through the Earth and the secondarycircuitswereinresonance. Tesla 

Always true to the principle that ideas atmosphere. also made use of the resonant transformer 
must be experimentally verified, Tesla set Tesla had some ten years of experience with his spark oscillator, enabling easy 
about building powerful high-frequency with high frequency AC (alternating cur- and efficient generation of high-frequency 
generators and making experiments in rent) behind him by the time he moved to AC from a DC or low frequency alternator. 
wireless power transmission. The Nikola Colorado Springs. In 1889, on his return The system worked best when the primaxy 
Tesla Museum in Belgrade possessesTesla's from Pittsburgh where he had been work- and secondary circuits were in resonance. 
own slide which confirms that the experi- ing as aconsultant to Westinghouse on the This oscillator was to play a KEY ROLE in 
ment described in the patent (Tesla: N. development of his polyphase system, he thedwetlopment ofHFengineer3ng. Only 
"System of transmission of electrical en- began work on the construction of an alter- a few years later it was to be found among 
ergy", U.S. Patent of 645 576, March 20, nator for generating currents at  much the apparatus of practically every physics 
1900, Appl. Sept. 2, 1897) [H: Readers, higher frequencies than those used in ordi- laboratory, under the name of the Tesla 
you are simply going to have to put up nary power distribution. In 1890 he filed coil. 
with some references. I shall effort to applications for two patents (Tesla: 'Alter- The first recordofTesla9s high-frequency 
keep them to a minimum while giving nuting electric current generator", U.S. coupled oscillatory circuit with an air- 
credit for the work-howwer, I shall Patent 447 92 1, March 10, 189 1, Appl. cored transformer is to be found in Patent 
never again place my scribe in danger Nov. 15, 1890, P-129. 'Method of opemt- No. 454 622 [H: Ah, but what can you do, 
and assault because of convenience. I ing arc lamps", U.S. Patent 447 920, March my friends, with cores of other gases?]. 
WILL, however, not recognize each and 10, 1891, Appl. Oct. 1, 1890, P-205.) for The oscillator converts low-frequency cur- 
every reference or author-but these alternators working at over 10 kHz. One of rents into 'current of very high frequency 
are most important references and these patents was in conjunction with a and very high potential", which then sup- 
patent numbers for involved "scientific" method for achieving quiet operation of arc plies single-terminal lamps. 
input. Even the uscientistsn must rec- lamps, but this was in fact a first step Tesla presented much new information 
o g n h  the total simplicity of that which towards a new application of alternating about his discharge oscillators and his 
Tesla and brethren offered.] was in fact currents, which soon became known as further research on high frequency cur- 
carried out before the Examiner-in-Chief Tesla currents". Tesla's alternators were rents in the lecture he gave to the Institute 
of the U.S. Patent Office. For experimental an important milestone in electrical engi- of Electrical Engineers in London, Febru- 
verification of his method ofwireless power neering and were the prototypes for alter- ary 1892, which he subsequently repeated 
transmission 'by conduction through the nators which were used some quarter- in London and then in Paris. (Tesla: 'Ex- 
intervening natural medium" on the global century later for driving high-power radio periments with alternate currents of high 
scaleTesla needed still highervoltages and transmitters, and later on also for induc- potential and high frequency", a lecture 
more room (in the Houston Street labora- tive heating. delivered before the IEE, London, Feb. 1892, 
tory he generated voltages of 2 to 4 Million Soon after he had started his research L-48.) He described at length the construc- 
Volts using a high-frequency transformer in hi& frequencies Tesla discovered their tion of a type of air-cored HF transformer 
with a coil diameter of 244 cm), [H: Please specific phmioloprical action and sup- and drew attention to the fact that the 
realize that he only perceived he needed gested the porssibilitv of medical appli- secondary voltage cannot even approxi- 
more room-you will be able to produce cation. He did a lot of work on the utiliza- mately be estimated from the primary-to- 
the same and more wi th  a t h y  box when tion of high frequency AC for electric light- secondary turns ratio. Tesla also did a lot 
the apparatus is correctly developed. I ing by means of rarefied gas tubes of vari- of work on improvements of the spark gap 
ako know that these "oldn steps are ous shapes and types. During 1891 he and described several designs, some of 
"old hat" and some of you will  do your publicized his results in journals, patent which were subsequently attributed to 
usual, bitch, moan and complain about applications and in his famous lecture to other authors. In describing the appara- 
"nothing new". RIGHT! NOTHING NEW the AIEE a t  Columbia College. (Tesla: "Sys- tus with which he illustrated this lecture 
TO YOU SO-CALLED SCIENTISTS AND tem of electric lighting", U.S. Patent 454 he explained several ways for interrupting 
EXPERTS WHO UTHINK" YOU KNOW IT 622, June 23, 189 1, Appl. Apr. 25, 189 1, arcs with the aid of a powerful magnetic 
ALL IllOD KNOW ALMOST NOTHING.] so P-208. "Electric incandescent lamp: U.S. field; using compressed air; multiple air 
towards the end of 1898 he began looking Patent 455 069, June 30, 1891, Appl. May gaps in series; single or multiple air gaps 
for a site for a new laboratory. Mid- 1899 he 14, 189 1, P-2 13.) This lecture, before a with rotating surfaces. 
fmally decided on Colorado Springs, a pla- gathering of eminent electrical engineers, He describes how the capacity in the 
teau about 2000 meters above sea level, brought Tesla widespread recognition and primary and secondary circuits of the HF 
where he erected a shed large enough to soon made him world-famous. [H: In prior transformer should be adjusted to get the 
house a high-frequency transformer with a JOURNALS we have offesed tbh speech maximum performance, stating that so far 
coil diameter of 15 meters! in its entirety.] This success was due in insufficient attention had been paid to this 

Tesla's arrival in Colorado Springs was good measure to his convincing experi- factor. He experimentally established that 
reported in the press. According to the ments, too, which included a demonstra- the secondary voltage could be increased 
Philadelphia "Engineering Mechanics" tion of rarefied gas luminescing in a tube by adding capacity to 'compensate" the 
Tesla arrived on the 18th of May 1899 with not connected by wires to the source of inductance of the secondary (resonant 
the intention of carrying out intensive re- power. This was the first experiment dem- transformer). 
search in wireless telegraphy and proper- onstrating wireless power transmission, He demonstrated several single-pole 
ties of the upper atmosphere. In his article and marked the birth of an idea to which lamps which were connected to the sec- 
T h e  transmission of electric energy with- Tesla was subsequently to devote a great ondary, describing the famous brush-dis- 
out wiresw (1904) Teslawrites that he came part of his life. The necessary powerful charge tube and expressing the opinion 
to Colorado Springs with the followinggoals: electric field was created between the plates that it might find application in telegraphy. 

1. To develop a transmitter of great of a condenser connected across the sec- He noted that HF current readily passes 
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through slightly rarefied gas and suggested 
that this might be used for driving motors 
and lamps a t  considerable distance from 
the source, the high-frequency resonant 
transformer being an important compo- 
nent of such a system. 

In February 1893 Tesla held a third 
lecture on high-frequency currents before 
the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia, and 
repeated it in March before the National 
Electric Light Association in St. Louis. The 
most significant part of this lecture is that 
which refers to a system for "transmitting 
intelligence, or perhaps power, to any 
distance through the Earth or environing 
medium" [H: I believe we have already 
offered this lecture also.]. What Tesla 
described here is often taken to be the 
foundation of radio engineering, since it 
embodies principle ideas of fundamental 
importance, viz.: the principle of adjusting 
for resonance to get maximum sensitivity 
and selective reception, inductive link be- 
tween the driver and the tank circuit, an 
antenna circuit in which the antenna ap- 
pears as a capacitive load. He also cor- 
rectly noted the importance of the choice 
of the HF frequency and the advantages of 
a continuous carrier for transmitting sig- 
nals over great distances. 

Between 1893 and 1898 Tesla applied 
for and was granted seven American pat- 
ents on his HF oscillator as a whole, one on 
his HF transformer, and eight on various 
types of electric circuit controller. In a later 
article Tesla reviews his work on HF oscil- 
lators and reports that over a period of 
eight years from 189 1 on he made no less 
than fifty types of oscillators powered ei- 
ther by DC or low-frequency wC. 

Along with his work on the improve- 
ment of his HF oscillators Tesla was con- 
tinuously exploring applications of the 
currents they produced. His work on the 
improvement of X-ray generating appara- 
tus is well known. He reported it in a series 
of articles in 1896 and 1897 and in a 
lecture to the New York Academy of Sci- 
ence. In a lecture before the American 
Electro-Therapeutic Association in Buffalo, 
September 1898, he described applica- 
tions of the HF oscillator for therapeutic 
and other purposes. The same year he took 
out his famous patent "Method of and 
apparatus for controlling mechanisms of 
moving vessels or vehicles," which embod- 
ies the basic principles of telemechanics, a 
field which only began to develop several 
decades after Tesla's invention. 

On 2nd September 1897 Tesla filed 
patent application No. 650 343, subse- 
quently granted as patent No. 645 576 of 
20 March 1900 and patent No. 649 62 1 of 
15th May 1900. 

The second of the two patents by which 
Tesla protected his apparatus for wireless 
power transmission, known as the 'sys- 
tem of four tuned circuits", is particularly 

important in the history of radio. It was a tion of Maxwell's dynamic theory of the 
subject of a long lawsuit between the electromagnetic field published in 1865, 
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of scientists became more and more con- 
America [H: A J.P. Morgan travesty of vinced that electromagnetic waves behaved 
justice.] and the United States of America like light waves, propagating in straight 
alleged to have used wireless devices that lines. This led to pessimistic conclusions 
infringed on Marconi's patent No. 763 772 about the possible range of radio stations, 
of June 1904. After 27 years the U.S. which were soon refuted by experiments 
Supreme Court in 1943 invalidated the using the aerial-earth system designed by 
fundamental radio patent of Marconi as Tesla in 1893. Tesla did not go along with 
containing nothing which was not already the general opinion that, without wires 
contained in patents granted to Lodge, "electrical vibrations" could only propa- 
Tesla and Stone. [H: And yet, WHO GETS gate in straight lined, being convinced that 
CREDIT FOR THE WIRELESS RADIO? the globe was a good conductor through 
AH HA, J.P. MORGAN'S MARCONII] which electric power could be transmitted. 

Unlike other radio experimenters of the He also suggested that the "upper strataof 
time who worked either with damped oscil- the air are conducting" (1893), and *that 
lations at  very high frequencies, Tesla in- air strata at very moderate altitudes, which 
vestigated undamped oscillations in the are easily accessible, offer, to all experi- 
low HF range. While others principally mentalevidence, a perfect conducting path" 
developed Hertz's apparatus with a spark- (1900). It is interesting to note that this 
gap in the tank circuit (Lodge, Righi, mode of propagation of radio waves was 
Marconi, and others) and improved the initially considered as something different 
receiver by introducing a sensitive coherer from other modes then to be forgotten until 
(Branly, Lodge, Popov, Marconi, and 0th- recent years. In the 1950s Schumann 
ers), he set about implementing his ideas of Bremmer, Budden, Wait, Galejs and other 
1892- 1893. How far he had got in verifying authors, working on the propagation of 
his ideas for wireless power transmission very low (3 to 30 kHz) and extremely low (1 
before coming to Colorado Springs may be to 3000 Hz) electromagnetic waves, founded 
seen from patent No. 645 576. their treatment on essentially the same 

Tesla based his hopes for wireless power principles as Tesla. 
transmission on the global scale on the Tesla spent about eight months in Colo- 
principle that a gas at low pressure is an rado Springs. Something of his work and 
excellent conductor for high frequency results from this period can be gleaned 
currents. Since the limiting pressure at from articles in American Inventor and 
which the gas becomes agood conductor is Western Electrician For instance, it is 
higher the higher the voltage, he main- stated that Tesla intended to carry out 
tained that it would not be necessary to wireless transmission of signals to Paris in 
elevate a metal conductor to an altitude of 1900. An article of November 1899 reports 
some 15 miles above sea level, but that that he was making rapid progress with his 
layers of the atmosphere which could be system for wireless transmission of signals 
good conductors could be reached by a and that there was no way of interfering 
conductor (in fact an aerial) at  much lower with messages sent by it. Tesla returned to 
altitudes. "Expressed briefly, (cit. patent NewYorkon the 1lthofJanuary 1900. [H: 
645 576) my present invention, based upon I would guess by this point you are 
the discoveries, consists then in producing beginning to get a glimmetring why J.P. 
at one point an electrical pressure of such Morgan of the World Order Banker Elite 
character and magnitude as to cause would get rid ofTesla, bury his work and 
therebyacurrent to traverse elevated strata destroy his laboratories? But there is 
of the air between the point of generation far more and involves so many wonder- 
and a distant point at  which the energy is fal inventors and giften to mankind, 
to be received and utilized. From the &in and buried by the adversary in the 
patent it may be seen that the pressure in name of GREED AND AVARICE1 THE 
the tube was between 120 and 150 mm Hg. STORY NEVERREALLY CHANGES, DOES 
At this pressure, and with the circuits IT?] 
tuned to resonance, efficient power trans- The diary which Tesla kept at  that time 
fer was achieved with a voltage of 2-4 gives a detailed day-by-day description of 
million volts on the transmitter aerial. In his research in the period from 1st June 
the application Tesla also claims patent 1899 to 7th January 1900. Unlike many 
rights to another, similar method of trans- other records in the archives of the Nikola 
mission, also using the Earth as one con- Tesla Museum in Belgrade, the Colorado 
ductor, and rendered conductive high lay- Springs dairy is continuous and orderly. 
ers of the atmosphere as the other. Since it was not intended for publication, 

In the late eighties of the last century Tesla probably kept it as a way of recording 
very little was known about the radiation his research results. It could perhaps also 
and propagation of electromagnetic waves. have been a safety measure in case the 
Following the publication of Hertz's re- laboratory should get destroyed, an even- 
search in 1888, which provided confirma- tuality by no means unlikely considering 
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the dangerous experiments he was per- he filed between 1899 and 1902. Keeping 
forming with powerful discharges. Some such notes of his work was more or less a 
days he made no entries, but usually ex- constant practice; they provided him with 
plained why at  the beginning of the month. an aide-memoire when preparing to pub- 

According to his notes, Tesla devoted lish his discoveries. 
the greatest proportion of his time (about The diary includes some descriptions of 
56%) to the transmitter, i.e., the high- nature, mostly the surroundings of the 
power HF generator, about 2 1% to devel- laboratory and some meteorological phe- 
oping receivers for small signals, about nomena, but only with the intention of 
16% to miscellaneous other research. He bringing out certain facts of relevance to 
developed a large H F  oscillator with three his current or planned research. 
oscillatory circuits with which he gener- Immediately after he finished work at 
ated voltages of the order of 10 million Colorado Springs, Teslawrote along article 
volts. He tried out various modifications of entitled The Problem of Increasing Human 
the receiver with one or two coherers and Energy in which he often mentions his 
special pre-excitation circuits. He made results from Colorado Springs. In 1902 he 
measurements of the electromagnetic ra- described how he worked on this article: 
diations generated by natural electrical "The Century began to press me very hard 
discharges, developed radio measurement for completing the article which I have 
methods, and worked on the design of promised to them, and the text of this 
modulators, shunt-fed antennas, etc. article required all my energies. I knew 

The last few days covered by the diary that the article would pass into history as 
Tesladevoted to photographing the labora- I brought, for the first time, results before 
tory inside and out. He describes 63 the world which were fa r  beyond anything 
photographs in all, most of them showing that was attempted before, either by myself 
the large oscillator in action with masses of or others." 
streamers [streaks of lightning] emerging The article really did create a sensation, 
from the outer windings of the secondary and was reprinted and cited many times. 
and the 'extra coil". He probably derived The style he uses in describing Colorado 
special satisfaction from observing his ar- Springs research differs greatly from that 
tificial lightning, now a hundred times of the diary. [H: Some of the most incred- 
longer than the small sparks produced by ible and destructive as well as futuristic 
his fmst oscillator in the Grand Street in concept: replications, cloning, trans- 
Laboratory in New York. By then many mission high-frequency, extra-low-fre- 
leading scientists had been experimenting quency, etc., STILL comes out of the 
with "Tesla" currents but Tesla himself area and Elite laboratories around Colo- 
was still in the vanguard with new and rado Springs and "under".] 
unexpected results. When he finally fin- Tesla wrote about his Colorado Springs 
ished his work in Colorado Springs he work again in 1904. Some interesting data 
published some photographs of the oscilla- is to be found in his replies before the 
tor in a blaze of streamers causingas much United States Patent Office in 1902, in 
astonishment as had those from his fa- connection with a patent rights dispute 
mous lectures in the USA, England and between Tesla and Fessenden. This docu- 
France in 1891-1893. The famous Ger- ment includes statements by Tesla's as- 
man scientist, Slaby, wrote that the apparati sistant Fritz Lowenstein and secretay 
of other radio experimenters were mere George Scherff. Tesla took Lowenstein on 
toys in comparison with Tesla's in Colo- in New York in April 1899. At the end of 
rado Springs. May that year he summoned him to Colo- 

The descriptions of the photographs in rado Springs where Lowenstein remained 
the diary also include detailed explana- until the end of September, when family 
tions of the circuitry and the operating matters obliged him to return to Germany. 
conditions of the oscillator. The photo- Tesla was satisfied with him as an assis- 
graphs themselves give an impressive pic- tant and asked him to return later, which 
ture of the scale of these experiments. he did, again becoming Tesla's assistant in 
Tesla maintains that bright patches on February 1902. [H: Well hindsight is 
some of the photographs were a conse- always better than foresight-he 
quence of artificially generated fireballs. shouldn't have.] 
He also put forward a theory to explain Tesla did not break off his research in 
this, still today a somewhat enigmatic phe- the field of radio after visiting Colorado 
nomenon. Research on fireballs was not Springs. Upon returning to New York on 
envisaged in his Colorado Springs work the 1 1 th of January 1900 he took energetic 
plan, but belonged to the special ex- steps to get backing for the implementa- 
periments which, in his own words, 'were tion of a system of 'World Telegraphy". He 
of an interest, purely scientific, at that erected a building and an antenna on Long 
time," which he carried out when he could Island, and started fitting out a new labo- 
spare the time. ratory. From his subsequent notes we 

Tesla used some parts of the diary in learn that he intended to verify his ideas 
drawing up the patent applications which abou: resonance of the Earth's globe, re- 

ferred to in a patent of 1900. The experi- 
ments he wanted to perform were not, in 
fact, carried out until the sixties of this 
century, when it was found that the Earth 
resonates at  8, 14 and 20 Hz. Tesla pre- 
dicted that the resonances would be at 6, 
18 and 30 Hz. His preoccupation with this 
great idea slowed down the construction of 
his overseas radio station, and when radio 
transmission across the Atlantic was fi- 
nally achieved with a simpler apparatus, 
he had to admit that his plans included not 
only the transmission of signals over large 
distances but also an attempt to transmit 
power without wires. Commenting on 
Tesla's undertaking, one of the world's 
leading experts in the field, Wait, has writ- 
ten: 'From an historical standpoint, it is 
significant that the genius Nikola Tesla 
envisaged a world wide communication 
system using a huge spark gap transmitter 
located in Colorado Springs in 1899. A few 
years later he built a large facility on Long 
Island that he hoped would transmit sig- 
nals to the Cornish Coast of England. In 
addition, he proposed to use a modified 
version of the system to distribute power to 
all points of the globe. Unfortunately, his 
sponsor, J. Pierpont Morgan, terminated 
his support at  about this time. A factor 
here was Marconi's successful demonstra- 
tion in 190 1 of transatlantic signal trans- 
mission using much simpler and far 
cheaper instrumentatian. Nevertheless, 
many of Tesla's early experiments have an 
intriguing similarity with later develop- 
ments in ELF communications. 

Tesla proposed that the Earth itself 
could be set into a resonant mode at fre- 
quencies of the order of 10 Hz. He sug- 
gested that energy was reflected at  the 
antipode of his Colorado Springs transmit- 
ter in such a manner that standing waves 
were set up". p: He was right and 
morewer theUenemyn has now set forth 
a f d  world-wide grid system wherein 
any wave pattern desired can be sent 
forth to totally control, kill, renew or 
wipe-out civilization.] 

In a letter to Morgan early in 1902 Tesla 
explained his research, in which he envis- 
aged three 'distinct steps to be made: (1) 
the transmission of minute amount? of 
energy and the production of feeble efTects, 
barely perceptible by sensitive devices; (2) 
the transmission of notable amounts of 
energy dispensing with the necessity of 
sensitive devices and enabling the positive 
operation of any kind of apparatus requir- 
ing a small amount of power; and (3) the 
transmission of power in amounts of in- 
dustrial significance. With the completion 
of my present undertaking the first step 
will be made." For the experiments with 
transmission of large power he envisaged 
the construction of a plant at Niagara to 
generate about 100 million volts. 

However, Tesla did not succeed in get- 
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ting the necessary financial backing and, tific literature, not only in that it throws "... Tesla made another discwery 
after three years of abortive effort to finish light on a particularly interesting period of that summer which he considered of 
his Long Island station, he gave up his Tesla's creativity, but also as a source for cosmic importance. Alone in his labora- 
plans and turned to other fields of re- the study of his work as a whole, and tory one night he became aware of sig- 
search. [H: You-the-people have about particularly of his part in the development nals coming in a pattern. He became 
reachedthat same point again with "our" of radio. It also facilitates the identification increasingly confident that these were 
people. I t  becomes a hopelessly frus- of many documents now at the NikolaTesla definitely an attempt at interplanetary 
trating experience in which the whole of Museum in Belgrade which lack date of communications. He admitted to being 
the world is apparently against any description. terrified in that moment of revelation 
progress in the Lighted direction of The preparation of this manuscript for but was certain that he would find a way 
mankind. Why take more and more and publication required considerable time and to return the signals. He was positive 
more abuse? Why not settle down and labor in order to present its content in a that it was a definite attempt at commu- 
live out the allotted days as other-in form not deviating essentially from the nication, not of terrestrial origin, nor 
whatever luxury is afforded by the Elite? original but more accessible to study. No atmospheric, nor influenced by the Au- 
Well, I don't know about that but we pray alterations have been made even where the rora Borealis, but that it was a message 
that youworkers wil l  hold onlong enough original contains certain minor errors, with a distinct one-two-three pattern- 
that men of souled beings will  awaken to sometimes also in the use of power and the first ever to have been received." 
TRUTH. All of these incredible THINGS energy units; some more important calcu- And, Dharma, when the Russell story is 
have been perfected to the point of lation errors which influence the conclu- finally told in Truth it will be realized that 
capability of destruction of your planet sions drawn are also reproduced but are he, too, received his information and in- 
and even Dharma wonders "why noted. A section at  the end of the book structions in exactly the same mode as 
botherw-"this is all like starting at  contains commentaries on the diary with you-through a binary code of pulsed waves 
prior-kindergartenlweloftechnology." explanatory notes, and a survey of his ("lightw tones). This is NOT psychic; it is 
Well, perhaps that is because she and earlier work and that of other researchers. physics. We have now come to the time 
others of the teams have mwed from For these commentaries reference was made wherein contact must be made in physical 
the most advanced back into the primi- to the large body of literature and docu- format. Mr. Tesla had another advantage 
tiwe cave-man era. If, however, only a ments in the archives of the Nikola Tesla through his advanced thought-he could 
few come to see and KNOW, then the Museum in Belgrade. develop his inventions in higher dimen- 
journey and the efforts shall be "worth sion, test them and realize errors and wear 
itm.] He wrote several times about hisgreat ALEKSANDAR M2lRmCIC areas. Indeed, these men-out-of-their-time, 
idea for wireless transmission of power, before the world of man was ready to 
and remained convinced to his death that * * * rightfully use the gifts of God, shall have 
it would one day become reality. Today, One last message before closing out this their day in the sun-albeit it now must be 
when we have proof of the Earth's resonant segment. This is to all you receivers who through you beloved and cherished friends 
modes (Schumann's resonances) and it is are subject to ridicule, imprisonment and willing to be patient, allow unfoldment and 
known that certain waves can propagate other disgraceful treatments thrust at you: serve. Salu. 
with very little attenuation, so little that 
standing waves can be set up in the Earth- 
ionosphere system, we can judge how right 
Teala was when he said that the mecha- 
nism of electromagnetic wave propagation 
in "his systemw was not the same as in 
Hertz's system with collimated radiation. 
Naturally, Teslacould not have known that 
the phenomena he was talking about would 
only become pronounced a t  very low 
frequencies, because it seems he was never 
able to carry out the experiments which he 
had so brilliantly planned as early as 1893. 
It is gratifying that after so many years 
Tesla's name is rightfully reappearing in 
papers dealing with the propagation of 
radio waves and the resonance of the Earth. 
In a book of a well known scientist (Jack- 
son) it is stated that 'this remarkable 
genius clearly outlines the idea of the Earth 
as a resonating circuit (he did not know of 
the ionospheres), estimates the lowest reso- 
nant frequency as 6 Hz (close to 6.6 Hz for 
a perfectly conducting sphere), and de- 
scribes generation and detection of these 
waves. I thank V. Fitch for this fascinating 
piece of history". We believe that further 
studies of Tesla's writings will reveal some 
interesting details of higideas in this field. "Today's problems should have been solved in the 1950s, 

The publication of the Colorado Springs but in the 50s we were solving the problems of the 20s, 
diary, a unique record of the work of a in the 20s we were solving the problems of the 1890s . . ." 
genius, means an enrichment of the scien- 
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The Judge had required the attorneys to 
stay at thepodium clear across the room Heed well The Lessons f romtheJurydur ingthe t r ia l .  Geny 
Spence told him that he had worked in 
Federal courts across the nation and had 
never been required to do that before and Give n Fo r t h 0 n L i g h t that he couldn't effectively communicate 
with the Jury in that manner. 

The prosecutor stated that was the way 
61 19/93 SANANDA corner. Nay, beloved, the victory is in the it had been done in England for centuries 

heavens and it shall be thine! HOLD IT IN and that the English courts looked down 
Let us  begin. IAM SanandaandIcome YOUR HEARTS, BELOVED OF MINE, FOR on the U.S. courts for not being more 

in LIGHT, which is ALL. I come in Service IT SHALL BE THUS. formal and that he would object. 
unto Holy God, ATON OF LIGHT! When it seems that you may walk not Spence told the Judge he had no desire 

Heed well the lessons given forth on another step, ask of me and I shall carry to try to emulate the British and asked the 
Light for therein lies your freedom from all theel Ye must ask of God for the fortitude prosecutor if he thought they should all 
darkness and confusion. Only by learning to continue unbending in the face of the wear long white wigs. The Judge said he 
The Truth of it may you crawl forth from the attacks, for fortitude is one of the virtues would have the podium moved halfway to 
quagmire of ignorance into the glory of full for which man must strive. Will you stay the Jury. 
comprehension. Your manifested world is the course? Will you turn aside? Who will Prosecutor Howen, who quit [physically 
but an illusion, a stage upon which man walk in the garden with me? Think well on choked up] in the middle of his argument 
must learn his lessons; a classroom. The these things for they are worthy. Friday was absent from the courtroom 
time for higher learning is upon you and we Remember beloved, the hour is darkest today. 
shall soon see who is ready to receive such before the dawn. In the dawn of LIGHT is Herb Byerly, the ATF agent who hired 
instruction. It would seem that few indeed the glory of GOD. Listen well to HIS STILL the snitch to work to entrap Randy Weaver 
are yet ready to release their ignorance for VOICE AND THE WAY SHALL BE SHOWN. for 4 years was in the court today. 
knowledge. YEA, THOUGHYOU WALKTHROUGH THE This trial, using the term "trial" very 

The senses continually trap man and so VALLEY OF SHADOWS, I AM WITH THEE. loosely, has been phony from the very 
he struggles. The sins (falling short) of TAKE MINE HAND AND WE SHALL WALK beginning. 
avarice, greed, lust, jealousy, continue to TOGETHER. Chief prosecutor Ronald Howen was at  
keep man BOUND. The shackles that bind Blessings, Thomas, thank you. the sight of the shooting on August 22, 
man are of his own making. GOD offers Salu. 1992, the day after the killing of marshal 
freedom, LIGHT, UNDERSTANDING, Bill Degan, and the murder of Sammy 
KNOWLEDGE, WISDOM. GOD OFFERS Weaver. 
GLORY TO ALL WHO WILL TAKE THE On that day Vicki Weaver was mur- 
BATON AND CARRY IT FORTH WITH 
HONOR! 

We aver - Harris dered by "Hostage Rescue Team" sniper 
Lon Horiuchi. Randy Weaver was shot in 

Man is starving unto death for spiritual Tr i a 1 Up d ate the back by Horiuchi and Kevin Harris was 
fulfillment, for the lies as given forth in the shot in the arm and lung with the same 
church houses leave man longing. The shot that killed Vicki. 
televisions have the masses of man in the QUOTING AMERICAN PATRIOT FAX On that day Howen began writing the 
United States of America, the chosen lamp NETWORK (APFN): script for all the potential Government 
unto the world, mesmerized into a stupor, witnesses to study and follow. The script 
a catatonic state in which inquiry becomes JUNE 14, 1993 was followed faithfully by them until they 
a dirty word. Questioning is deadened RANDY WEAVER / KEVIN HARRIS came under pressure and were shown facts 
within man, in his hypnotized, mind-con- TRIAL / DAY 39 that wouldn't fit in their puzzle. 
trolled state of flattened perception. The fact that Ronald Howen was at the 
AWAKE! AWAKE! AWAKE! THE TIME OF by Jerry White site at 8-22-92 and heard all the original 
GOD IS AT HAND! AWAKE! stories made him a potential witness. These 

Those who walk with God in service are (Boise, Idaho) Most of today was not in original stories have all been changed at  
trampled and slain. They are hidden in the open court as the lawyers were continuing least once, between the first statements 
darkened corners of imprisonment and to argue about Jury instructions. and the present trial. 
denounced as false prophets. They are The Jury was finally brought in at 3:30 When Gerry Spence became involved in 
used, abused in all manner of ways, put p.m. and the Judge read them his instruc- this case, he started working to call Howen 
upon, taken for granted and then tossed tions. They were excused at 4: 15 until 8:00 as a witness, and put him on the stand 
aside like a used rag for discarding. I tell a.m. tomorrow morning. under oath. Judge Edward Lodge has 
thee surely, those who abuse my servants The courtroom is just about full. Many continually denied him that right. 
shall feel the return of such actions and the more members of the media are in atten- All of these Government people might 
pain of the return shall be great indeed. So dance. be very careless with their oaths and the 
be it for such is the way of it. It is the LAW: The Judge stated that he was limiting truth, but in the long run they will have to 
that which is put forth RETURNS UNTO each side of the case to 3 112 hours of face reality, as God most certainly knows 
THEE, MULTIPLIED. IT HAS BEEN SAID closing statements. Spence told him that what the truth is. 
TIME AND TIME AND TIME AGAIN AND to give the prosecution 3 112 hours to close It is very easy to see why Howen is 
STILL MAN SPEWS FORTH HIS VENOM and give the defense teams only 3 1/2 having the problems that he is having. 
AND CARES NOT. TOO LATE WISE MAN hours between them was very unfair. The I am enclosing the diagram of the sniper 
SHALL CARE. Judge said he would give the defense 1/2 today. Anyone who has ever shot with a 

My beloved are downtrodden. The vic- hour more. That gives each defense team scope knows that the expected point of 
tory seems to be ever in the adversary's 2 hours each. impact is where you line up the cross hairs 
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of the scope. In this case it is very evident Jackie Brown with her husband, Tony. Hostage Rescue Team commander, Dick 
that he hit his target when he shot through 'Bow, Jack and Jackie were prevented Rogers did. 
the door where Vicki Weaver was standing. from attending the [earlier part of the] trial He said Sammy was shot in the back 

I am also sendinga note written by Tony as they were on the potential witness list. and murdered, and Vicki was shot in the 
Perez, the #2 man in the Marshal Service. When Gerry Spence got up he recog- head and murdered. There has been no 
The Boundary County Sheriff wouldn't see nized 'Bow and had him wave. investigation of these murders and no one 
things their way sc they tried to bribe him. The prosecutor, Kim Lindquist, did a charged and no one cares. 

All of tomorrow will be taken up by good job of presenting his case, but it was He said the marshals woke up on Au- 
closing statements. It will go to the Jury based on entrapment and lies. gust 22, 1992, and realized that they had 
Wednesday. If the mob ever needs an attorney in the done something wrong. They weren't sup- 

. . .Jerry Boise area, I would recommend him, as his posed to shoot a little boy in the back. 
belief is: "Win the case, never mind the Degan was killed under mysteriouscir- 

JUNE 15, 1993 truth." Of course, he didn't have much cumstances. It wasn't until the second 
DAY 40 choice, as he inherited this case from Ro- examination of the bullet fragments taken 

nald Howen. out of him that the FBI claimed that they 
(Boise, Idaho) Closing arguments were David Nevin [Kevin Harris' lawyer] were from Kevin's gun. 

heard today in the Trial of Randy Weaver pointed out what George Washington had Vicki was intentionally murdered when 
and Kevin Harris. said, 'Government is not reason, it is Horiuchi placed his cross hairs on her 

Jerry White reported that between 500- force. Like fire, it is a dangerous servant head and pulled the trigger. Roderick shot 
1,000 pages of arguments were presented. and a fearful master." a friendly dog in the back when he was 
Because of the length of the arguments He pointed out the whole case had been running away. 
and the quantity of notes taken during the built on lies and false or created FBI evi- After looking at  all that, they knew they 
trial today, the report will be delayed until dence, like the bullet fragments taken from had to cover up all they had done. 
tomorrow evening. the body of marshal Degan. The tie-in to Ronald Howen went up there on August 

Jerry and several people will be pooling the bullet and Kevin's gun was: The factory 22, 1992 and started writing a script and 
resources to purchase a number of pages bullet in a factory load of the 30-06 casing rehearsing the cast for a coverup, to try to 
of closing arguments so that the reports to used a bullet similar to the one in Degan. demonize Randy and take the blame off 
the patriots can be more comprehensive. No thought was ever given that the casing themselves. 

The trial went to Jury this evening at could have been reloaded any number of The Government used belt buckles, hair 
5:50 P.M. At that time the Jury seques- times with any number of bullets of any cuts, tee shirts, flags, literature, etc. to 
tered. kind. demonize Randy and make him a member 

The prosecution's closing arguments He also pointed out how the timing of of the Aryan Nation, which he never was. 
are reported to be as flimsy as their case eventsat the shootingsite, given by Roderick Spence stated that he had done some 
and their witnesses. and Cooper, weren't consistent. literature [research] of his own that the 

Gerry Spence, in his dynamicdemeanor, He stated that the paid expertwitnesses Government might not approve of. He 
presented a magnificent closing argument knew both sides of the story but were paid quickly turned to his wife and said, 'but 
to the Jury. It was reported that he called to tell and dwell upon only the Government I'm going to get rid of it as soon as I get 
the government everything but people. We side. home." 
continue to ask ourselves how can these He demonstrated how it would have Spence said that the ~overnment made 
people look in the mirror in the mornings to been impossible for Degan to have fired 7 a point of showing the Jury the guns and 
shave without being totally ashamed of shots from a semi-automatic gun after he ammo but not the food, household sup- 
what they have done to the Weaver family had been shot through the heart and his plies and clothing taken from the house. 
and Kevin Harris. left arm rendered totally useless. He pointed to Randy and said, 'Here is 

Gerry Spence came up and shook an innocent man." He then turned around 
JUNE 15 & 16, 1993 Randy's hand, acknowledged the lawyers and said, 'now that I look a t  him real good, 
DAY 40 / DAY 41 today, waiting wives, defendants families, fellow lawyer he isn't the most innocent looking person 

Charles Peterson, the spectators, and the that I have ever seen." 
First the good news: Jury. He said that they demonized and killed 
The court had 2 full rows of family He stated that he had been at  this for Vicki because she wasn't afraid of the 

members. including the 2 older Weaver over 40 years, and now he wanted to be the Government. He said the world needs 
girls, Sara 16 and Rachel 11. best lawyer he can be for the next 2 hours more people that aren't afraid of the Gov- 

The regular courtroom was full, as was and 35 minutes. ernment . 
another courtroom with. the proceedings He tells the Jury that this is awatershed He told the Jury that they have sover- 
viewed on a TV monitor. case, and the most important case in many eign power. They have more power than 

Some people were a t  the courthouse decades. He estimated the average age of the Judge, the U.S. Attorney, FBI, ATF, 
before 6 AM forming a line for the 8 AM the Jurors at  40 and told them that they U.S. Marshal Service, or anyone else in 
start. had 480 years of knowledge. He told them Government. 

One of the courtroom marshals came that what they do will be permanent and He told the Jury that the marshals 
along the line and extracted some of u s  magnificent. That etemalvhilancefs the knew there were no booby traps around the 
who had been attending the trial faithfully price of liberty. house but told that to the FBI, so the 
and took u s  to the front of the line so we He said that Government agents can'tsnipers would kill everyone on the moun- 
would be in the main courtroom. hide facts just because they are Govern- tain, and there would be no witnesses to 

Some of the main players of the rescue ment officers, and can't refuse to negotiate the crimes they had committed the day 
of the Weaver family and Kevin h m  Ruby like Howen did with Randy simply because before. 
Ridge were also there: they think they have power. He said people have a right to protect 

'Bow Gritz, along with his lovely wife, The Feds can't come into Idaho and their property, and when Striker was shot, 
Claudia; declare State law null and void, and that it Sammy was right in shooting at Roderick 

Jack McLamb; is superseded by Federal law, like the because Striker was Sammy's property. 
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He said Randy used poor judgment in only one behind him. sleeping in her car along with the car- 
not recognizing the snitch for what he was. Spence brought up the possibility of load of family members with her, he 
Any one could cut off a gun, so if Fadley had Degan turning to see who was shooting at handed her his room key and insisted 
really wanted a gun cut off, he could have him from behind, and being shot in the that they go to his room, as he would be 
done it himself. chest by Cooper, and that Kevin only on duty all night and wouldn't be using 

He told the Jury they can join the thought he had shot him because he could it. H e  alsoloaned them his sleepingbag. 
Government's conspiracy by finding Randy not hear Cooper's silenced gun when Degan Fifteen of them used the room, with 
and Kevin guilty of something. fell. 8 sleeping on the floor, and all had a nice 

He said Randy was guilty of being afraid Spence told the Jury that they had been shower. 
and using poor judgment, and he had shown that they can't trust the evidence in It had been reported that Kevin had 
probably used poor judgment just now this case. He pointed out how Martin been killed. When Brian Pierce, Kevin's 
when he pointed out his wife and asked her Fackler, the paid expert witness, testified step-father tried to get some information 
to  stand up. that his job was to confirm the Government's and-or find out where his body was, he was 

He looked and pointed at  the prosecutor theory of the case. arrested for obstructing justice and inter- 
and asked the Jury, "how would you like to Spence told the Jury a story about a fering with an officer in the performance of 
be turned over to him like these defendants smart-alec bully of a boy. his duty. 
have been." The boy would hold a bird in his hands The supporters at the roadblock took 

Prosecution called 56 witnesses, trying and ask aperson if he-she thought the bird up a collection for his bail. 
to get them to say bad things about Randy. was dead or alive. Some of them were the skin heads who 
They never mentioned how his wife had If the person said he-she thought the helped 'Bo" Gritz get Randy to surrender. 
been laying rotting for 8 days while Dick bird was alive, the boy would crush it in his Three of them were here today, 2 from Las 
Rogers and his killers were trying to kill hands and kill it and tell the person he-she Vegas and 1 from Laverkin, Utah. These 
everybody on the mountain. was wrong. were the guys who Wasiliki Caduff had told 

He pointed to ATF agent Byerly and He asked a wise old man that question me were very polite while at  her Deep Creek 
said, 'there is the person who planned and and the man replied, 'Son the bird is in resort, while the macho Feds went around 
started this whole mess, by trying to create your hands, you can kill it or free it." bragging about how they were there to kick 
another snitch. His snitch Fadley was a He told the Jury that Randy and Kevin their asses. The 2 from Las Vegas told me 
contingency witness and should not be are in their hands and they could free them that they watch Tootievision. 
believed at  all. He was guilty of entrapment or imprison them. Now an update on Wasiliki. She loaded 
for attempting to entice Randy to commit a The case was turned over to the Jury up her family last Thursday and left for 
crime." - and they were sequestered at  5:30 PM. Greece, where her parents live. She can go 

He reminded the Jury how the mar- Be sure and include the Jury in your back and tell the people of Europe about 
shals had spied on the family so much that prayers that they will have the wisdom and the free country that she came to with big 
they even knew when Sara's period was so FORTITUDE to do what is right. hopes. She will tell them about how it is 
they could make a plan to kidnap her. Waiting for a verdict. ruled by murderers wearing FBI and U.S. 

He talked of the ATF recording of Randy, Jerry.. . Marshal badges. How her husband was 
and said that he would hate to have every- [handwritten note on FAX:] driven to a nervous breakdown, and how 
thing he said recorded. Spence said the FBI, ATF and Marshal her 3 children are returning to Europe 

A s  for the sawed-off shotgun, if Randy Service are the Gestapo of the U.S. without their father. 
had agreed to be a snitch, Byerly would Sara said that when her mother was 
have kissed him on both cheeks and com- JUNE 17, 1993 shot and her carotid artery blown out ofher 
pletely forgotten about the gun charge. DAY 42 head, that blood squirted out all over little 
Another man, named Cummings, who did Elisheba (the 10 month old baby in her 
the same thing about the same time, is still (Boise, Idaho) While waiting around the arms) and completely covered her with 
running around loose with the blessings of Federal Building today for the Jury to bring blood. They all thought that she had been 
the Government. back averdict, I spoke to some of the family shot; but thank God, she had not been. 

The recordings showed that Randy didn't members of Randy and Kevin. Again, pray that the Jurors have the 
approach the Government, the Govern- NioakaThrelkeld, a sister of Kevin, told wisdom and FORTITUDE to do what is 
ment approached him with a deal. of when she was at  the roadblock during right. 

The Judge made 3 mistakes at Randy's the standoff. More tomorrow ... Jerry 
initial hearing, but that was just mistakes She was there 1 1 days and not acknowl- 
to be overlooked. Randy made a mistake edged or recognized by anyone in author- JUNE 18, 1993 
by believing .the snitch, and that makes ity, or given any information at all. DAY 43 
him a criminal as far as the Government is She was sleeping in her car, as most 
concerned. of the people there were. She was (Boise, Idaho) On this 3rd day of Jury 

He said a family, in the Government's stopped one night by 5 carloads of cops deliberations, there were many people at 
eyes, are agroup of co-conspirators, as the of one kind or another for having a the courthouse showing their support and 
indictment charges clearly show. burned out headlight, and they were waiting for a verdict, which never came. 

He refers to the magic bullet, but they giving her a bad time. The family members all seemed to be opti- 
made a mistake and planted a bullet from A car pulled up and a 6'4" man got out mistic, and all of the people are getting 
a gun that was proven to have never been and asked what the problem was. She better acquainted and many permanent 
near the site of the shooting. This bullet identified herself and explained what friendships are being made. 
mysteriously appeared after Byerly volun- was happening. FBI special agent Mark About 5 weeks ago I reported about 4 
teered to become part of the search team. Thundercloud, an American Indian, women coming down here from Spokane, 

A paid expert witness said that the pulled out his badge and told the others Washington to support Randy and Kevin, 
bullet hole in Degan's pack appeared to be to quit harassing her and m w e  on. although they had never met them but 
from a 9 rnm bullet fired from behind him. He asked her where she was staying, realized that this whole fiasco was a cover- 
According to Cooper's story, he was the and when she told him that she was up of Federal wrong-doing. They were able 
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to visit them both in jail Wednesday night a.m. today and left at 2:30 p.m. No one Her dad is Dan Hite, same address. 
and give them their best wishes. knows whether they reached a verdict or LeRoy is from Iowa and has known 4 

One of the women is 89 years young and just decided to quit early. generations of Weavers there. 
very cheerful and supportive. There were quite a few people at the The Newsweek magazine which is due 

The Jury is to start deliberating again courthouse today [Saturday]. A s  I sus- to be in the newsstands next Tuesday is 
tomorrow morning at 9:00 a.m. They will pected, some of these had not been there supposed to have a story about this trial. 
not deliberate on Eunday. before because of job requirements. More Monday ... 

The Federal building will be closed, so LeRoy Armstrong, one of the patriots ... Jerry 
we will have to just hang around outside. who has been here since day one, was 

I imagine that there will be more sup- talking to a law enforcement patriot from TO THE LOCAL LAS VEGAS MEDIA 
porters there tomorrow, as many of the Caldwell, Idaho, who hasn't been able to (AND MEDIA ALL OVER THE COUNTRY): 
peoplewho know that these are all trumped- come before because he had to work. Out of an ugly siege created by this govern- 
up charges can be there on their day off He has taken his vacation (and can- mentthatyou sodesperatelydefend,comes 
work, as I have talked to many people who celled his planned trip) to stick around the most wonderful, loving human interest 
have told me that they don't agree with the here and offer any support and help that he stories. These are people showing support 
cold-blooded murders of Sammy and Vicki. can give. for a family treated as if they were in prison 

If there is a verdict reached tomorrow, He apologized to LeRoy for not being camps. Most of us on the FAX Network 
the building will be opened so that the able to do much monetarily but gave LeRoy would rather be there in Idaho showing 
public and media can be in the courtroom $15.00 forgas money toward his trip, some support for these wonderful people than 
for the reading of the verdict. stamps, envelopes, ball point pens, some here just writing about it. 

I will get out another report tomorrow food, etc., to help the cause. Most of us  do not know Randy or Kevin, 
and let everyone know what is happening. He doesn't know Randy or Kevin from a or even knew of them before the govern- 

When a verdict is reached or a hung bag of beans, but knows that we have an ment tried to kill the entire family. You 
Jury orwhatever, I will make an immediate ungodly Government and what they did people of the media are individuals who 
report. here was wrong. have thoughts of your own. Look at the 

Keep praying for Randy, Kevin and their His little 8-year-old daughter emptied her sides and see what is happening to us, the 
families and pray that God will give the piggy bank and insisted that LeRoy take her government, AND the people who are run- 
Jury the wisdon and FORTITUDE to make life savings of $4.38, all in pennies. ning this country. 
a proper and wise decision. A s  long as the future of our country Please start printing THE TRUTH (or dt 

More as it happens . .. rests in the hands of people like her, we still least both sides of the story) so that those 
... Jerry have a chance to restore our Constitution people reading or listening can make in- 

and maybe achieve a truly Christian Gov- formed judgments for themselves. We 
JUNE 19, 1993 ernment. need your support just as much as you 
DAY 44 This little sweetheart is: need ours. If we all stick together we can 

Jenn Hite, P.O. Box 76, Caldwell, Idaho and will turn this country around. 
(Boise, Idaho) The Jury came in at  9:00 83605. Dianne / Keep America Free / A.?. F. N. 

"V-IV-111-11-I-oh, for the love of Mare!" 
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a good adjustment record." I am sure that 
the pa r~ ie  board will take into consider- 
ation your insights and comments on my Tw 0 L e t t e r s F r 0 m husbandts behavior as they make their 
decision whether to ~ a r o l e  him and turn 
him over to INS for immediate deportation. 
A s  you know, we have agreed t o  leave the 
country and never return. Brad Ketcher Ravelan Russbacher alsoaskedmewhatwouldhappentomy 

u book if we leave the country. I will assure 
you as I did him ... 

June 15, 1993 incarceration, Gunther has been held in MY husband was arrested two days 
dozens of prisons, both state and federal. I after we were married, he has been incar- 

To: Dora B. Schiro, Director, Missouri assure [you], the rampant lack of respect cerated for the entire four years of our 
Department of Corrections for basic human rights are worse at this marriage. Let me assure you loud and 

prison than at any other where he has clear.. .Gunther and I will have more occu- 
From: Rayelan Russbacher, Mrs. been. Even though I thought that The  pying our minds and time than writing 

Gunther Russbacher, Missouri inmate file Wall" at Jefferson Citywas theworst prison books. All we want is to be left alone to live 
# 184306 because of its unsanitary conditions, I out our lives peacefully. 

assure you, the decaying, rotting, and un- Thank you for looking into the immedi- 
There are several matters that I wish to safe buildings are preferable to the sadistic ate concerns of this letter ... my husband's 

bring toyour attention, but the most press- mind games perpetrated on the inmates of serious heart condition and the work as- 
ing issue concerns a blatant lack of con- MECC. signment being imposed on him by the 
cern for my husband's health and heart I have never had so many inmates corn- prison hierarchy. 
condition by the authorities at  Missouri plain to me in so short an  amount of time Thank you for your time and for your 
Eastern Correctional Center at  Pacific. regarding the conditions at  a prison. I have kind letters to our friends. 

In particular, he has been assigned to also never had guards come forward and 
work in the kitchen. How can one prison ask me to speak to the Governor regarding Rayelan Russbacher 
schedule him for open heart surgery just the conditions at a prison. I did cany their 
weeks before this, and another prison as- request to Brad Ketcher, the Governor's cc: Mike Radutzky, Producer, CBS 
sign nim to an obviously stressful work legal counsel, but he could not give me the Evening News. 
assignment? assurances of safety for these guards, so I 

In addition, it is my belief that allowing haven't even bothered to pass on Brad's 
people who carry the hepatitis virus to comments to them. June 16, 1993 
work in kitchens is against the health code Ms. Schriro, there is aproblem at MECC 
of the state of Missouri. If you will recall, Pacific. It is a problem that will rise to the To: Dora Schriro, Director Missouri 
the evening news with Dan Rather, re- public's attention very quickly if my hus- Prisons 
cently featured an expose of St. Louis band remains incarcerated there. But From: Rayelan Russbacher 
restaurants in which customers are con- regardless of whether I expose the prob- Re: Inmate 184306 
tracting the hepatitis virus from infected lems, or whether the guards finally get 
restaurant employees. Mr. Rather stated brave enough to step forward on their own Yesterday I faxed to you a letter regard- 
that St. Louis was the hepatitis capital of and go to the media, I assure you these ingmy husband's health problemsand his 
the nation. I am sure that his staff will problems will be exposed. And don't think work assignment in the kitchen of MECC. 
welcome the opportunity to look into health that the problems only involve sadistic There is more you should know. 
violations by Missouri prisons ... especially mind games, these problems go far beyond In the early seventies my husband was 
since the prison in Pacific is so close to St. that. captured by the Pathet Lao and horribly 
Louis ... the hepatitis capital of the nation. Wouldn't it be better if you appointed a and repeatedly tortured by them. His 

Since many doctors have certified that commission to investigate? And as I said fingernails were pulled out, allowed to grow 
my husband needs open heart surgery, I before, I have caught the superintendent of back and pulled out again repeatedly until 
promise you that if anything happens to this prison, MECC, in a lie to the represen- they no longergrew. Go to the prison ... look 
him while he is being forced to work in the tative of the Governor. If I were you, I at his nailsand see foryourself. To this day 
kitchen detail, that the state of Missouri certainly wouldn't take his word or rely on he suffers from fungal infections ,which 
will face years of very costly legal battles. 1 his records to find out tfie truth at  MECC. cause his fmger tips to swell, b u s t  and 
am sure that you would like to avoid being Also realize that my husband was a pris- bleed. 
caught in the middle of these legal battles. oner for over a year at The  Wall", JCCC. In the medical report which was sent to 
Can you please look into why such a strenu- During that time I came to know all the you from Chicago, the details of this were 
ous work assignment was given to a man superintendents of that institution and outlined. It was pointed out to you that 
who has an obviously serious heart condi- how the institution runs. I am not the type Gunther Russbacher should not work in 
tion? to cry 'tvolf" over petty prison politics. Jf I the kitchen detail because detergent and 

And while you are looking into this did not think that this matter was serious bleach cause excruciating pain to his fin- 
matter, you might also know that the su- enough to require an investigation, I would ger tips. These harsh chemicals cause the 
perintendent of this prison, MECC, lied to not bring this to your attention. already swollen fingers to burst open and 
Brad Ketcher, the Governor's legal counsel I want to thank you for the letter to my spurt blood profusely. 
regarding my husband. If the superinten- friend Dyan Freeman in Seattle. You wrote I mentioned the sadists who work at  
dent feels he can lie to the Governor's it June  1, 1993, the day before my MECC in my earlier letter to you. The 
representative, then I am sure that he will husband's parole hearing. I am very happy treatment they are forcing my husband to 
have no problem lying to you. to see that you have put in writing that "He endure comes close to what he received at  

In the four years of our marriage and his has had in the past, and continues to have, the hands of professional torturers in 
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Southeast Asia. 
What the superintendent of MECC is 

allowing to be done to my husband is cruel 
and harsh treatment of a seriously ill man. 
It appears to me that you are forcing us to 
seek justice through the Federal Court 

Nevada Corporations 
system. There are other steps within your 
prison system that my husband is cur- DISADVANTAGES 8& ADVANTAGES person can do except think and act. 
rently following to seek redress for this OF INCORPORATING D) A corporation can shelter owners' 
sadistic treatment. However, if we are taxes by accumulating earnings and losses. 
unable to remedy the situation through Throughout this past year, first in THE E) Corporations are taxed on dividends 
your channels, we will be forced to take up PHOENIX LIBERATOR and then, later, in from investments at lower tax rates then 
this matter at  a higher level. I am sorry that the CONTACT, we have discussed the ben- individuals. 
we have had to resort to this, but it seems efits of Nevada incorporation from many F) Ownership of shares can be shifted 
that the only way to get your attention is different perspectives. We have also shown for estate pyramiding and distribution. 
through the courts. And, I assure you, we you strategies which can be used with a G) Shares of stock can be sold to raise 
have grounds for many more lawsuits Nevada Corporation. Today we would like capital in a tax-free and debt-free manner. 
against the Missouri prison system. These to give you a straightforward breakdown of H) Death of an owner doesn't disrupt a 
will be filed in due course. the disadvantages and advantages of in- corporation's ability to do business; conti- 

I had heard such positive and hopeful corporating. nuity of operations is maintained. 
things about you. I was praying to God that Lets start off with the disadvantages I) Corporate stock sales attract inves- 
you could accomplish the impossible. So first, to get them out of the way. tors so as to raise capital efficiently. 
many people look to you as their hope and J) Ownership of a business can be shared 
their salvation. You don't just have domin- DISADVANTAGES: more easily using a corporation. 
ion over your prisoners, you hold their K) The personal liability of the owners is 
loved ones in your hands also. For most of A) A Nevada Corporation will cost you limited to the assets they contribute. 
my adult life I was the wife of an academic anywhere from $500 to $3000 to set up, L) Nevada, as a State of incorporation, 
dean at  a prestigious military academy. depending on who forms your corporation has no State Income Tax for corporations 
Today 1 am the wife of a political prisoner. and the services they provide for you. You or persons. 
Soon Mrs. William Webster will go from can form one yourself, you can hire a Mj Unlimited real estate passive losses 
being the wife of the Attorney General to Corporate Service to form one for you, or can shelter active income from taxes. 
being the wife of a prisoner. you can go to a high-priced attorney. An- N) Through the use of fringe benefits, 

In these difficult political times anyone, nually you will incur a cost ranging from a corporate employees and officers pay lower 
no matter how powerful, can end up in minimum of $150 to $3000, depending on taxes. 
prison. I say this because I hope that while the activity level of the Corporation. 0) There are many items that are de- 
you are still in a position to create justice B) Corporations and their owners both ductible from corporate income taxes that 
within your prison system, you will do so. file separate tax returns. This takes time are not for individuals. 
Because in these uncertain political times, and effort in maintaining corporate and P) Fiscal year tax reporting can create 
you never know when someone you love personal tax records and preparing the better matching of costs to income. 
wiil end up behind bars as part of a political State and Federal tax reports. Q) Owners of Nevada Corporations are 
vendetta. I want you to clean up your C) Close attention must be made to held as aclosely guarded secret to keep the 
prisons. I want this done for my husband's corporate formalities. Minutes of signifi- business of the owner(s) private. 
sake, and also for the hundreds of other cant corporate decisions will need to be in 
men and women who are abused daily and writing and signed by corporate officers. Clearly, for many people, the advan- 
have no one on the outside to fight for their This is one of the most important tasks of tages can far outweigh the disadvantages 
rights. But you should also clean it up corporation management. of Nevada incorporation. 
because you never know when you or your D) Debt financing may require personal 
loved ones might be the next guests of the guarantees from the owners until such FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT 
state. time as the corporation has built up finan- NEVADA CORPORATIONS, CORPORATE 

Returning to the immediate problem of cial reserves and a credit record. In this RESIDENT AGENT SERVICES AND PRI- 
my husband's health conditions. In addi- case the owners would be taking on some VATE MAIL FORWARDING SERVICES, 
tion to the fact that he was scheduled for of the corporation's risk personally. CALL CORPORATE A D V . O R 8  CORPO 
open heart surgery just weeks ago, it must E) Gains from appreciated-depreciated RATIONAT (702) 896-7002 OR WRITE TO 
be obvious to you that a serious health properly can be taxed twice, once a t  the THEM AT POST OFFICE BOX 27740, LAS 
hazard is being created in the kitchen of corporate level and again a t  the personal VEGAS, NV 89126. ASK FOR CORT 
MECC. A prisoner who carries the hepati- level, without the exercising of astute tax CHRISTIE. 
tis virus and who has fungal infections in planning. FOR GENERAL BACKGROUND INFOR- 
the beds where his fmgernails used to be, MATION ABOUT PRIVACY, THE VALUE OF 
is splattering blood around the kitchen as Now lets look a t  the brighter side, the NEVADA CORPORATIONS, THE MASSIVE 
he works to clean off the tables and advantages. DECEPTION OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE 
counters. I don't think the Missouri Health AND ITS IRS EXTORTION RACKET, AND 
Department will think very much of the ADVANTAGES: THE GENERALTRUTH BEHIND OUR MOD- 
health standards in your prison kitchens. ERN ECONOMIC MALAISE, SEE THE 

Again, I thank you for your immediate A) Corporate tax rates are significantly PHOENX JOURNALS SPIRAL TO ECO- 
attention to this serious and painful prob- lower (up to $150,000) than personal rates. NOMIC DISASTER (#4), PRIVACY IN A FISH- 
lem. B) Corporations are LEGALLY separate BOWL (# lo), YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON 

entities from their owners. (# 16), AND THE NAKED PHOENIX (# 17). 
Rayelan Russbacher C) A corporation can do everything a [See backpage for ordering infonnation.] 
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Father's Dav Lesson On 
This Great Time Of Change 
6120193 # 1 HATONN is exactly THAT-a reverse reflection mir- ily, let us  speak a bit on the 'future", this 

ror image in simulation of the cause which wondrous concept that allows for dream- 
FATHERS DAY, 1993 offers the effect of 'being". ing, planning, learning and anticipation 

The geometry of the zero universe is worthy of 'action" motion. 
Each year you ones come up with your based upon the cube and cube sections- Your enemy has stalked you and sought 

annual celebrations of this or that in order no curvature. Their planes are of zero to destroy you. He has risen up at goodly 
to aid commerce and focus a bit of atten- curvature and they reflect their forms in works and revealed avery sharp sword and 
tion on a given subject. MATTER in CRYSTAL STRUCTURES, destructive life-destroying weapons. He 

1 am honored that some of you ones which are the only forms of zero curva- has hurled these things at  your faithful- 
have honored me by expressing your feel- ture in nature. ness and he has made himself quite worthy 
ing of one with me as Father to my own All MOTION in the electric universe of the fear instilled within you. 
offspring manifested as YOU. It is a won- is curved. The curved universe of ma- M a n  has come and gone in equity while 
drous joy for any parent who had great love tured form is based upon the sphere. seekingout revilements only for the beastly, 
for his children to have a child say, Thank The sphere is a COMPRESSED cube for the wolves of great massacres, for those 
you, Dad, for the hard lessons, for I recog- (OOPS!). The sphere is a series of true who do a wrong and who know wherein 
nize that you must love me greatly to allow circles no matter where it may be di- they do it. It is indeed confusing and 
me expression AND walk with me through vided into sections by cutting through it misleading but don't be so perplexed as to 
my lessons." in one plane, anywhere. All motion is miss THE TRUTH of it in expression. 

It gives cause to stop and think upon equally compressed with respect to grav- Your shields and coats of goodly annor 
these things for a while in order to consider ity. are wrought of f a r  tougher material and 
that which is and that which may come to fibers than any of you have yet thought. 
be. There is N O  FUTURE, there is only the GRAVITY The arenas ofyour strivings, precious ones, 
curved universe which shall bring into are far higher on the uplands and moun- 
your attention that which you are express- Therefore, all motion is in true grav- tain tops. 
ing NOW. Complicated? No-it only seems ity-centered circles which multiply into I know that you would enjoy comforts of 
complicated and complex because of all spheres and again divide into true circles. some trivial gossip and speakings but that 
the incorrect lessons and perceptions. And what of the "center" of these would only cause you to remain within the 
Moreover, you have reached a time in circles-what is represented therein? perplexed circumstance and indeed your 
cycle evolution where you MUST con- Ah yes, the source of ALL ENERGY is the banquet table would remain quite barren. 
sider the Spiritual aspects of self more CREATOR, all motion of every nature, It is that soon will come and go those who 
carefully than the physical if you are to whether of thought or action, spins in do the boasting and oppression. There will 
continue your journey to KNOWING. the circular spiral control around the come the day when the drums of hate are 
The gourd of ashes has been shown in the omnipotent creator of that motion and stilled and the righteous have increase. 
heavens and time of recognition of plight is in planes of 90 degrees from a shaft of Man must rise up and look beyond that 
a t  hand. This means the 'Day of the Lord" any extension of motion. which SEEMS TO BE and yonder unto that 
is also a t  hand for when the student is The "time" must come when man which is the destiny of expression. 
ready-the teacher will always come for MUST KNOW where GOD is at every You, in all the wonder of your experi- 
the higher lessons. moment with respect to himself. He ence, must become as the child in anticipa- 

must completely understand how God tion of witness and expression in the learn- 
LET U S  SPEAK A BIT OF controls every action and desire of all ing and the testing curiosity. You must be 
THIS 'FUTURE* CONCEPT living things from man to the most tiny as the lark of the morning time-as the 

cells and spores or from galaxy to elec- sparrows who look upon their morning as 
There is nothing except electric waves tron. During their entire journeys from a glory in radianceanother day of experi- 

in this universe in which you are experi- their beginnings in HIM to their endings ence for they have no 'thinking" mind to 
encing your play. But what you least in HIM, these are the unknown things do other than respond to that which is 
realize is that the INvisible universe is the which unfolding man MUST KNOW BE- offered. Ifyou dwell in the dreary you shall 
one in absolute control of the visible. The FORE HE CAN BWIN TO MANIFEST HIS become an immobilized dullard without 
INvisible universe dominates and controls OWN DMNE INHERITANCE. ability to move on into your wondrous 
ALL MOTION. This is by magnetic division May you, my own, be given to come expression of Divinity-you will walk on in 
into 'cube" WAVE FIELDS OF ZERO (NO) rapidly into this MOWING. the bindings of self-imprisonment. 
curvaturdeyond which no moving Take note of those things upon which 
thing can pass. It can, however, repeat LET U S  CONSIDER you allow your mind and physical self to 
itself in neighboring wave-fields but al- THE 'FUTURE* dwell. Is it your resources? I s  it your 
ways in rwerse, just as mirrors reverse. possibility of some LOSS or another? I s  it 
This in fact (this illusion you experience in) And now, my precious friends and fam- your se!f-limiting focus on 'how bad things 
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are for you"? Do you think ofyour brother do so. You shall learn and KNOW and we and their mistakes find them out. I, and 
and pray for HIM--or do you ask perfec- shall go into the wondrous expression of myHosts, go before themwith greatTruths. 
tion, luxury, security and 'having" for greater and ever greater experience as we I say again, "Accept the LIGHT!" For lo, we 
SELF? Ponder these things for wherein lies reach into that cosmic universe. are the LarnpLighters bringing forth Light 
your thought and heart-there too shall be Don't dwell in consternation at the les- unto searching Man. We are come to flood 
entrapped and immobilized, SELF. sons. All things need explanation that you them with Light but they must see for 

There is coming the sequence of events do not go without 'reasons-but full com- themselves the Spirit moving and behold 
in which the tauntings and boasting shall prehension does not come until the KNOW- the results of spirituality and goodness as  
be cast down and the Father tells you that ING--all else is LEARNING. we lead them. We can push a little and 
you are, 'My Beloved! I am He who has The messengers come to you, bringing shove or pull a little-but we cannot make 
proclaimedyou! I have given you speakings both triumphs as well as perplexities; they this journey for a single one of you. 
and writings and I have laid them in your are guided of God in that HE gives them - I can only repeat that you have The 
presence and upon your lips that you can placement and instruction. They shall tell Truth; practice it! You have The Spirit; use 
know your way. Do you use them or do you you of the Plan and the beauties ~f its it! Goodly gifts have been given to you; now 
turn to that which is already proven crush- masterings so that you can learn and know I COMMAND that you employ them!! 
ing upon the very soul?" substance. I, further, however, caution to You keep running to Me with petitions 

You are not just 'my lambsm-you are NOT demand that they 'gike" you this or ofuShow mew and 'Manifest, Master, that 
the shepherds. The sheep go before YOU that. You shall petition for your brethren we can believe!" Well, precious ones, we 
and unto the still waters and meadows of and for another creature or creation but will manifest when we are READY to come 
plenty are you beckoned. WHERE DO YOU God KNOWS that which you need for your forth in physical aspect. We are NOT the 
GO? journey and growth and your only valid little gray clones of interplanetary fables 

I ask you, family of my beloved circle, is approach unto God is, T h y  will be done in and mythewe  are the Hosts of God come 
it better to be one who goes before the your higher knowing, Father." You con- to attend our people and the things of 
sheep and sees not the mischief performed tinually ask for things which, if given as Creator. 
by the wolves, than to give all vigilance and asked, would destroy you for you are yet My 'words" are but sounds on the 
hear the small plaint of the lamb that is ignorant as to the WHOLE and would ask waves of energy frequency. My thoughts 
taken? Look beyond the sheep into that for the "moment" and miss the won- are the manifestation of that which you 
which is ahead, having learned the pros- drousness of the victory awaiting. You are ARE. Therefore, you must hear the words 
pects and possibilities-and the  probabili- IMPATIENT IN YOUR GROWING AND YOU and BE them! The call has now come forth 
ties of pitfalls and dangers. THEN, let the WOULD ACT OUT OF EAGERNESS IN- for higher things to be revealed and the 
sheep go before you so that you can watch STEAD OF WISDOM. Bright and Radiant WORD shall be re- 
over them and hear their cries as if in a Man chooses his pathway and makes vealed in unfolding manifestation-and 
wilderness of blindness. his own progress. We can show you the from the ugliness shall become manifest 

Of course there are comings and goings way and tread the path beforeyou and even the beauty that has been so long hidden. 
of perplexing circumstances. There can be motivate good to come unto you-I can The "Pharisees" still live, my friends, 
anger, in the morning, as often as the even convince you of my presence-but I and man has his scriveners (writers) to lay 
gentle perfection of joy, as ever endless must leave to you your decisions. down the laws of MAN to oppress and 
scenarios unfold in the expression of mani- Now is the time of cycle, however, imprison-behold your lawyers-but rend 
festation. There can be strife presented in wherein in your growth or ignorance I must the goodly and lift up the evil standards. 
the noon-time and the evening and thus say to you, "Choose" for it is time to know Ah yes, many dwell, NOW, in goodly places 
and so-butTHE GOODLY COMPANY shall if ye be of your Father Creator or servants but have great darkness in their hearts. 
pause, not to be bogged in the mire of that to the darkness. It is not so strange, the Moreover, to simply come forth in pretense 
which MAY be. KNOW that you shall pass vision of man, for it is easy to see that of goodness while practicing in the physi- 
beyond this incident, this action, this per- "darkness" needs some radiance to relieve cal greed of self-gain is not hidden from the 
ceived moment and on into that which is the absence of vision-but one does not presence of God and is not long hidden 
REAL and valid. You must keep on val- perceive The Light readily-it isjust 'there" from the sight of MAN. The Truth is easy to 
iantly while seeing the splendor of the goal and is unseen in its Presence. remember-the LIE grows out of bound 
to be taken. Well, chelas, a new cycle has performed and changes with the wind. Hold to The 

Respond to Me, chelas, and I succoryou and opened-the times are ripe on Earth Light and in the ending The Truth shall be 
now and forever. My help rests upon you for heavenly manifestings. How much made known in honor and profit and the 
as the down feathers of the eagle but with progress has MAN made in his experienc- evil cheats shall manage to damage and 
the security of the flight feathers of the ing? He cries out for Light and he shall consume themselves. Indeed, itmay SEEM 
Phoenix. I now and forever shall ennoble arrive at  apoint where denial ofTruth shall to take long-but, dear ones-TIME IS 
you to all things wondrous and beautiful as not longer be acceptable to his own senses. REALLY ALL YOU HAVE IN ETERNITY IN 
you rise above those things of ugly reflec- Man has gained awhole lot of'knowledge" WHICH TO EXPRESS AND EXPERIENCE. 
tion of soulless evil images borne in places but not WISDOM. He has used this knowl- BE PATIENT. What you see is most often 
ofhell-that place devoid of God and LIGHT. edge to bring utter peril to himself. Man NOT what IS. 
Separate not from the LIGHT for, in your has gone far in learning's application, yet 
wanderings into the dark reflections and he has threatened himself with extinction. THE REMNANT 
expressions, you shall become lost. I ask Man seeks the Spirit as he has never 
that you open your ears to understand- before sought. Life has its mysteries, sci- I ask that we rerun a section from a 
ing-and eternity in My places shall surely ence has her quandaries, the souls of men small booklet, SURVNAL OF THE REM- 
receive you-you shall become holders of arrive at  the crossroads of experiencing* NANT, written by one called David Lewis. 
true wisdom and you shall flourish as the and a massive cry goes up. Men utter the We have shared it before and it needs to be 
perfection which you mirror as God in cry, Where are those who lead us? We are shared again as refresher and reminder 
Self-if you but come and walk this path stopped and do not find our leaders! There that you are in the great time of change 
with ME. I can see you home, children- is none to lead us  farther!?!" which must be confronted. The 'Holy" 
and I shall. For it is My promise that I shall But men cry out their anguish in error Remnant as well as the human remnant 
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must prevail through these pressing tribu- God did not plan our future but, know- the armies of 200 million coming out of 
lations and you must fight also for the ing man as  He does, His prophecies will theEast,shieldedwitharmorandswords, 
survival of America as  well as your own for ring true on that day of Global 2000 and riding their horses to battle. Do not let 
it is the place of chosen greatness and the 200 1. Man has insisted on his own follies the "horsesw fool you-it is all that was 
place of your manifested heritage of the and has learned little by his mistakes, thus available for transportation at the writing 
'Ancientsn. You must win THIS battle he has paved his own road to the abyss of of the book. Let us  just consider "horse- 
without Man's weapons but by using the hell-taking with him-all of mankind. power" and 'weapons". 
greatest power of all weaponry-the pre- Today we live in an era where nearly 
vailing powers of God. everything is geared toward armament and Ezekiel 38:14: 

destruction. Our guns are in readiness, 
QUOTING: our attitudes are tense, faces grim with the "And the word of the Lord came 

progressing news ofworld events. Frustra- unto me saying, Son of man, set thy 
In the grim years ahead, the time is tion mounting and nerves frayed to near faceagainst Gog(China)andthe land 

2000. The place: Earth-now a desolate short circuits. We have approached that of Magog (Russia), the chiefprince of 
planet slowly dying by its own accumu- time in our society where it is now fashion- Mesheck and Tubal, and prophecy 
lated errors and follies. Its dying is the end able to burn all candles at  both ends, against him. And say, thus saith the 
result of man's wasteful years, his growth outwardly demonstrate our greed and self- Lord God, Behold, I am against thee, 
of technologies in the wrong direction, his ishness, stimulate riots and discontent 0 God, the chief prince o f  Mesheck 
fear of being conquered and his inability to and scoff at those who still show some and Ti.~bal. And IwiIl turn thee back, 
cope with the reality that people are a Christian background. andput hooks into thejaws, and Iwill 
human entity of God and not to be used or To our deepened regret, government bring thee forth, and all thine anny, 
misused as a tool of whimsical tempera- officials throughout the world have planted horses and horsemen, all of them 
ment to deprive, starve or destroy at will. the seeds of deceit, spoken unforgivable clothed with all sorts of armor, even a 

By man's own choice, the Earth in Glo- words in their constant wrangling, pre- great company with bucklers and 
bal 2000 lies barren of its forests while pared many guises in order to cover the shields, allofthemhQndlingswords." 
sand dunes rapidly spread over the fertile actual intentions, led the masses to com- 
farm lands that once served us  so well. plete ignorance and have aided the Com- There is something even more impor- 
Nearly two million species of plant life have munistic parties where they, in turn, can tant, however, to remember: We speak of 
withered on the burned stalks; birds, in- begin to take over our freedoms within this those of the Mongol origin. You MUST 
sects and animals have vanished from great nation. Yet in a war of nerves to the remember that the Khazarian "Zionists" 
sight; the once sparkling rivers that gave American people, they lead us  to believe are of Mongol, Russ (Russian) and Nordic 
life to the world are now dried and the river there will be no impending dangers-while origin. So what does this possibly mean? 
bottoms are likened to the skin of the they silently proceed with their plans to- Let us  consider that the very forces of that 
crocodile. The fertile valleys, the golden ward a One World Government, a One which is basically humanistic and atheis- 
wheat fields, citrus groves and millions of World Order, a One World Religion and, for tic in perception shall have a rising up 
acres of vegetables are now only a faint a money control-a One World Bank. Is against each other that shall be as the 
recollection of the past. Aircraft no longer this the freedom promised you under our explosion of the planet itself. 
fly over our cities and the traffic-congested Constitzition?. We can no longer back away Does this mean that all Chinese and all 
streets are the silent ghosts of an era past. from the conclusions of this truth anymore Russians and all Americans and all MEN 
Sidewalks are no longer the foot paths for than we can continue to sidestep the conclu- are evil and against God? No, it means you 
hurried feet for, although they barely re- sions of Global 2000. The stakes are too should learn your lessons so you know 
main, the memory is now lurking in the high for the United States and for all man- what to look for and get your own SELF 
shadows of the blackened fog of radioactivity kind. squared away with GOD so you HEAR your 
that shrouds the atmosphere. This then is 'the challenge of the cen- instructions if you are to be among the 

Nearby and far off structures that once turf to all who truly care about God's remnant. Salu. 
housed ametropolis of activity has changed creation.. . the ultimate destiny of mankind 
from the architectural splendor into a and the real meaning of 'survival". TO SUM IT UP--CHANGE! 
dreaded nightmare of man's stubborn at- 
tempts to defy God and Nature as he END OF QUOTING 'We must make changes be- 
changes the atom into weapons of destruc- cause changed am insuftabZe and 
tion. Yet with this beforehand knowledge I am going to close out this writing with thefirst change unr h u e  b make 
firmly planted in the minds of most intelli- some sobering statements from your own IS IN OURSELVES, us to how zue 
gent men, knowing that this era will come claimed books of knowledge and religious see the worIdand how we am crbb  
to aclose, he is still propagating so rapidly teachings. Let this Truth be held within to deal wtth Ige. Thclt changc 
that his momentum is carrying him &en your bosom for it will come to pass that it cornesarbautbym~thepcrst, 
faster to a civilization demise. bears great importance. mleasing the blame, the anger, 

This bleak and solemn scenario is not Just  as there is true defmition of such and fmdmtion for what you feel 
science fiction to any degree but a detailed as 'Khazar", 'Gentilen, Jew, Gog, Magog, has been done to you, and to get 
study of the real world's future in Global expressed in many languages, as example: on with your ZCfe* 
2000, which is a prophecy that is merely In Arabic, 'Gog" means Chinaand 'Magog" CCAttitude prevails and in or- 
waiting to be played out. Global 2000 means Russia. Let us  not fiddle in such der b change what is p-lent 
could grow into an even darker picture matters to the extent you MISS THE POINT. a m n d  us, we have to lie dl2ing 
prior to this great historical event if we I want you to understand that with all to change the attitude within 
continue to speed up the intricate acts and the New World Order and other things ourselves. Nothing be- Cf it 
threats of wars, thus painting an absolute applicable to changing t i m e e h i n a r i g h t  doesn't begin right hem &*you, 
shocking picture of the world fifteen years now controls its 'active" army of a bit with me. Nothing -pens unless 
from now [Editor's note: Eight years of that over 225 million. The Bible refers to it happens with ME. 
fifteen have now passedj . China aggression as the  "Yellow Peril"- - LITTLE CROW 
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THE Time For 
instruction. I did not say the voice 
broadcast over the low-level waves from 
the  a i rbase  nearby. I sa id ,  quiet  
thineselves that you might listen to that 
STILL VOICE OF GOD WITHIN YOU FOR 
IT IS LIGHT OFFERING ALL THAT YOU 
NEED1 

Put aside the ways of ego that seek to A c ti 0 n Wit h H 0 n 0 r divide and tear man apart. Come to- 
gether that you may work side by side in 
unity of purpose. Unity of GODLY pur- 

6/21 193 SANANDA AND YOU SHALL SEE HEAVEN ITSELF! pose, in LIGHT! 
Store not your treasures where moths Ready thineselves to receive the re- 

Peaceuntoyou,Thornas. IAMSANANDA and dust  doth corrupt, where strangers wards for thine service. Think not that  
and I COME IN SERVICE UNTOTHE MOST come to steal. Store your treasur'es in you have served in vain, for the RECORDS 
HIGH GOD OF LIGI{T,ATON. I COME A S  HEAVEN WHEREIN THERE IS GLORY1 OF HEAVEN HOLD ALL. HAS IT NOT 
LIGHT! I AM! IT AWAITS! BEEN SAID, BY YOUR WORKS SHALL 

YE BE JUDGED? Will your work hold 
HOLD TO THE GOAL IT'S ACTION TIME the test of time? Will your work have an 

impact on a transitioning planet? Will 
Always man will delay his decision- Beloved, it is a time of ACTION. I did your work have impact on another single 

making unto the final hour. The bell shall not say it is a time of foolish action. It is human being? Does it matter? Indeed, 
toll and, let u s  hope, beloved brethren of a time of ACTION WITH HONOR, ACTION the work matters greatly. READY YOUR- 
Light, that it shall not tollforthee. Tend the WITH PURPOSE. IT IS A TIME OF AC- SELF TO RECEIVE FROM GOD THE 
matters of Spirit for in the end it is your TI ON WITH INTEGRITY FOR THE REWARDS OF SERVICE! SO BE IT. 
soul which is of import. Ah, but you say, GREATER GOOD OFTHE WHOLEI Each Turn not aside in the final hours be- 
you say to us to prepare, prepare in the is  connected to all. fore the dawn. Shore up thine backside 
physical. Yes, I have stated thus, and so it Build not places of safety for evil, for and walk yet another step. Stay the 
is. The physical must be prepared to make evil shall be separated away from the course and hold the goal and let LIGHT 
it through that which shall befall man. The GODLY. EVIL WILL NOT DWELL I N  THE SHOW YOU THE WAY. THE LIGHTED 
physical is but a passing illusion; the soul PLACES OF THE LORD. EVIL SHALL PATHWAY I S  DIRECTLY BEFORE YOU, 
is ETERNAL! Make your peace with GOD RECEIVE ITS JUST REWARD! COME AND WALK THE LIGHTED PATH- 
and the rest shall simply fall into place. Quiet thineselves that you might lis- WAY THAT YOU MAY KNOW GOD! 
Trust that it is so and it shall so be. Look ten to that  voice which offers your daily Salu. 
not unto fortunes. Look not unto th:: -- 
material world to bring thee anything but 
temporary enjoyment. Do not seek to live 
in impov-eris.hment, for God is ABUN- 
DANCE. 

God wishes for YOU to have it all. The Reminder From The 
manner in which d l  is attained is the kev. 
To have it all most will turn their backs Gn 
honor. To have it all in abundance in a 
Godly manner means to follow God's Laws 
for man. It means the Golden Rule. Yes, I Ancient Tribes 
hear the cry, 'Rut good guys on Earth 
always finish Idst!" Think not that this is 
so for the good shall be lifted up before 6/21/93 #1 HATONN that we used a diagram or two that were 
God's eyes and the many shall be given to presented first by Dr. Russell. We honor all 
know the good from the evil, the true from A s  we. sit to pen this day, the day work done by Dr. Walter Russell and apolo- 
the false. following Father's Day 1993, I ask, Dharma, gize for ANY infringement on his work as 

Keep your eyes llpon thine goall Have that we rewrite the "Dedication" which 1 possibly beingpresentedwithout fullcredit 
you no dreams? No goals? Most do not, for offered in JOURNAL #35, the volume THE or recognition. Dr. Russell's work can be 
the dreams have been stolen from thee. SACRED SPIRIT WITHIN, MITAKUYE obtained, I believe, from the University of 
They have been shattered by watching the OYASIN (for all my relations-which is Science and Philosophy in Virginia. 
world around you in its chaos and confu- ALL). Because of legal ramifications we shall 
sion. HOLD THE GOAL, RELOVED, AND I do not accept that because the court refrain from reference to these materials 
THE REST SHALL FOLLOW A S  DAY FOL- has banned this volume along with 8 0th- and utilize original source reference from, 
LOWS NIGHT! ers because there is reference made to one specifically at  this writing, South Africa 

Look not outside yourself for security Walter Russell that we cannot draw from and Thomas Astley. 
and stability. LOOK WITHIN THINESELF our own work which does not refer to I want to honor my brother, Little Crow, 
AND SEEK GOD I N  THE SILENCE WITHIN. anything of Dr. Russell's work. I might add to whom I dedicated the volume above 
IT IS THE STILL SILENT VOICE OF LIGHT that THIS particular volume in point was mentioned. He is bringing forth informa- 
ITSELF WHICH SHALL FEED THINE SOUL only required to have some slight modifica- tion in his own oral tradition called THE 
AND SHALL PUT TO RESTTHAT WHICH IS tion to make it fully acceptable. I prefer to SACREDHILL WITHIN-when we all get our 
EVEli I N  TURMOIL WITHIN MAN. BE AT leave it with the court as is and we shall act together enough to find it suitable in 
PEACE AND K N O W  THAT YOU ARE offer what is suitable and without any type the sequence of information. You will find 
GREATLY LOVED. SERVE WITH HONOR of mention or infringement. The problem is it to be totally simplistic in both its con- 
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tents and presentation-but then, so is soul, essence) and poisoned themselves 
GOD. and their relations with the mni sha and 

This segment was first written Sunday, mni wakan (wine and whiskey). They have 
August 1 1,199 1 and it was the "Introduc- turned from ptehicala huhu canunpa (buf- 
tion" entitled: falo-calf-bone pipe, the sacred pipe) and 

the red-stone sacred pipe in honor to the 
DEDICATION AND REMEMBERING tate topa (the four directions of the uni- 

verse) for again, their ista (eye) has been 
This is for my brother sent forth as the blinded by the tricks of the heyoka (sacred 

Great White-Red Wambli (eagle) of the clown). They now forget to hupa gluza 
Wakinyan (Thunder beings). He is called (raise one's pipe) unto, hunka (ancestor), 
Little Crow and he was sent to grow through or Tunkashila and Kunshi (grandfather/ 
his fledgling flight within that tribe known grandmother), or Ate (father). They have 
to you of Shan (Earth) as Lakota Sioux. turned to smoke the tobacco of the wa- 
("Sioux" being awhite man's label, I do not sicun (white man) rather than the 
recognize it as valid and only utilize it for kinnickinnick (Indian tobacco) which once 
readers' identification.) He was sent forth lifted up the spirit in the smoke unto the 
from the High Councils to speak and write Great Spirit, the mahpiya (the heavens) in 
the words of the Oral Traditions for the honor of petaowihandeshni (the sacred 
time is at hand to show you the way home. fire) to attach it to the Earth (maka) so that 
He is called Little Crow for he sets himself Tunkashila would hear. They forget the 
not above you but stands in brotherhood to owanka wakan (a holy place, altar) and the 
all who will see and hear the wisdom of the sacredness of inyan (stone, pebble) and 
ages-to all who have FORGOTTEN. It is they forget their kola (friend) in their run- 
the time of Remembering. You of this little ning with the wasicun and forget that 
Earth have slept too long and you have THEY are the root of wicasa (mankind/ 
dreamed the dreams of the clown and it is human being). You haveallowed thewambli 
time to awaken that the vision might be to fall and become entangled in the mire of 
finished in this great cycle so that LIFE can that which holds his talons and no one 
begin again-renewed and a new dream rises up to set him free so all stays trapped 
unfolded. The stage is worn, the actors in the mire. 
weary and tattered, the spirit lies sick unto All that is within must come without 
dying-I petition you to not allow the pass- that brotherhood can again come upon the 
ing of thine spirits to be in such confusion Earth. All must turn to the sacred power 
and pain in an existence of physical illu- and Spirit within that Wakan Tanka (God- 
sion. To my brother, Little Crow, I bow my Great Spirit) can be heard and show the 
head in honor for it is a privilege to walk Light upon the red path home. The 
with you. And, in my highest presence1 wakinyan (thunderbirds) are come in the 
am pleased, for you, too, have been willing silver clouds to lift you up into safety and 
to serve in the human service. mankind sees us  not-for mankind has 

This volume is specifically dedicated to forgotten from whence they came. 
the remnant of the Ancient Tribes who "Oh", say ye, "...but that is for the 
present today as the Red Brothers of the white man, the blackman and not for ME." 
Nations. To those who have always come Nay-for YOU. YOU have forgotten the way 
before and are gone only after. They, too, of woksape, woohitika, wowacintanka and 
have forgotten their mission and are caught wacantognaka (wisdom, bravery, fortitude 
in the storm of confusion and the winds and generosity)-YOU have forgotten that 
that blow from all directions until a being which the four eagle feathers mean and 
cannot find his way. He has fallen into the you have forgotten the 'medicine wheel" of 
trap of the evil brothers who lay the traps the Sacred Circle which is represented by 
and capture the spirit in every foul manner the sacred hoop, and the representation of 
imagined. They steal the very life spirit the Gour directions. You have forgotten to 
from the children And set them forth on the honor the Buffalo which gave life to the 
path of destruction. These ones, too, must wicasa (human being) in the sacred days, 
find their way. ' whose very skull represents the traditional 

Worse for these relatives, the leaders and spiritual life so that when you look 
have sold much of the sacred teachings upon it you are drawn to Wakan Tanka in 
and the speakings of the Sacred Mother- honor. And you have forgotten that in 
Grandmother (ina-kunshi, unci). The chil- honoringyour elders you honoryourselves. 
dren had almost forgotten the olowant This is the time for you who are the 
(song) of the owanka wakan (a holy place). human beings, mankind-known as "na- 
They have blinded ishta (eye) and they have tives" across the lands--to change and 
created kankakpa (opening a vein to bleed move ahead, instead of expecting others to 
a patient) but they have not bled the pa- lead you-for they will only pull you farther 
tient for the Great Spirit's healing-they down. You must return to the rootsofyour 
have used the sacred life flow to carry the oral traditions for it will be through these 
disease and drugs and alcohol of the fallen Truths coming forth and the explanations 
brothers unto their very Spirits (Nagi: spirit, given here in these unfoldings ofTruth and 

explanation, and the traditional Oral 
Truths, never WRITTEN until now (that 
they might serve as history of a civilization 
in an ending cycle) that you will find again, 
balance and harmony. It is the oral "In- 
dian" (Neither do I "recognize" "Indian" 
as other than identification-the original 
tribes were known as "humans" and "the 
peoplen in loose translation. So, where do 
the rest of you fit in???) tradition that the 
world will be led out of the darkness into 
the Light. This time, though it seems to not 
be so, the people are ready to listen-the 
world is scared unto death of the physical 
existence. 

I choose not one tribe of Earth-experi- 
encing humans above that of another- 
ALL ARE ONE. But the messenger is sent 
where the Great Spirit of ALL chooses to 
allow expression. There are many great 
men but each has a task and this one is 
committed into the hands of Little Crow- 
and who be YOU to choose another?? 

God is EVERYWHERE, not just in some 
appointed place that is far out of reach of 
everybody else. Everything-rocks, trees, 
people-all, is SACRED. You must come 
into KNOWING that every object, and every 
person, is sacred and you must stop tor- 
menting and hurting each other. 

Little Crow did not grow up in his natu- 
ral tribal village. This was given to be the 
"way it was and IS" that balance could be 
found in actions of the way "it must ben- 
for all, not just a few people in a given 
"tribe". He experienced the same pain and 
agonies, addictions and despair as any 
other human being in aworld ofconfusion. 
IT MATTERS NOT THAT WHICH YOU 
"WEREm-GOD SEES ONLY TIIAT WHICH 
YOU "ARE". 

The Earth is undergoing a painful pe- 
riod of purification and I tell you now, you 
of the world-THE AMERICAN "INDIANn- 
SPIRITUALITY WILL PLAY A KEY ROLE IN 
RESTORING PEACE AND HARMONY. IN- 
DIAN SPIRITUALITY HAS THE ANSWER 
AND IT IS NOT JUST FOR INDIANS-IT IS 
FOR EVERYONE (MITAKUYE OYASIN). 

Mankind must come to recognize his 
immortality (even if he would prefer it to be 
different). He must realize that LIFE exists 
even after devastating loss. You must 
recapture the ability to look INSIDE your- 
selves for clues to the inherent wisdoms of 
your own creation. In so doing you will 
reestablish your soulful balance and har- 
mony with everything that you ARE--you 
must turn about now and find yourselves 
squarely upon the Red Road unto God for 
the time of the changing is come. 

You are approaching the time of the 
close of the summer and the beginning of 
the winter--do you not note the changes 
already about your lands? This is the time 
of seasons when some of your gifted teach- 
ers and messengers will leave you for theirs 
is a task to be fulfilled upon another plane. 
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Some of your guardians have already gone Turlkashila, not a speaker of any language thoughts and the secret thoughts, some 
from your place and you must honor them, known upon your places of physical mani- good-most negative and vengeful-and now 
for their speakings will linger into infinity, for festation-I need no language to speak to EVERY thought within is plastered in print or 
all remains forever--ones with wondrous any of my Creatures nor any of Creation- speakings and I no longer even know which 
and befitting labels, Gentle Bear, Red Dawn, save the human evolved from wisdom and are mine and which are YOURS. And then I 
Standing Bear, who graced your presence Truth into confusion and ignorance! So be come to KNOW-ALL IS YOURS and there- 
and will be forever remembered by those they it." fore myself has become a far, far  better 
touched and into the generations of those Thank you Grandfather, for I need this person than I have ever been at any time or 
untouched in human form. worse, by far, today than two years ago. expression come before. I would rather it be 

Is it not wondrous to consider a "Red Father, I wonder if I had known then in my different in unfoldment-but I effort to accept 
Dawn" traveling on through the wondrous consciousness what I have experienced in your way and, surely enough, it bears more 
adventures of timeless and spaceless adven- this mortal form and world-would I have abundant fruit in your own way and se- 
ture and vision? Is it not wondrous to continued this task? I know that I am quence. I have also learned, Father, that 
remember their gift and their going? Is it not stronger for I have such strong ones support- when my efforts are for my relations and my 
wondrous to sit and hold them in your memory ing me-but oh my goodness, I am weary of prayers are for the goodness and grace for my 
as the fall turns into winter and you can the assaults and just "knowing". I often wish brothers that I reap the rewards of agenerous 
remember their last great journey upon your I could go back again into the "unknowing" harvest in that which is important in my 
place and into that of another and greater for I think sometimes that there is no way to crossing. My thoughts dwell in the places of 
place of service? There are ones, such as a bear the load of this place. the highest kingdoms and upon the wings of 
one who might be called "Red Dawn", who I think back to my son, Paul, who pre- eagles and no longer in the pits of mortal 
were the guardians of Truth and tradition, sented the very theory in truth of "Dimen- errors. I am grateful, Father, thank you. I 
who journeyed into the great valley from sional Life" and we thought him to be know that I am only a tiny sparrow in the 
which he would never return in an earthly "tetched". Ah, he was tormented in mind great things of the universe-but you treat 
form. These ones have watched well through and body--and took his soul home through me as the Eagle and I know that 1 shall again 
this long night while man of Earth has slept suicide. We feel his presence constantly in soar among the stars and within the Cosmos 
and created his nightmares and demon* the scientific reckonings of our projects and of this magdkent electric wave universe of 
but these ones have never ceased their guard- writings-even ones who knew him not un- YOUR Creation. For that there is no ability to 
ianship-some are returned to serve again- der any mortal circumstance. Your wonders *thank" you. May I EARN those wings in my 
MAKE SURE YOU RECOGNIZE THEM1 are too great for my comprehension so I shall service, for there are those here who do far 
MlTAKUYE OYASIN. simply thank you and leave it lay. Thank you more than I withou t measure-and I ask to fly 

Wakan Tanka has sent your brothers to for allowing me service in this great adven- with them when those wings are passed out 
show you the way. AHO. ture for, through it all, I feel only compassion at  graduation. 

and love, and sadness, for all who cannot see All "else" is but the classroom-if man 
END OF QUOTING or hear and much more for those who cannot could but see and KNOW. 

express within. I salute you, Sir, for I KNOW thine 
A s  "Dharma" I would like to continue the For years I held WITHIN the private COMMAND. 

brief notation made at the time of the first 
writing, for today it is even more incredible to 
me in the content of message and method of 
receiving the message. I know myself to have 
GROWN-but I cannot but marvel at the 

Keep Your Eyes Open 
miracle of God in everything that happens 
and IS-as HE unfolds that which is needed 
when it is needed and allows us  to share in 
this wondrous journey. 

As Evil Pushes Ahead 
(Continued from Page One) 

WHAT DORIS THOUGHT AND GINS. There will usually be present at 
GRANDFATHER RESPONDED TO this time of progression of toxicity an 

ON AUG. 11, 1991 abundant flow of thin watery fluid, quite 
often streaked with bits of blood. This 

"The scribe is distressed for she, too, has simply flows from the mouth as the 
fearsofbeingunacceptablein service and she dying patient loses the power to expel it. 
speaks no tribal languages so we falter in the After death, there may well be foam 
words and in the placing of the alphabet which will  dry to a rather white efflores- 
symbols. Do you see, chela (student), it cence around the mouth. Victims have 
matters not for there is the universal lan- been seen to cough up around four pints 
guage and the feeble fumblings with physical of this yellowish liquid every hour; it can 
words will soon have no meaning. The ones take about forty-eight hours to die but 
who are to receive will be given to do so. That onset of final throes will be short and 
which IS-IS! There is no thing greater and unsuspected. A good jolt will produce 
no thing lesser-ALL-IS! May you of my death in about 24 hours. 
beloved tribes ever remain within can gless What are the notable signs in the wild- 
(the Sacred Circle). And, Little Crow, will you life population and does it effect same? 
bless my child who efforts through all her Indeed and an excused use would be to 
living hours, to serve, with adictionary? She wipe out a species suspected of carrying 
is somehow quite sure that God does not disease. In a war situation a phosgene 
speak Sioux in perfection-I do not-for I am cloud would wipe out men, horses, wildlife, 
a perfect part of a perfect W h  Tanka- insects, vegetation-virtually everything it 

touches. There will also be a pre-activity 
in, especially, the fowl population. Owls 
are greatly excited. Fowls, including ducks 
et al., become restless a full quarter hour 
BEFORE the oncoming cloud approaches 
as frequency vibrations are sending out 
messages. The gas kills ants and caterpil- 
lars, beetles and butterflies, small rodents, 
snakes, ground squirrels, turtles, RO- 
DENTS and thus and so. The only friends 
who seem quite indifferent to this on- 
slaught are the little precious sparrows. 
Now sometimes the gas does not do its 
"sticking to the ground" routine and clouds 
have been witnessed killing nesting birds 
some sixty feet off the ground. 

You have REAL problems, World! 
Are you getting geared up with chemical 

weapons, getting rid of chemical weapons 
and it's going wrong. Is this intentional or 
even an effort to stop the run-away infec- 
tions from the rodents intentionally in- 
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fected? It doesn't matter-it IS! ATE JOURNAL AND READ UP ON THESE prison because they know about it, along 
There are many reasons that symptoms DISEASES AND THEIR ALTERATIONS. with Russlzacher, et al. 

would be isolated and also reasons that [Editor's note: See JOURNAL #65, THE 
many would show symptoms of flu and LAST GREAT PLAGUE UPON MAN: AIDS IMPORTANT! 
serious upper respiratory infection and not AND RELATED MURDER TOOLS. See last VERY IMPORTANT! 
actually die. This, however, whole thing is page for ordering information.] URGENT ATTENTION!! 
unthinkable and all but unimaginable- 
but it goes with the PLAN 2000. It will get MALARIA The following came through on our 
worse as long as they can keep THE TRUTH phone line FROM NEW JERSEY--on 
from you and, I wonder, will it be long QUOTE: Saturday. We have no outcome to share 
enough to death you all? with you but I will give information and you 

Are they actually playing with 'phos- (AP) ALEXANDRIA, EGYPT [H: and any- can follow-up for selves. This is as serious 
gene" gas or something newer? That doesn't place from Egypt to Anytown, U.S.A.] a threat to your Constitution as it can get. 
matter either, readers, because the reac- Back in the 1950s, medical experts pre- This will point up exactly what is done 
tions are THE SAME! dicted that malaria would be a memory by when the Elite want something like the 

the turn of the century. Today, the reality Federal Reserve Act and a Constitutional 
AND WHAT OF SMALLPOX? mocks their predictions: Far from extinct, Convention held against all Constitutional 

the disease is flourishing. LAWS. 
QUOTING (Article in Bakersfield Cali- Treatment is more difficult and, despite 'Hello, my name is Lorelr a, 20 1-762- 

fornirm, Sunday, 612019 1): a new vaccine, prevention remains almost 8635,32 Peach Tree Road, Maplewood, N J  
as elusive as ever. 07040. I was trying to get in touch with 

ATLANTA (AP)-They look harmless Hitchhiking on mosquitoes, the ma- someone by Saturday to tell them what is 
enough-hundreds of little test tubes sit- laria parasites seemingly mutate at will going on in New Jersey regarding a Consti- 
ting in a freezer. But the freezer is pad- so that even the most dangerous is now tutional Convention hearing. Actually it is 
locked, the laboratory guarded. The work- largely immune to most treatment. They a fall Senate VOTE and it's extraordinarily 
ers inside wear protective suits. infect 100 million people a year and kill important that we get to call all the State 

These vials hold all that remains of one of them every 30 seconds. Of up to Senators in New Jersey, and if you have 
smallpox. A turn of a switch would kill the 1.5 million dead each year, 80 percent any kind of a following there, would you 
virus, ensuring the world would never again are African childzen under age S... call those people or FAX them, any- 
be ravaged by history's deadliest disease. thing; you can FAX them my number. IT 

The smallpox vials have prompted a END OF QUOTING IS URGENT THAT WE CALL THE STATE 
fierce moral debate: Should scientists de- SENATORS TO VOTE 'NO' ON SCR39-4 
liberately destroy an entire species, one Now just guess who is in charge of this CALLFORACONSTITUTIONALCONVEN- 
that possibly could teach them how to fight disease also? And now that many of your TION. The f d  Senate vote WAS ORGA- 
other diseases? ... and so it goes on. soldiers are back home WITH MALARIA NIZED ON FRIDAY AFTERNOON AT 4:30 

from humanitarian service in Somalia, what P.M. TO BE WELD ONMONDAY MORNING 
END OF QUOTING are you going to do? The WORLD HEALTH AND THEASSEMBLYVOTE IS THESAME 

ORGANIZATION! Boy, it is always right DAY--SHOULD THAT VOTE PASS THE 
They will tell you this is the only disease there, isn't it? SENATE. 

ever completely eradicated. B. S.! I! Since there "wasA a vaccine which was IT IS HIGHLY UNETHICAJ, BUT THEY 
TheinoculationsforSmallpox'trvipeour" about 40% effective, it was hoped, they GOT AWAY WITH IT ANYWAY. THANK 

introduced the most deadly disease into say, that it would somehow wipe out ma- YOU." 
the population of mankind-deliberately. laria. Come now-the World Health Orga- 
Through the World Health Organization nization Zionist Group-createsDEATH- ADL AND ASSOCIATED PRESS 
(the very ones tinkering with this new not cure. They did do the world even GEORGE GREEN AND LUKE PERRY 
dilemma). Again, B.S. (Bifrial Detonae- greater favor, however, they TREATED the 
among other meanings). And guess where singled-out Anopheles mosquito with DDT It has now become obvious that the 
the LAST 'natural" case WAS?? Right and created something totally incapable of attack by the Associated Press with its 
on-in Somalia in 1977. What are you being wiped-out. The mosquito AND the international smear articles about us  and 
doing in Somalia???. disease flourish quite nicely now, in the the Ekkers personally, as rip-off con people 

I have only this to add from writings at  enhanced presence of these drugs and and thieves, etc., now becomes quite clear 
least two and a half years ago-THERE IS insecticides. Wouldn't you know it? as to WHO HAS THAT KIND OF PRESS 
A WAITING STRAIlO OF SMALLPOX (ON ACCESSIBILITY. I am going to run an 
THE BOVINE HOOP, LITERALLY) WHICH BY THE WAY. DEPARTMENT article from New Americun View, Editor: 
HAS NO INOCULATION AHD NO TREAT- Victor Marchetti [H: Get hisbook, The CU 
MENT. THERS IS ENOUGH TO INFECT Your good-old-boy government has and the Cult of InteUtgence, directly 
THE WORLD WITHOUT AlVY FORM OF struck again with rulingson irritating sub- from Marchetti, PLEASE. It k supe+b and 
TREATMENT, IN LESS THAN A WEEK. jects. Remember that it was 'DECIDEDw I respect and honor this man and those 

You must remember, HIV is a cross that the October Surprise hadgoneonlong who worked with him and still do, in 
strain of Bovine leukemia and sheep enough and there was "no basis for further order to bring you TRUTH. Hew Ameri- 
Visna virus. The smallpox vaccine as you investigation-and, there was NO October can View, P.O. Box. 999, Hemdon, VA 
recognize it is cultured in the BOVINE! So, Surprisem? 22070-0999. I t  is not a coincidence 
as with so much Khazarian (Associated WELL, THE SAME BUNCH OF FOXES that u999n is the symbol'n numbers- 
Press) misinformation and misleading in- HAVE ARBITRARILY DECIDED THERE of GOD!] Before I do, however, I want you 
tent-be careful and GET READY FOR IS NO PROBLEM WITH THE WSLAW to KNOW that the most damaging of the 
SMALLPOX A M 0  NG THE OTHER INCRED- MATTER1 Dozens of people have been articles to my people, directly, was that run 
IBLY DASTARDLY DISEASES. ALSO, murdered because they simply ulrrPewn in the L.A. Times and especially the long 
PLEASE GET A COPY OFTHE APPROPRI- about it. Ones l i b  Ray Renick are in one, with picture of Perry, in THE WASH- 
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INGTON TIMES. The "TIMES", chelas, is 
OWNED BY THE MOONIES AND IS TO- 
TALLY PRO-ZIONIST. 

So, now, it becomes OPEN as to why the 
ADL would like to shut up my voice and 
this paper. Also, it is interesting to realize 
that GEORGE GREEN has to be working 
WITH these people or they could not have 
the clout to do these battering things. So 
be it-a man is always known by the com- 
pany he keeps and the deeds he does. 

The next is dedicated to all you "free" 
Americans who think you are humanitar- 
ian in orientation and pay your taxes to 
supportYOUR OWN FREE NATION CALLED 
THE UNITED STATES: 

QUOTING: 

A GI2V FROM ISRAEL TO HERSELF 

RETHINKING ITS DEPENDENCE ON 
U.S. AID. Once again, American taxpayers 
are being treated to the irritating spectacle 
of a debate on how many billions of their 
hard-earned tax dollars should be sent to 
the Jewish state. This time, however, it is 
the Jewish lobby and its friends who are 
doing the debating-while most of our 
elected representatives in Congress sit on 
the sidelines awaiting orders on which 
way to jump. 

According to rabidly pro-Israeli New 
York Times columnist Abe Rosenthal, "At a 
time when the U.S. is cutting back on aid 
to some countries and facing new costs 
in the Bosnias and Somalias, it does not 
seem fitting for Israel and its American 
friends to insist on the same ($3 billion 
aid) package." Voluntarily rejecting such 
aid would be 'one of the best gifts Israel 
could give itself and the U.S., and the 
sooner the better," continued this arro- 
gant dual-loyalist. In fact, while he pays lip 
service to the increasing burdens on the 
United States, he is being accused by other 
pro-Israeli activists of using the threat of 
an aid cut-off to sabotage the Labor-led 
peace talks with the Arabs, not out of any 
sincere desire to help either the U.S. or 
Israel. 

This internal spat among the Jewish 
American pro-Israeli community has been 
simmering below the 'surface for the last 
few months in the gentle hints from U.S. 
lawmakers that they can no longer justify 
enormous aid payments to Israel, and 
can no longer hope to routinely approve 
them and still win re-election from vot- 
ers who are increasingly distressed over 
the weakening economy. But the sides in 
the debate are drawn along Labor-Likud 
lines, with both sides accusing the other of 
attempting to bring ruin to Israel in the 
hopes of political gain ...[ H: and on goes 
this debate, so let us turn to another 
wen more insulting to your tax-paying 
rsenses if you have any left at all.] 

THE GREAT $1 0-BILLION SCAM 
ISRAEL NEVER NEEDED 
THE ~ E Y - % I E Y  SAY 

NEWAMERICAN VIEW, JUNE 15,1993: 
If we said it once, we must have said it a 
hundred times: The Jewish lobby's war 
with former President George Bush and his 
Secretary of State James Baker to extort 
$10-BILLION in loan guarantees for Israel 
was a rip-off of the American taxpayer 
and a colossal scam. 

Well, we were right! 
Now, two and a half years after the 

Israelis first demanded the guararitees, 
saying America "owed" the Jewish state, 
is has become quite apparent that they 
are not needed. After all the hysterical 
whining by the Israelis and their loud- 
mouth, pushy cousins here about how 
badly the money was needed to finance the 
absorption of the mass exodus of Soviet 
Jews to the land of Zion, official sources 
are saying that Israel doesn't need the 
dollars after all. 

According to correspondent David 
Hoffman, reporting from Jerusalem for the 
Washington Post, Israeli officials say that 
thus far they've used the GUARANTEES 
TO BORROW $1 BILLION ON WALL 
STREET, AND PROBABLY WON'T USE 
THE OTHER $1 BILLION (OF THE FIRST 
$2 BILLION INSTALLMENT) UNTIL THIS 
FALL, IF AT ALL. Says Michael Bruno, 
who was governor of the Bank of Israel 
when the guarantees were first demanded, 
"With today's conditions, there is no need 
for the import of capital." 

The first billion is now on de~os i t  in the 
Bank of Israel, accruing interest, but the 
government is not rushing to spend it. 
When it is spent, it's not going to be for 
absorbing immigrants [H: Anyone want to 
calculate interest on a billion dollars? 
Well, its even better than that for the 
Israelis-for there are other ways to 
earn a whole lot more with that billion 
dollars plus the other stashed funds 
than sitting around in a bank some- 
where! Good show!?!] According to Israeli 
officials, none of the money will be used for 
housing; there is a surplus of housing, 
thanks to the overbuilding in the boon- 
docks--"Sharon's Folly"--masterminded 
by Zionist zealot housing and absorption 
minister Ariel Sharon. 

Nor will it be used directly to ease the 
resettlement of the immigrants from the 
former Soviet Union. The Israeli economy 
is growing at the rate of 6 percent and is 
creating enough jobs in the opinion of 
officials, even though unemployment is 
still high at 11 percent. 

Just  as New American View always pre- 
dicted, the guarantees are to be used to 
IMPROVE THE JEWISH STATE'S INFRA- 
STRUCTURE, SUCH AS ITS DILAPI- 
DATED ROAD SYSTEM, AND TO AT- 

TRACT NEW BUSINESSES AND INVEST- 
MENT. They will also be used, say the 
Israelis, to boost the country's foreign 
currency reserves and parceled out in 
the form of loans to local business fums. 
[H: This should be very good news to 
some people around, but it sure smacks 
of disaster to a whole bunch of Ameri- 
cans who are out of work, have no pros- 
pects of business improvement, NO cur- 
rency reserves and A COLLAPSING NA- 
TIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE I N  EVERY 
PART OF YOUR NATION ALONG WITH 
INDUSTRIES OF ALL MAJOR SIZE 
HEADED OUT OF COUNTRY!] 

So, what was all that bellyaching about 
by the Jewish lobby, all that bullhockey 
about helping the poor Jews from the ex- 
Soviet Union? It was a smoke screen, 
that's what! 

Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin now says, 
"I came to the conclusion that the issue 
of guarantees HAD TURNED INTO A TEST 
OF ISRAELI-U.S. RELATIONS." So, he 
says, he had no choice but to pursue the 
matter with then-Resident Bush--be- 
cause it had become a political symbol. 

Israelis say, according to the Post, it 
was important to win the fight for the 
loan guarantees as a political reaffixma- 
tion OF THE JEWISH STATE'S ALLI- 
ANCE WITH AMERICA. But from an 
economic standpoint, no one in the Israeli 
government is claiming any longer that the 
loans are "vital" to the country's survival. 
Now, the money is viewed as a nice cush- 
ion, rather than a lifejacket, and there are 
plans to use it to expand Israel's high- 
way system and to provide low-interest 
private business loans. 

The truth is, and has always been, 
that the $10-BILLION loan guarantees 
issue was a test of strength between the 
Bush administration (and to a lesser 
extent, Congress) and the Jewish lobby, 
and the lobby won. Bush eventually 
capitulated not so much in the hope of 
getting the Middle East peace talks off the 
ground, but rather in a desperate stab at 
saving his sinking presidency from the 
vicious assault of the vindictive lobby lead- 
ers he had dared to cross. m: No presi- 
dent will have such daring Ucrosses" 
any l o n g ~ u t  of 71 personal advisors 
and cabinet posts-40 of them are filled 
with Jews who are professed Zionists 
and the Congress is completelv con- 
trolled bv the Zionist lobbv to the extent 
of well over 68%. You have just wit- 
nessed another one placed in the vacant 
spot on the Supreme Court. It's all in 
line for downfall, America.] 

Getting the loan guarantees for Israel 
was never an economic necessity, nor was 
it a symbol of the U.S-Israeli alliance. The 
reason the lobby was so furious with 
Bush was that he had challenged its 
power. Bush had to be forced to surren- 
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der and then be destroyed to prove to all You ask about poor black lady Guinier 
concerned-the media, Congress and for the post of Assistant this or that. Then, 
theAmericantax-payer--thatthelobby's you ask about the next blunder, Ruth 
power is SUPREME in Washington. Ginshurg for Supreme Court seat-BUT 

Now, the Israelis and their lobby can THAT WORKED DIDNT IT?. Then what of 
enjoy a good laugh at America's expense Babbitt-what happened to nice Mr. Bab- 
and say, "Well, now that we've got them, bitt? Oh come now, KEEP UP-he got 
we really don't need the guarantees. But blackmailed and the sinking of his nomi- 
thanks anyway, suckers." [H: Please nation was due to massive rumors of 
note NO suggestion of giving them back Babbitt's past gambling DEBTS AT LAS 
in any way, shape or form!!] VEGAS CASINOS--set up and fanned in 

the "PRO-ZIONIST, MOONIE-OWNED 
BUT WHAT ABOUT ONGOING AID? WASHINGTON TIMESn! Yes indeed, the 

SAME which blasted our work and the 
Meanwhile, the annual battle over U.S. Ekkers! Good luck "little Israel"! You 

financial assistance to Israel and the other readers had best go back AND REALLY 
recipients of the American taxpayer's gen- STUDY THE PROTOCOLS OF THE ELDERS 
erosity-through a Congress well trained OF ZIOM 
to obey the commandsof the Jewish lobby- 
is about to begin on Capitol Hill. Already, NOW IN CLOSING: 
the top Washington lobbyist for Israel, HENRY FORD. SR.. 1922 
Steven Grossman, president of the Ameri- 
can Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC), This is possibly the most intriguing 
is boasting that President Clinton has quotation of the week. Why? Because the 
promised to  fqht  to keep U.S. aid to the FORD FOUNDATION became one of the 
Jewish state AT ITS CURRENT HIGH most Zionist-controlled foundations in the 
LEVEL OF $3 BILLION-"because noth- world. 
ing is more important to  mwe the peace 
process forward." COMMUNISM IS JEWISH! 

Grossman recently informed the AIPAC Henry Ford, Sr., 1922 
faithful: W e  must educate an extraordi- 
nary number of new members of the QUOTING: 
103rd Congress about the importance of 
foreign aid to Israel. We cannot take It is rather surprising, is it not, that 
their support for granted. So many of whichever way you turn to trace the 
them were elected on an 'American First' harmful streams of influence that flow 
platform. So many of them came to through society, you come upon a group 
Congress with little or no knowledge of of Jews? In sports corruption-a group 
the Middle East." of Jews. In exploitative f m n c ~  group 

Well, we know who Mr. Grossman be- of Jews. In theatrical degeneracy- 
lieves should come first in the eyes of group of Jews. In liquor propaganda- 
Congress. Unfortunately, there are too group of Jews. In control of nationalwar 
many people on Capitol Hill who agree with policies--a group of Jews. Absolutely 
him in putting Israel first-especially when dominating the wireless communica- 
it comes to raising our taxes and their own 

tions of the world-+ group of Jews. The 
menace of the movie- group of Jews. 
In control of the press through business 
and financial pressur- group of Jews. 
War profiteers, 80 per cent of them- 
Jews. The miasma of so-called popular 
music, which combines weak- 
mindedness with every suggestion of 
lewdness-Jews. And organizers of ac- 
tive opposition to  Christian laws and 
customs-again, Jews. 

It is time to show that the cry of 
'bigot' is raised mostly by bigots. There 
is a religious prejudice in this country, 
there is indeed, a religions persecution, 
there IS a forcible shoving aside of the 
religious hiexties of a majority of the 
people, and this prejudice and persecu- 
tion and use of force is JEWISH and 
nothing but JEWISH. 

If it is 'anti-Semitism' to say that 
Communism in the United States is 
Jewish, so be it; but to  the unprejudiced 
mind it will look very much like Ameri- 
canism. Communism all over the world, 
not in Russia only, is Jewish. 

END QUOTING 

Now, might I suggest a bit of "looking 
up"? Why doesn't someone look up and 
report on the history and name lineage of 
one, the former Mrs. Lao C. Stebbing who 
became Mrs. Walter Russell in 1948-the 
same year that Dr. Russell divorced his 
wife of some 55 years, Helen Andrews. 

Perhaps a search for historical data and 
intent of one Dr. Russell prior to his asso- 
ciation with later entities might uncover a 
great treasure of intent for mankind in- 
stead of what Mr. Green has precipitated in 
his uncanny cleverness. 

Ah, "What a tangled web we weave, 
when first we practice to deceivel" Salu. 

- 
campaign funds. 

END OF QUOTING Like A Bad Dream ... 
How do they get theirjob accomplished? 

They never lose sight of their GOALS-ONE 
WORLD POWER. Then they show-and-tell 
and maneuver and manipulate in most 

More On George Green 
devious ways. They put up some nice 
people for office which are denied entry for 6/21/93 #1 HATONN tiff, v. George Roy Green, Desiree Green et 
one reason or another. They even do a al., Defendants. 
better show-and-tell by putting such law- EXPLANATION/??\ TO GREEN-PIECE There are some things in this document 
yers in representation as Dershowitz (who MAILING (assumedly as erroneous as the "plaintiff" 
has publicly stated he works ONLY for heading) which I have now acquired many 
making the U.S.A. into ISRAEL! GO BACK Again, Mr. Green wasted a lot of money, inquiries about. Good grief, will this "thing" 
AND READ THE JOURNALS!) THEN,THEY but we guess he has plenty, by doing a NEVER GO AWAY? 
GET INTO POSITION ANY ONE THEY WANT giant catalogue accompanied by a mailing Paragraph 2 of page 1 says: "In August, 
BY HARDLY BATTING EYELIDS AND of a "booklet" made from case No. CV-F- this court granted plaintiffs motion for 
"LOOK HOW HARD THEY ALL TRIED" TO 92-543 1 REC: "ORDER GRANTING preliminary injunction. See Order Grant- 
GET GOOD PEOPLE INTO THESE OF- PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR CIVIL CON- ing Preliminam Iniunction, August 27, 
FICES. IT IS SUCH A TOTAL GAME AND TEMPT AND AMENDING SCOPE OF PRE- 1992". [H: Well, we don't have thison- 
SHAM THAT I AM EMBARRASSED FOR LIMINARY INJUNCTION. University of because our attorney, their attorney or 
YOU-THE-BLIND-PEOPLE. Philosophy and Science (sic, sic, sic), Plain- Mr. Green did not share with all the 
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defendants.] "the court enjoined Doris 
and E. J. Ekker (THEONLY DEFENDANTS 
WHO HAD BEEN SERVED WITH THE 
MOTION) from distributing or  attempt-  
ing to distribute the works covered by 
the injunction ...." 

Now just  HOW IS ITTHAT EKKERS ARE 
THE ONLY ONES SERVED WITH THE MO- 
TION, Mr. Green? Is this document sup- 
posed to be clearing YOUR side? How is  it 
that  you had made arrangements and  were 
not even served with documents? I s  this 
why you never show u p  in court and, now, 
not even send your attorney-but do ALL 
your court litigation WITH the plaintiff?? I s  
this actually supposed to clear your name 
somehow with all your "clients" on the 
JOURNAL and paper mailing list? This one 
statement would seem to say it all for your 
honor and  integrity-OR LACK THEREOF. 

On page 4 of the document it says: Doris 
Ekker, aka Hatton, has  repeatedly written 
about the pending litigation in the Phoenix 
Liberator. In the December 29, 1992 issue 
of the Phoenix Liberator, Ms. Ekker tried to 
minimize h e r  involvement w i t h  
Tehachapi  Distributing: 

'DUE TO THE EFFORTS AT BANNING, 
BY THE UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND 
PHILOSOPHY, THE PUBLICATION AND 
DISTRIBUTION OF THOSE PHOENIX 
JOURNALS [covered by the injunction], 
AMERICA WEST DISTRIBUTORS IMMEDI- 
ATELY DISCONTINUED SELLING THE 
SERIES AND SHIPPED ALL OF THE RE- 
MAINING STOCKTO TEHACHAPI DISTRIB- 
UTING, INC. ATTHATTIME, THERE WERE 
STOCKS WITH OTHER BOOKSELLERS. 

LET IT BE KNOWN TO ONE AND ALL 
THAT TEHACHAPI DISTRIBUTING INC. 
IS IN NO WAY CONNECTED WITH OR TO 
THE FOLLOWING NAMED INDIVIDUALS 
OR ORGANIZATIONS: DORIS AND E.J. 
EKKER, 'THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR', 
GEORGE AND DESIREE GREEN, AMERICA 
WEST PUBLISHERS, INC. OR AMERICA 
WEST DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 

ADVERTISING FOR THE. ... BANNED 
JOURNALS IN 'THE PHOENIX LBERAlDR' 
IS ARRANGED BY PRIVATE AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN TEHACHAPI DISTRIBUTING 
INC. AND 'THE PHOENlX LLBERA70P." 

[Sic] This "[sic]" was INSERTED INTO A 
COURT DOCUMENT?? COME NOW, MR. 
GREEN-EVEN THE COURT WOULDNT 
DO THAT SORT OF THING! BY THE WAY 
TO ALL OF YOU: [sic, sic, sic] That portion 
quoted above stated to have been by "Ms. 
Ekker" was never even SEEN BY MS. 
EKKER. THAT WAS WRITTEN BY RICK 
MARTIN OF TEHACHAPI DISTRIBUTING 
and run  in the paper by Dr. Ed Young, 
Editor-In-Chief of the LIBERATOR. 

Then "Ms. Ekker" "has also made dis- 
paraging remarks about USP. In the Dec. 
29, 1992 issue of the Phoenix Liberator, 
Ms. Ekker(s) told readers that USP h a s  
tried: 

Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 

In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written 
transcriptions of some taped topics, 7XZWORQ also offers other tapes and videos 
on selected topics. 

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tApe, $6.00 for two tapes 
and $2.50 per tape for three or, more, except where otherwise noted. The 
transcriptions are $3.00 each. (Mexico or Canada add $0.25 and other foreign 
countries add $0.50 per tape or transcription.) Postage is included in  tape and 
transcription prices. 

Please send check or money order to: 7 X E  WORD, P.O. Box 61 94, Te hachapi, 
CA 93582 o r  cal l  805-822-41 76 i f  you have questions or you wish to use your 
Visa, Discover or Master Card. 

If you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send at 
least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify you 
as your balance reaches zero. 

Special Ordertapes are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since this 
material is usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written transcriptions 
are noted by #. 

The following i s  a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes i n  
bald in parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus: 

2/22/92(4); 3/14/92(4); 7/2 6/92 (3); 
3/2 1 /92(2); 3/28/92(1); 4/4/92(3); 8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
4/12/92(2) a talk at local Community 8/8/92(2); 
Church; 8/31 /92(2) Anti-Christ Banksters; 
4/13/92(1) # "What i s  a Semite?"; 9/5/92(2); 
4/17/92(1) #"Who Were the First Chris- 9/12/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
tians?" 1 0/4/92(3); 1 0/10/92(2); 
4/25/92(2)* # "The Photon Belt"; 1 0/17/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
4/26/92(3); 5/1/92(1) "L.A. Riots and 10/24/92(2); 1 1 /1/92(2); 
The Bigger Plan"; 1 1 /1/92(1) radio program, New Mexico; 

5/2/92 (3); 1 1 /8/92(2); 1 1 /14/92(3); 1 1 /22/92(2); 
5/8/92(2) radio talk show; 1 l/25/92(1) radio program, Gallup, NM; 

5/9/92(4); 1 1 /29/92(2); 1 2/6/92(2); 
5/1 1 /92(3) * "Silent Weapons For Quiet 1 2/6/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Croup-I; 
Wars"; 1 2/7/92(1) Cosmos Patriot Croup-11; 
5/13/92(3) meeting with European visi- 12/12/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Group-111; 
tors over lunch; 12/13/92(2); 12/20/92(2); 
5/16/92(3); 5/23/92(2); 1 2/3 1 /92(1)* Constitutional Law Center; 
5/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and Places 1/2/93(2); 
In Between" tapes 1-3; 1 /14/93(2) Seminar speech by Retired 
6/1/92(3); 6/4/92(2); 6/6/92(4); Police Officer Jack McLamb; 
6/13/92(3); 6/2 1 /92(3); 6/27/92(2); 1 /16/93(2); 1 /2 3/93(3); 1 /30/93(2); 
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt 2/6/93(1); 2/13/93(2); 2/18/93(2); 
Lake City, UT; 2/20/93(2) radio program on KTKK 
6/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and Places featuring Soltec with Hatonn; 
In Between" tapes 4-6; 4/4/93(3) including Soltec and Sananda; 
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 4/10/93(2) radio program KTKK; 
7/12/92(3); 4/24/93(3); 5/2/93(2); 5/16/93(2); 
7/18/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 5/23/93(3), 6/20/93(2). 

6/20/93(1)*Mystery Virus in  New 
Mexico. 
#1- #5 Corporation Lecures (85 each tape). mE WORD NOW ACCEPTS VISA, DISCOVER OR 

MASTER CARD 
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"...TO STOP THE INFORMA- lisher, and has not offered any proof that GREEN WITHOUT EKKERS'KNOWLEDGZ 
TION FROM THIS WONDROUSLY the Ekkers currently have any books in IN ANY WAY, SHAPE OR FORM THROUGH 
GIFTED SCRIBE (RUSSELL) WHO their possession which they plan to sell.. . ." LEGAL DOCUMENT WHICH SHOULD 
BROUGHTTHETRUTH OFDIMEN- and, "The court cannot find, by clear and HAVE BEEN SERVED OR OTHERWISE. 
SIONAL LIFE...UNTO YOU.. .THESE convincing evidence, that defendants knew ATTENTION WAS BROUGHT TO EKKERS 
ELITE SWINE HAVE NOW ALLO- in July that an injunction was to issue and BY MR. MARTIN THROUGH A PHONE CALL 
CATED A MINIMUM OF $215 MIL- transferred possession simply to avoid the FROM MR. GREEN'S OFFICE PERSON, 
LION DOLLARS (PLUS, ACTUALLY, court's mandate. There is no direct evi- GRANT, IN CARSON CITY, NEVADA. THE 
UNLIMITED FUNDS) TO KEEPYOU dence that this was the purpose between ORIGINAL LETTER SHIFTED ALL BLAME 
FROM HAVING THIS INFORMA- Tehachapi and the defendants in this ac- FOR ANY POSSIBLE SALES COMPLETELY 
TION. THEY HAVE ATTEMPTED tion." AWAY FROM THE GREENS AND AMERICA 
DEATH UPON MY OWN SCRIBE The next I find so tampered with, inter- WEST(S) DUMPING CONTEMPT OF COURT 
FOR HER WRITING ON THIS SUB- esting and amusing as to speak for itself. (IN BLIND IGNORANCE) ON THE EKKERS. 
JECT WHILST RUSSELL, HIM- Why, Mr. Green, all the little inserts and That letter was STOPPED after it was in its 
SELF, SAT IN DICTATION. THEY suggestions? There is not now, NEVER envelope for mailing and the letter in point 
KEEP UNDER CONSTANT SUR- WAS nor ever shall be ANY CONNECTION (we guess) was written instead. However, 
VEILLANCE AND TERROIZING AT ALL BETWEEN THE EKKERS AND Ekkers have never received a copy of said 
[SIC] MANIPULATIONS..." TEHACHAPI DISTRIBUTING. YOU KNOW letter and all copies of same have come 
Again a "sic"? Goodness, the courts THAT BETTER THAN JUST ABOUT ANY- inadvertently from other resources. I s  that 

are allowing sloppy work to sift through ONE, SIR, BECAUSE RICK WAS YOUR not ALSO strange? 
aren't they? OWN OFFICE MANAGER FOR A VERY I wish to add, that during the time of 

Well, I, Hatonn, apologize for calling LONG TIME AND YOU SEPARATED IN transfer by Mr. Martin of the books to the 
anyone "elite swine" in any kind of deroga- ANGER AND ALL BUT FIST-FIGHT. YOU court-Mr. Timothy Buchanan was in the 
tory manner-it could be considered as OWED HIM A WHOLE BUNCH AND YOU loop making the decisions as to what to do 
insulting, I suppose, by the wrong entities. SIMPLY SKIVED OFF MORE IN ACTUAL with the books as was Mr. Tips. At the 
I have no pick with the ones of USP at  this CREDIT CARD CHARGES-LIKE ABOUT request of Mr. Green, Mr. Tips did, in fact, 
time and I certainly mean no defamation by $12,000. TO EFFORT TO MAKE IT AP- later effort on Green's behalf to get those 
reprinting the above. I do now declare, PEAR CONNECTIONS WERE BETWEEN books released FROM THE COURT after 
however, that the second point in great EKKERS AND TEHACHAPI DISTRIBUTING telling his clients and customers that he 
issue and certainly adequately denied by IS MORE POINTEDLY ACCUSATORY TO "had the books and the court didn't want 
US&P is the availability of $2 15 million etc. SELFTHAN TO ANY OTHER PARTY HEREIN them any more"-WITHOUT ANY NOTI- 
Well, that, too, it seems in retrospect came MENTIONED. FICATION OF CO-DEFENDANTS EKKERS! 
as information directly through the attor- COURTDOCUMENT(??)PAGE4: Most Again, Mr. Martin found out this inforrna- 
ney, Mr. Tips, and in checking it appears it of the allegations in plaintzrf s motion for tion from out-of-state callers no less. 
was brought to "his" attention by one, civil contempt concern the distribution and I find it no wonder that my scribe thinks 
George Green! A s  for the terrorizing and sales efforts of Tehachapi Distributing inc. herself having gone "bonkers" from time 
surveillance? Well, during that period of Defendants George and Desire& Green and to time. 
time ones who CLAIMED to work for US&P America WestPublisherstransferred copies I find no pick with US&P. I do, in fact, 
FOLLOWED CONSTANTLY ALL THE PAR- of the enjoined works to Tehachapi Distrib- have reason to believe they were misled 
TIES HERE INVOLVED IN ANY WAY. The uting Inc. in June or July, before this court and set-up for this encounter deliberately 
Ekkers were chased at  high speeds and issued its injundio n..... Though plaimyf al- by these rascals. I know that one 'John 
would have been RUN OFF THE ROAD. leges that defendants and Tehachapi are Coleman" was greatly involved as was 
Every effort was made to gather informa- relatedparties, ('defendantsevidently have George Green who, at  the time, boasted a 
tion and bring damage. If this is not so-- set up shell corporations to hide their friendly, personal relationship with Binder, 
we have yet to be shown evidence OTHER- scheme of continued publication"); ("of president of US&P. Perhaps the US&P was 
WISE and, obviously, participants have course, there must be some business or "had" as badly as the Ekkers and Insti- 
vanished! other relationship between these parties"), tute?? Perhaps someone might wish to 

Now, to the US&P-IS THIS REPRINT- plaihff has not offered any directproof that find out and share. In addition, I do not 
ING CONSIDERED EKKER'S CONTEMPT Tehachapi and any of the defendants are recall saying the "Elite swine" were at  
IN SPEAKING OF US&P OR MR. GREEN'S related. US&P! Perhaps the University of Science 
FOR SENDINGTHIS OUTTO THOUSANDS Does any OTHER reader find these and Philosophy might wish to investigate 
OF READERS? IF IT BE THE EKKERS- speculations inserted into the middle of just who did what to whom along this 
WE DO MAKE HUMBLE APOLOGY TO a court document interesting? journey! NEVERwould 1 EVERwish to hide 
YOU FOR INVOLVINGYOU IN THIS PRINT- It is further of interest to note that later or reject any works by one Walter Russell. 
ING. WE DO NOT, HOWEVER, HAVE ANY the recognized statement of "the Ekkers' Otherwise I refrain from comment. I have 
WAY TO RESPOND TO OUR OWN INQUIR- counsel" was entered that: 'neither of the NOTHING save good and honorable re- 
ERS WITHOUT REPRINTING FROM THE Ekkers has any interest in, control over, or spect for Dr. Russell in every instance of 
DOCUMENT IN HAND. ownership of Tehachapi Distributing, Inc., his scientific theories and projections. I 

Now a bit more interesting is another or any other distributor of enjoined books would, further, only have honor for any 
section (thank you, reader, for pointing it for this matter"; counsel also guaranteed institution so honoring this man. Indeed, 
out to us) which is interesting indeed and plaintiff's counsel that "I am informed that I think the shoes may have been seen on 
again, I have to ask-is this supposed to Defendants have no infringing works to the WRONG feet. 
relieve you, Mr. Green, or incriminate you deliver up to you or the court." letter 
for your own actions? from Scott Tips to Timothy Buchanan, (Editor's note: On page 10 of last 

"....threatening future publication ... did January 1 1, 1993. week's CONTACT we  shared a quite 
not create grounds for sanctions. Plaintiff This must be one of the most elusive scholarlyletterfromliichardA. Landkamer 
has not demonstrated that the Ekkers letters in history because the first letter to George Green, asking the kinds of 
actually are trying to find another pub- written by Mr. Tips was constructed by MR. questions that any good, unbiased 
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researcher would ask in a n  attempt to get 
to the bottom of the matter. We were 
anxiously awaiting George's response, 
especially since we know T H E  TRUTH of 
the matter. We expected at least a new 
fable of some entertaining merit. 

Well, w e  just received from Mr. 
Landkamer a copy of George's reply to 
him. We share this with you and, of 
course, let you be the judge of who has 
what to hide in  this matter! 

To help you appreciate what is going 
on here, while the envelope ( I )  was ad- 
dressed in George's own handwriting, the 
"gracious replyv was  the "short-but- 
sweet" and unsigned, but typed and 
dated, 2-line letter (2) saying, "SAVE 
YOUR MONEY!! We will return all future 
mailings a s  unclaimed." Note (3) Mr. 
Landkame r 's practical words to George's 
gofer ... I mean, lawyer. And finally, Mr. 
Landkamer's note to Rick Martin (4). We 
suspect Mr. Landkamer has figured out 
what he wanted to know about "our" 
"favorite" George! ) 

June 12, 1.993 

Dear Rick 8 

In today's mail, I received th i s  
" r e p l y "  froin George Green. I suppose 
there  is a remote chance that Green's at- 
torney, David Norton, w i l l  respond t o  m e ,  
b u t  I E ~ I  not holding my breath. 

America West Publishers . 

America West hblishers 

Post Ofice BOX 2208 
Carson Ctty, N V  89702 
(702) 885-0700 
FAX 885-0713 

June 9 .  1993 

SAVE YOUR MONEY!! 

ue will return all future mailings as unclaimed. 

Dear Mr. Horton~ W 

i ' o  [lox 2201 Carson City. NV 89702 

If your c l i ent ,  George Green, wants 
t o  win h i s  legal batt les ,  etc., then I 
suggest that you give him some counseling 
i n  elementary public relations. If he in- 
presaea a jury l i k e  he impreaaes me, then 
he w i l l  surely lose. 
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IT'S DANGEROUS TO BE RIGHT 
(WHEN THE GOVERNMENT IS WRONG) 

Protester at Weaver tr ia l  

Protester at Reaver trial 
Photo by Dee Oriffin 

Photo  by Des G r i f f i n  
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FROM: APFN0620 => Fr iends Faxing Fr iends 20 Jun ' 9 3  15:57 Pg 2  o t  5 
Ttle Corrncc~or Augr~si 1992 l9;rge 7 -- 

AItE Y Olf FREE: 

When over SO% of your hard-earned money is  stolen by fraud, via taxeg, to support a government gone 

Wllcn one can't drive on "freen-ways or public streets without a driver's license or vehicle registration? 

When one must pay 'ransom' to some insurance company before one can drive on(s vehicle on public 
streets and higtlways? 

When one I I I U S ~  send one's children to a government licensed school or the State will kidnap or 
con fiscale your property, your kids, if one rebels? 

When one's church or religion must be licensed by the State or go underground? 

W l ~ e n  the t~ation's police are more of a threat to life, liberty, and property than the so-called "common 

When one  lust ask the State for permission to marry? 

Wllcil one cannot practice free enterprise without being licensed and taxed by the State? 

Wllen one will be jailed for exercising Gd-given rights without State permission? 

When onc ~ n t ~ s t  buy freedom movement or underground publications to learn the truth because the 
esrablish~uent media puts out mostly propaganda? 

When the State tells one where, when, and how to build on one's own property and even demand prior 
approval before modifications can be undertaken? 

When America has more political prisoners under lock and key lhan all other nations and is building 
concentration camps to house even more? 

When every financial transaction one makes is made available to government snoops, upon demand, but 
without one's personal knowledge or consent? 

Wl~cn government and the people have no comrnon interest whatsoever and must live together in a state 
of perpetual I~oslility? 

When everything you and your children will ever own i s  mortgaged to the world's bankers and 
collectible on demand? 
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Hydrogen Peroxide Use For 
CC Purification Of Stuff 99 

Editor's note: We are re-running Gaiandriana or Aquagaia bottle. Re- slimy goo in the bottom of the bottle of 
this important information on the member to scale down the number of Gaiandriana or Aquagaia if left out of 
purification uses of Hydrogen H202 drops utilized for the smaller 16- refrigeration? GOOD GOO1 I suggest 
Peroxide not only because of its ounce and 8-ounce product bottles. The you now go get some FOOD-PROCESSED 
bearing on the Gaia Resources Gaiandriana or Aquagaia will continue ALOE VERA LIQUID. Take a half cup or 
products (on the next-to-lastpages) to thrive and the unwanted bacteria and- so of it (some of it is even orange or 
during these  warmer summer or any virus will be destroyed and then lemon-lime flavored, etc.) and dump in 
months, but also because of the actually removed by ingestion by the t h e  "goo" and las t  portion of a 
Elite's water contamination and Gaiandriana or Aquagaia activity. Gaiandriana or Aquagaia bottle. Or, 
other "plague" introduction plans. The "tea" (Mo-Gu) is  a very different strain the "goo" out of its original bottle 

matter. You are making a very sweet and place it into the new aloe Vera 
4/27/93 #1 CERES 'ATONN growing medium for the membrane and *homev. Leave set for a couple of days 

in addition you are growing it in a warm and you will have a concentrated batch 
NECESSARY INSTRUCTIONS: condition (necessary) and further you of Gaiandriana or Aquagaia product 
GAIANDRIANA AND OTHER are setting it for a couple of weeks or so, which will be an addition to the original 

"PRODUCTS" give or take a bit. What do I suggest? bottle. 
Well, I suggest that probably you won't This is NOT a replacement for the 

A s  we sit to pen this information I am want to ship much "tea" during the hot original batch you get for it will not 
a t  a loss as to how to keep you from months because of lack of refrigeration contain all you need. However, in ones 
tninking me idiot-material. However, in route. But, you CAN purify the water who intake products which tend to kill 
you who al:.eady have past information, used in making the tea with the general off a portion of the Gaiandriana in the 
say, regarding Hydrogen Peroxide and rule-of-thumbwater-purification formula body (like caffeine in cof1ee)-this will 
its antiseptic-antibiotic properties, please of 7- 10 drops of 35% food-grade H202 enhance the potency-even if you just 
be patient while we offer information to per gallon of water-which will addition- drink a little. Remember, Aloe Vera itself 
those who have not received same. Fur- ally help enhance the membrane growth. has  a tendency to make some people feel 
ther, Summer is upon you and such as Then, later on, as you process or "queazy" so DO NOT OVERDO how much 
Gaiandriana and the Mo-Gu starters and- "harvestn the finished Mo-Gu tea prod- of this you drink!! However, a full-blown 
or tea need updated care instructions. uct, and store it in the refrigerator, add AIDS victim could take ten times a "nor- 
[See next-to-last pages for the New Gaia another 7 to 10 drops (say, for a gallon mal" amount and only improve-for per- 
Products being referred to here.] storage container of Mo-Gu, with scaled haps "feeling good" is a very relative 

We have gotten back from ONE who down number of drops for smaller stor- state of being. 
said he had the "stuff tested and found age containers) of the 35% food-grade Some people are going to run fevers 
a few bacteria, a virus or two and some E. H202. Again, first dilute the H202 in and have "crisis" symptoms as healing 
Coli in the test-run. If it were the some water before adding to the Mo-Gu. takes place. If this goes on for very long, 
Gaiandriana I question that result very, You will not taste it and neither will it look to other health problems for the 
very much. I t  is important for you to hamper the value. cause. First, treat the "liquid batch" 
know that in the culture medium uti- I always suggest, in adding any 35% with hydrogen peroxide as above de- 
lized there is a combination of items food-grade H202 to anything, that it be scribed. THEN start on a regimen of 
which CREATE AND PRODUCE HY- DILUTED FIRST. Just  as you must hydrogen peroxide according to the in- 
DROGEN PEROXIDE in the Gaiandriana NEVER drop concentrated anything into structions given again herein [chart on 
transformatlon. This will purify the the mouth (for it would damage living followingpage at bottom]. 
liquid. This does not mean that you cellular structures), neither do you dump I happen to know that you do not need 
cannot contaminate the bottle in some it full-strength into living culture me- to work up to any 25 drops as the in- 
manner. However, since intake de- dium. Dilute it in a bit (say, an ounce) of structions Dllouting] claim UNLESS you 
creases, usually, let us consider the "set- water first and STIR rapidly whatever it are suffering from flu, infection, or other 
ting" bottle, etc. Of course it is  recom- is you are dumping the diluted H202 maladies. If you are "well" and "any- 
mended that you store the larger quan- into for purification purposes. Natu- thing" makes you feel had-either stop it 
tity in refrigeration facilities. rally, if just purifying a gallon of water, or, certainly, decrease the amount. USE 

HOWEVER, if you have no refrigera- there is no need for active stirring, though YOUR REASONING MIND!! Like any- 
tion facilities, etc. Place the equivalent a little closed-container agitation (a few thing of this nature-TOO MUCH WILL 
of 10 drops of food-grade (35%) hydro- shakes) won't hurt. MAKE YOU SICK OR BE DETRIMEN- 
gen peroxide (H202) in a small quantity TAL-EXCEPT WITH GAIANDRIANA- 
(approximately an  ounce) of water (to GETTING "SLIMED" AND THEN EVEN THOUGH YOU MIGHT 
first dilute the H202) and then add this NOT FEEL GOOD (BECAUSE OF THE 
di luted H 2 0 2  to t h e  32-ounce Another question: What about that OVERDOSE OF ALOE FROM THE CUL- 
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TURE MEDIUM), YOU WONT HURT of the body: skin, lungs, kidneys and that YOU ADD, however, will only en- 
YOURSELF. bowels. hance-no t damage. 

Some reactions to the cleansing: effect 
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE - H 2 0 2  could include skin eruptions, nausea, OTHER PRODUCTS 

(35% Food Grade) headaches, sleepiness, unusual fatigue, 
diarrhea, head or chest cold, ear infec- We have tried to make available other 

Purchase a sr-all eye dropper bottle tions, boils or any other ways the body products to use in conjunction with the 
at  the drug store. Fill your small dropper uses to loosen toxins. This is a natural Gaiandriana. USE YOUR REASON HERE 
bottle from the large bottle as needed. cleansing of the body and should be of a ALSOI! If something makes you feel 
The large bottle may be stored in the short duration as you continue to main- bad-don't use itl, cut back on amount 
refrigerator or in the freezer inside an- tain your program. or forget it altogether. These are all 
other plastic container. The small eye Formula to make a 3% solution of natural substances so remember, if you 
dropper bottle should also be kept in the hvdroaen peroxide. Put 1 oz. of 35% are eating anything that makes you feel 
refrigerator. Always use caution when hydrogen peroxide in a pint jar. Add 11 bad-you quit eating it, right? Just  
handling 35% hydrogen peroxide! oz. of distilled water. This will give you continue the Gaiandriana-I promise 

DO NOT use with carrot juice, car- 12 oz. of 3% H 0,. Use also for brushing you-it is not making you ill. If you are 
bonated drinks or alcohol. For best teeth and appfymg to skin sores. reacting, then it may be due to the 'base" 
results, take on an  empty stomach 1 Do not use 35% H,O, if you have had or 'combiningw substance in tableting, 
hour before a meal or 3 hours after a transplant. etc. 
meals. 

Formula: Mix the number of drops of TO THOSE OF YOU WAITING CHLORELLA 
35% hydrogen peroxide into a t  least 6 oz. FOR NEW STRENGTH OF PRODUCT 
of distilled water, juice or milk and stir We get complaints about chlorella 
vigorously, then drink the mixture. Some Because I have mentioned that work causing indigestion, etc. Chew the tab- 
people eat 1/4 to 112 of a banana imme- is  being done on strengthening the lets or dissolve in a bit of liquid before 
diately after drinking the solution. You Gaiandriana, some ofyou are backing off intake. 
may prefer something else to eat. and waiting. Please don't do that for Now again, use reason. Are you still 

If your stomach gets upset a t  any research is being done and it will be a eating in addition to the chlorella? Well, 
level, stay a t  that level or go back one while. In addition, one of the items in the perhaps you will wish to reduce the in- 
level. Then proceed to increase your medium is being removed in order to take. It is better for you than food but 
daily dosage again. enhance the strength. This will mean you DONT NEED EVERYTHING. We are 

that you can get the same basic result by efforting to show you what you could 
When freeofcomplaintsyou may taper adding some food-processed aloe Vera to take with NO food in survival situation 

off by taking: the initial product which will allow a AND STILL BE ABUNDANTLY HEALTHY. 
25 drops once every other day for 1 week, higher level of Gaiandriana presence. Adjust your intake accordingly. If  yo^ 

25 drops once every 3rd day for 2 weeks, Gaiandriana will only grow to its level of are caught in an emergency and need 
25 drops once every 4th day for 3 weeks. fuel (food) available-so just treat the survival sustenance-now you know 

product accordingly. what to take for health needs. 
A good maintenance could be 5- 15 I am, further, requesting that all fur- You can subsist on chlorella and wa- 

drops per week, or whatever makes you ther product be receiving hydrogen per- ter alone. Add Mo-Gu tea, a bit of spelt 
feel good. oxide for purification purposes. Any bread and some lentils (preferably red) 

If you get the 35% hydrogen peroxide 
on your skin rinse it under running 
water for several minutes. 

Soak feet: 1-112 oz. 35% to 1 gal. of 
water. 

Bath: 16 oz. 35% to a tub of water to 
detoxify. 

Colonic: 112 pt. of 3% per 5 gal. of 
water. 

Douche: 6 tablespoons of 3% per qt. 
of water. 

Candidiasis: 1 drop of 35% 3 times a 
day; then increase schedule. 

For the more serious complaints, stay 
a t  25 drops 3 times per day for 1 to 3 
weeks. Then graduate down to 25 drops 
two times per day until your problem is 
taken care of. This may be from 1 to 6 
months. 

If you have a weak stomach you may 
experience nausea similar to that in preg- 
nancy. Also as dead bacteria or various 
forms of poisons are released you will 
experience a cleansing effect as they are 
released through the elimination organs 

DAY # INUMBER ]TIMES - - 
]OF DROPS P A Y  - I - -- - - -- 

- r o - - 1 1  -- - - . . -- .- . -. t t o -  I 1 

' 1  - 
2 - 
3 - 
4 - 
5 - 
6 - 
7 - 
8 -  

9- 

3  - 
4 - 
5 - 
6 - 
7 - 

3 - 
3 - 
3 - -- 
3 - 
3 - 

- 

Adding 7 drops 35% -- H202 to 
1 gallon drinking water - - -- - - -- - - 
purifies it. Shake well. 

I s - - -- 
(X Fccd GJr> c 

8 - -- 
9 - 

10 - 
12 - 

3 - 
3 - 
3 -  
- 

3 - 
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and you can live healthily ever after-in toothbrush a couple of times a wdek-or major business so we are perhaps re- 
other words, it would not be malnutri- daily-whatever. You will have a steril- miss in full-range material. We can do 
tion that would "getchaw. AND ALWAYS ized brush and stop spreading germs better when the full load eases a bit. 
KEEP FOOD-GRADE HYDROGEN PER- and recontamination. Thank you for your patience and loving 
OXIDE AVAILABLE TO PURIFY EVERY- support of the ones who have taken this 
THING. REMEMBER, 7 DROPS OF 35% SPILLING load on in addition to their other tasks- 
FOOD GRADE HYDROGEN PEROXIDE ever without complaint and ever wishing 
TO A GALLON OF WATER WILL PURIFY If you spill full strength (35%) to help and please. At present they are 
IT AND THE WATER WILL PICK UP A peroxide on your skin-it will burn you. trying to build refrigeration facilities to 
MUCH IMPROVED "FLAVOR" OF Rinse immediately under water and it bring you exceptional product as the 
FRESHNESSUNDER MOST CIRCUM- will be fine. It will bleach so rinse any- months heat up and yet do so with very, 
STANCES NOT EVEN NOTED AT ALL. thing that gets spattered-in water. It is very limited resources-so we do thank 
THIS is why one of the first items confis- simply one of those substances which you for your patience. With George 
cated from health food stores, labs, and needs to be handled properly. Peroxide Green's attack on the Institute a lot of 
so on-IS HYDROGEN PEROXIDE IN offers so many "cleaning" uses that i things have had to wait or be actually 
FOOD GRADE. 1 remind you readers of won't even effort to list them-but you closed down until the audits are over 
long standing: the best treatment for will find it about the most useful item and the reclamation can begin. A s  you 
arthritis and other seemingly 'incur- around your kitchen, bath, etc. You can might realize, the impact has been great 
able" diseases is hydrogen peroxide ther- find information at  health food stores on all entities in these projects. It is  
apy  in accompanying regimen of and vitamin supply outlets. fine-rewards will be in like measure to 
Gaiandriana which moves in and re- Our people may also be able to that which is given forth. 
stores the cellular restructuring of self. direct you or help you with product or I ask that this message be both run in 

information; I do not attend those things the paper and sent in addition to all 
CRYSTAL LIFE unless brought to my attention. We offer packings in mailings of product. 

these things as a service rather than a Thank you. 
That is an exceptional product but 

has  become almost out of sight expen- 
sive. However, the best results with 
Gaiandriana are being reported with con- 
tinued, even if remarkably decreased 
amounts, of Crystal Life continued right - 
along in conjunct ion with t h e  
Gaiandriana-mixed or otherwise. About 
8 to 10 drops mixed or separate under 
the tongue three times a day is excellent. 
In illness, however, increase within rea- 
son. If I did not already state it prior to m 
this-add 7- 10 drops of hydrogen perox- 
ide per quart to the Crystal Life also- 
especially if non-refrigerated, after open- 
ing. This will decontaminate any pos- 
sible "unwanted visitorsn and not dam- - 
age the product. 

WATER 

I cannot urge you often enough to 
TREAT your faucet water. Even if you 
have a reverse-osmosis unit-treat that 
water with proper amounts of hydrogen 
peroxide for YOU DO NOT KNOW WHAT 
IS IN THAT WATER. IT WONT HELP 
CONTAMINATION BY TOXINS BUT I?' 
WILL TAKE CARE OF THE VIRAL OR 
BACTERIAL CONTAMINATES. IT I S  
CHEAP AND NON-TOXIC IN PURIFICA- 
TION AMOUNTS. The best mouthwash 
and gum enhancer is a mouthwash of 
several drops of hydrogen peroxide in a 
fourth cup of water (or so) and cleanse 
mouth after brushing (or just do it sev- 
eral times a day as convenient). If the 
soiution is "light" just swallow the 
wash-it can only help you unless you "Clam chowder - Ingredients: clams, potatoes, water, 
have an active mouth infection. More- hydrolnted plant protein, sodium phosphate, calcium 
over I suggest keeping some hydrogen carbonate, butylated hydroxytolucne. For external use 
peroxide near and handy to drop a few 
drops of undiluted peroxide on your 
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New Gaia 
Products 

GAIANDRIANA 

Gaiandriana is a non-alcoholic health tonic 
which provides basic "foods" to help cells, 
weakened by the stresses of modem life, to 
retum to a state of health. 

The better our cells function, the greater is 
the stamina returned to our internal defense 
systems, and the better we can counter the 
constant onslaught ofbiological and invad- 
ers. The end result is a feeling of well-being by, of 
course, being well 

The Gaiandriana (commonly r e f 4  to as 
"chondrianan in the Biological literature) are 
capable of intelligent, org&1 attack against 
cellular invaders like viruses. Think of it as a 
"pac-mann operation of sorts. However, beyond 
that, the GaianclIianaare capable of stimulating 
cellular structural repairsdue to damage caused 
by, for instanm, free mdicals and cumulative 
levels of so-called "background" radiation in 
our modem environment. Healthy DNA and 
RNA within the nuclei of our cells then lead to 
properly formed and concentrated enzymes, 
upon which healthy cellular function depends. 

Gaiandriana liquid is made entirely from 
wholesome natural ingmhents. 

AOUAGAIA 

Complementary to the Gaiandxiana prod- 
uct, Aquagaia is also a non-alcoholic health 
tonic which provides basic "foods" to help cells, 
weakened by the stresses of modern life, to 
return to a state of healthv function. 

supply of healthy mitochondria - like "ksh 
batteries" for the body's cells. 

The better our cells function, the greater is 
the stamina rehlmed to our internal defense 
systems, and the better we can counter the 
constant onslaught of biological and viral invad- 
ers. The end result is a feeling of well-being by, 
of course, being well. 

2/11/93#2 HATONN 

GAIANDRIANA AND AQUAGAIA: 

To help in understanding the workings of 
these organic "pac-menn you must realize that 
there is a protein covering "cap" on viruses. The 
protein cap is centered on a charged zinc atom 
and is the part of the virus that mmgnka and 
binds to DNA-in turn allowing the virus to 
reproduce. 

Aquagaia, in conjunction with the 
Gaiandriana, knock out the zinc atom (a simple 
"charge" change), which renders the protein 
ineffective. This is a breakdown of "partsn of the 
Gaiandrianamale/ female DNA structure which 
release many working variants but frees the 
Gaiandrionettesor "killersn to take out that zinc 
atom and pass right into the affected cell. With- 
out the "cap", the virus cannot reproduce and 
infect more cells-further, the damaged virus 
feeds the Gaiancltiana un5e.d cells and the 
circulating mitochondria 

Healthy cells are not affected because they 
lack the zinccentered protein cap on the virus. 

These "Gaian communds have an effect on 
Aquagaia contains ndiochondria These are cancer cells because key stop an enzyme on the 

the major biochemical energy "processors" cancer cells h m  producing a "messenger" 
within cellular metabolism. First, enzymes molecule that blocks a second enzyme from 
begm the bredcdown process of organic  nu^- attacking the cancer cell's DNA. The com- 
ents (like hts, carbohydmtes and proteins) to pounds (Gaia) have been seen to actually Cake- 
intermediate substances such as amino and out leukemia, breast, brain and colon cancer 
pyruvic acids. Then, in the next "bucket bri- cells. We have no claim to anything other than 
gade" step, these various acid molecules are stating that people utilizing these simple and 
processed within the mitochondria to release natural substances do show irnpmed well- 
chemicalenergymagnhdasadenosine triphos- being and do report feeling generally and, often 
phate (ATP). mnarkably, improved as to state of health, 

About 95% of the energy needed to "run the thought processes and stamina 
machinery" that keeps each cell going and The obvious conclusion is that there might 
healthy is produced in the mitochondria Unfor- well be good reports of better health and faster 
tunately, the rnitochondriaare particularlydam- recovery following infection by other viruses 
aged by free radicals and cumulative levels of so- than those mentioned above. All viruses known 
called "backgmund" radiation in our modem react in generally the same manner. 
environment. These compromised mitochon- It is known that many diseases are due to 
&+a, like halfdead batteries, then lead to im- retroviral DNA and these are the most affected 
paxed cellular functioning and health. Thus is viruses by the Gaiachondrianas (living crystal . . 
the i m p o r t a n c e o f A q u ~ w i t h i t s ~ b l e  forms). We, again, make no medid claims-we 

are simplyreportingin an effort to explain WHAT 
takes place within the cellular structures of 
living organisms. If you really want to witness 
remarkable growth in plants and good stamina 
and health in ~etsand other animals-try alittle 
of these additives as you would vitamins or 
fertilizers. Use in a mildly vitamin C based 
solution on same. At transplant time for garden 
plants and houseplants-soak their little root 
systems in this natural and mild solution. Just 
add a tablespoon of Gaiandriana, a few drops of 
liquid vitamin C or Caystals to aquart of water 
and let set for 48 hours-then it is ready for use. 
It will not negatively interact with anything other 
than perhaps harbored viruses and disease 
spores and organisms. 

NOTE 

If any product you receive has an unpleasant 
odor-it is from the finishing culhm p m s s .  
Leave the bottle open to air and it will quickly 
dissipate. Then, depending on taste and prefer- 
ence-refrigerate after opening and reclosing. 

IMPORTANT: Do not mix the two, 
Gaiandriana and Aqpqah, tog* far 
storage as the Aquagaia (mitochondria) is 
~ a n d ~ t o U ~ t h e ~  
fm fuel. They go about their appointedtasks 
anceingested,butinbottleplrisonsthegare 
not m i y  compatible once the avail- 
able fuel supply is exhausted. Juices are 
~ t t o t a k e w i t h t h e A q u a g a h b e c a u s e  
themitochondriamusthavethefireldericred 
&om same, the most effective juice being 
h m  the txopicalUGuava" hit.  Anyjuice is 
fine, however, and ismost pleasant to intake. 
Diabetics should utilize whatever juicles are 
availableonthejrfoodplantokeepwithinthe 
safe guidelines folcalopies and other require- 
ments. 

The most krPocuaus and easy in* 
awilableisslmplyafewdmpsunderthe 
tongue, both products taken at the same 
timeoratdi6ere~ttimesoftheday. Oncethe 
uini+ialn program is begun and maintenance 
i s f ~ e d , ~ ~ d r o p s u n d e r t h e  
tonguearetheleastanncyhgtoanydai@ 

A-C-E ANTI-OXIDANT FORMULA 

There is growing evidence that essentially 
everyone in our society is exposed to fYee mli- 
cals, now more than ever. While free radicals are 
normal products of our cells and have certain 
beneficial roles in the body, increased levels of 
k mdicals in our body tissues can be detri- 
mental to our health. 
Free radicals are highly unstable substances 
produced in the body through, among other 
routes, the metabolism of oxygen. Free radicals 
multiply through a series of chain reactions and 
can attack the polyunsaturated fatty acids ofcell 
membranes. Unless excess fke radicals are 
neutt-alized, they can cause considerable darn- 
age to the structure and function of cell mem- 
branes, and thus the cells themselves. The 
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products fruln five I ? I ~  I (  a1 I-W( t ~ons  :LIT inph usually harvested h-om trees g0w1-1 on pla~tn- CHLORELLA 
catcui the p~r)grssivr ;I(-c.umuhtion of dcletr tjons in South Korea, Japan and France. 
rious ccllular cl~mges over t ]my, wluch may Ginkgo is reported to have a natural affinity Chlorellaisasingleded, fresh-wateralgae. 
e v n  tu:Jly rrsult i 11 rc~cognlrx 1 )le c 1 iscase. F1r.e for the rlclvou s sys tern. It also seems to stinu- Blievcd to be the fist form of life with a true 
radical damage. 1s implic~ tcxc 1111 t h ~  initla tion ant1 late the vnscuIar ant1 endocrine systems that, in nucleus, chlorehdates back approximately 2.5 
promotion of many anccrs,  as  well a s  hal-drn- turn,  strongly afTect the function of the nervous billion years, making itp~-Cambrian Through 
ing of the artctrirs. system, possibly increasing the capacity for the process of photosynthesis chlorella cells 

One area of Aging Research suggests that normal physicalactivity, and the flow of blood to reproduce themselves by cell division at the rate 
fie radicals daxnage body cells and cause the the brain. Some research indicatesthe possible of four new cells every 17-24 hours. It was not 
pathologiczd change.; aswciated with aging. ~~fkctiveness of Ginkgo in the treatment of until the 1890s that chlorella was identified 
&sides being t~yproducts of the metabolism of Alzhczrner's disease. under the microscope. In naming it, the pref i  
oxygen, such as during strenuous exercise, we Due toitspharma~01ogidplnperties, Ginkgo ddor was selected to signlfy green, while the 
also generate significant levels of free radicds is now widely usal throughout Europe for suflix eUu, indicates small. Chlorellais the most 
fiom the environment, such as  from s o d l e d  treating many forms of vascular disease. In a researched algae in the world and remains the 
"backgroundn levels of ionizing radiation. survey of packagmg information of European most popular with millions of consumersworld- 

Cooperative defense systems that can pro- products, Ginkgo has been recommended for wide. 
tect the body from free radical damage include such ailments as headaches, vertigo, inner-ear Chlo~L1a is a rmtnhmd 

. . 
y t m h e d  whole 

certain enzymesand the antioxidant vitamins A, disturbances, diminished intellectual capacity f d a n d  contributes to the health and growth of 
C, and E and beta-carotene, which protect cell and alertness as a result of insufficient circula- human cells like no single vitamin or mineral 
membranesfromoxidativedarnage. Vitamin E, tion to the b~.ain, anxiety, and depression, to possibly can. 
one of the fat-soluble vitamins, is present in the name a few. Chlo~llu is exb-emely hgh in pmtein (60??) 
bloodasd-alpha-tocopheroland iswellaccepted Ginkgo Biloba E-ct (24%) isconcentrated and contains more than 20 vitamins and nlin- 
as the major antioxidant in lipid body tissues. fmm the leaves of the Ginkgo Biloba tree. The erals, 19 of the 22 essential and nonessential 
Vitamin E is considered the first line of defense highly specialized extraction process yields a amino acids, enzymes and chlorella growth 
against cell-membrane damage due to 50: 1 concentrate from the leaves (50 grams of factor. It isone of the richest sourcesof RNA and 
peroxidation. Vitamin Escavengesfi-eeradicds, leaf produce 1 gram of extract). The extract is DNA known and has twenty times as much 
terminatingchain reactionsand confiningdarn- then further standardized to contain 24% of the chlomphyll as alfalfa, 10 times more than other 
age to limited areas of the membrane. Selenium active Glnkgo Flavoglycosides. edible algae including spirulina, and 10 times 
contained in the enzyme glytathione pemxidase more than barley grass. 
is the second line of defense that destroys MO-GU ELIXIR Chlorella is a naiural tddzty enhancer. The 
peroxides before they can damage cell mem- vitamins found in chlorella cells include: Vita- 
t~ranes. Be tamtene ,  a precursor of Vitamin The first recorded use of Mo-Gu Elixir was min C, provitamin A, Ba'otene, chlorophyll a, 
A, also traps free radicals. Vita~nin C is water during the Chinese Tsin-Dynasty in 22 1 B.C. It chlol-ophyll b, thiamine (I3 I), riboflavin (B2), 
soluble and sewes to neutralkt free radicals in was r e f e d  to asu ?YE Remedy forh~mortalifrS pyridoxine (B6), niacin m), pantothenic acid, 
aqueous systems. or " The Divine Txhe". folic acid. vitamin B- 12, biotin, choline, vimnin 

The antioxidants show promise as cancer- It has been well documented that there are I<, PABA, lipoic acid, inositol and para-amino- 
prevention agents, alone and in combination. certain peoplewho live to bewell past a hundred benzoic acid. The minerals include: phospho- 

years of age. These people live in such areas as  IIS, potassium, iodine, magnesium, sulphur, 
GINKGO BILOBA the mountainous Caucasus, Y aku tiain Siberia, h-on, calcium, manganese, copper, zinc and 

(Ginkgo Biloba extract  24%) the Poltaya District of tlie Ukraine, Tibet and cobalt. 
Spain. There isan areain Russiacalled Kargasok The amino acids include: lysine, histidine, 

The Ginkgo Biloba, or Maidenhair tree, is one where the people are a dairy- and vegetable- arginine, aspartic acid, thminine, serine, glu- 
of the oldest living species on this planet. Ginkgo eating populace. Centenarians are common tamic acid, proline, glycine, alanine, cystine, 
has flourished almost unchanged for 150 mil- amongthesepeople. Theyattributetheirlongev- valine, methionine, isoleucine, leucine, tyrsme, 
lion years, and its ancestors can be t~aced back ity to theyeast EnzyrneTea(Mo-Gu Elixir) which phenylalanine, ornithine, tryptophan. 
250 million years. It is because of this antiquity has been in their diet for hundreds ofyears. It is The suggested daily consumption is 3 grams 
that the Ginkgo Biloba tree is called " the living said that Mo-Gu and yak butter are staples per day. 
f o d .  Individual trees are beliwed apa t~ le  of among the dwellers of the high Himalayas. 
living2000 to4000years. Duringthelast iceage, Mo-Gu has been used throughout history in ECHINACEA GOLD PLUJ 
Ginkgos nearly became extinct. These trees China, Japan, Russia, Korea, and India It has with American Ginseng  
survived only in China and other parts of Asia, been said to promotea feeling ofwell-being and 
w h e ~  they stayed until approximately 1,000 overaJl physical restoration. It has been known In x m t  years few medicinal plants have 
years g o .  At mat time, Ginkgo trees were also by many names, some of which are: Fungus garnered as much attention as Echinacea 
planted around monasteries in Japan, where Japonicus, Fungojapon Kombucha, Pichia ( , !WinmxRuput laaandEchi~Angust t t~ .  
they still live today. Fermentans, Cembuya Orientalis, Cornbuchu The genus name is derived from the Greek 

The name Git* may come from the Chi- Tscharnbucco, Volga-Spring, Champignon de &nos, (hedgehog or sea urchin) refeningto the 
nese SQnkyoor Yinkuo (Yin Guo), meaning "hill LongueVie, Teekwass, Kv~assan, and Kargasok. prickly scales of the dried seed head. Echinacea 
apricot"orusilverfmit". Theword bilolmmneans The Mo-Gu fungus constructs in a mem- was widely used medicinally among Native 
"two lobes" and descl~bes the young leaves. brane form and is a symbiosis ofyeast cells and Arnelicans, particularly in the Plains. It is a 
Although modern medical rwa 'ch focuses diffemnt bacteria. Among these bacteria are: product which is now used widely throughout 
mainlyon the leavesof Ginkgo, the Ginlso fruits Bacterium Xylinum, Bacterium Gluconicum, United States and Europe. 
and nuts have been used in China sincc t h e  Aoetobacter Ketogenum, and PichiaFermentans. F b a c e a  is a non-specific stimulant to the 
immemorial as a delicacy and tonic food. An- The MeGu fungus needs to live in a solution immune system. Claims for Echinacea include: 
cient Chinese texts record Ginkgo's use as a composed of common (black) tea and sugar. In stirnulation of leukocytes, mild antibiotic activ- 
medicinal agent as far back as five thousand the proper temperature environment they mul- ity, anti-inflamatory activity, sthiulahon of the 
Years ago. tiply constantly. They do not build spores as adrenal cortex, stimulation of the properdin/ 

The Ginkgo Biloba e&rct is a complcx yeast normally does, but instead multiply by a complement system, interferon-Me activity, 
compound. The grcx~i l ~ a v c ~  of the tree are procox, of branching. stimulation of general cellular immunity, and 
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antiviral activity. Internal preparations are said to 
assist in alle&tingcold &d flu symptoms, respi- 
mtory infections, and arthritis, to name a few. New Gaia Products 

Goldenseal (Hydrastis Canadensis) is gen- P. 0. BOX 27710 
erally placed in the buttercup family. The 
name Goldenseal was adopted in 1880, pre- Las Vegas, NV 891 26 
viously having been known as Yellow Root. 
Goldenseal was widely used among the Na- For credit card orders, call (805) 823-1644 
tive American population, particularly among 
those in the East. The Cherokee used the 
roots as a wash for local inflammations, for 
general debility, dyspepsia and to improve 
appetite. The Iroquois used it for whooping 
cough, diarrhea, liver trouble, fever, sour 
stomach, flatulence, and pneumonia. Ben- 
jamin Smith Barton first referred to the use of 
Goldenseal for rattlesnake bites as early as 
1793. Clinical recognition of the use of 
Goldenseal came in the early 1850s and has 
continued to this very day. 

Goldenseal is amongthe most popular herbs 
in the American health food market. Uses are 
numerous, including but not limited to: antisep- 
tic, hemostatic, diuretic, laxative, and tonic/ 
anti-inflamatory for the mucous membranes, 
hemorrhoids, nasal congestion, mouth and gum 
sores and eye fictions. 

Ginseng can be literally translated from 
Chinese as " the essence of man* or " man- 
shQpedprecious root." Few medicinal plants 
in the world possess Ginseng's near-legend- 
ary status. Dating back thousands of years, 
its history of use in the Orient records thera- 
peutic properties so wide ranging that it was 
frst dismissed by Western doctors as aupana- 
cea" . When fatigued, Ginseng reportedly 
restores both physical and mental functions 
to peak efficiency and, with regular use, 
improves resistance to disease and stress. 
American Ginseng's genus name is P m  
Qta'nquefolius. 

Over 40,000 species of mushrooms exist, 
many of which are used as medicines. Of 
particular note are such remedies as penicil- 
lin- and ergot-based extracts used in mi- 
graine treatment, to name a few. Extensive 
research has been done with one mushroom 
in particular, namely, Reishi. This mush- 
room is now considered a tried and true 
immune system fortifier. 

References to the use of Reishi in the 
treatment of a variety of complaints date 
back as far as 2700 B.C..ln Chinese litera- 
ture. It is referred to by a number of 
names, including the 'Yen thousand year 
mushroom". The rarity of this particular 
mushroom has increased its value. The 
Chinese emperor Shih Huang Ti (250-2 10 
B.C.) mounted expeditions of hundreds, 
even thousands of men to find the Reishi. 
Recently techniques have been developed 
for the cultivation and harvesting of the 
Reishi Mycelium. Writings about Reishi 

(NAME) 

(ADDRESS--PLEASE GIVE STREET ADDRESS FOR UPS DELIVERY.) 

wry) 

(STATE) (ZIP CODE) (TELEPHONE) 

EXP. 
CREDIT CARD (Vi y Master Card or Discover) 

We accept Discover, Visa or  Master  Card. 
Please m a k e  a l l  checks a n d  money orders payable to: New Gaia Products 

place it in the category of @'j% zhe@ herbs 
and claim it is a medicine that improves 
the ability of the body to maintain balance 
by strengthening natural resistance and 
generally improving health. 

SIGNATURE 

QUANTITY 

SU B-TOTAL 

SHIPPING (ALL ORDERS) 

TOTAL 

**PLEASE USE T H E  SHIPPING RATE CHART BELOW WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING 
FOR New Gaia Products. 

SHIPPING RATES: NOTE: 
ORDER UPS UPS 2ND DAY AIR ++For UPS 2nd day to  Rural Alaska, please 

GROUND STATES ALASKA/HAWAII call for rates- 
S 0-100 $5.25 $1 1 .OO $16.75 +*For Priorlty Mall to  any location, please 
S 101-200 15.75 $1 3.00 $1 9.00 call for rates. 
S 201-300 16.25 S16.50 S22.50 +*AJ Foreign orders, please, contact our 
S 301-400 17.00 5 1 9.00 $25.00 
S 401-500 $7.50 $21.25 $30.50 office in  writing for specific rates as 

S 501-600 18.00 $24.50 $33.50 rates vary greatly. 

D U E  TO PRODUCT SUPPLY AND DEMAND, PLEASE ALLOW 4-6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. 

PRICE PER 
BOlTLE 

$21 .oo 
541.00 

$81 -00 

$21 .oo 

$41.00 

$81 .OO 

$40.00 

$24.95 

$24.95 

$32.00 

$24.50 

ITEM 

GAIANDRIANA 
8 oz. LIQUID (no discount) 

GAIANDRIANA 
16 oz LIQUID (no discount) 

GAIANDRIANA 
32 oz. LIQUID (1 at.) (no discount) 
AQUAGAIA (Mitochondria) 

8 oz. LIQUID (no discount) 

AQUAGAIA (Mitochondria) 
16 oz. LIQUID (no d~scount) 

AQUAGAIA (Mitochondria) 
32 oz. LIQUID (1 qt.) (no d~scount) 

MOGU ELIXIR 
Culture Start (LIQUID) (no discount) 

A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula 
(1 80 TABLETS) 

GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract) 
(1 80 TABLETS140 mg. EA ) 

CHLORELLA (1 12 LB) 
(500 TABLETS - 500 mq. EA.) 
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS 

(90 TABLETS) 

10-1 9 
(LESS 10%) 

$21.00 

541 .00 

$81 .OO 

$2 1 .oo 

20 OR MORE 
(LESS 1 5%) 

$21 .OO 

541.00 

$8 1 .OO 

$21 .00 

TOTAL 

$41.00 

$81.00 

$40.00 

522.46 

$22.46 

$28.80 

S22.0S 

$41.00 

$8 1 .OO 

$40.00 

$2 1.2 1 

52121 

$2 7.20 

$20.83 
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PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST 
THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES PLANET--ZIONISM IS RACISM 

CALLED THE PHOENIX JOUR- 42. W"JHOLY AML4J"lCE 
NALS AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN 43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME 
AWARE OF LONGSTANDING DE- 
CEPTIONS AND OTHER MATI'ERS 
CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A 
SPECIES. JOURNALS ARE $7.95 
EACH PLUS SHIPPING. ORDER 4 
OR MORE AND DEDUCT 10%. 

* These marked JOURNALS are 
out of stock until further notice. 

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 
*2. AND THEY CALLED HIS 

NAME IMMANUEL, I AM 
SANANDA 

*3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL 
REMOVED 
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC 
DISASTER 
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGED- 
DON 
6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN 
FEET FROM HELL 
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 
5. SATAN'S DRUMMERS 
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 
1 1. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 
12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE 
PHOENIX 
13. SKELETONS IN THE 
CLOSET 
14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE, 
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF 
THE PHOENIX 
15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITU- 
TION 
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE 
DRAGON 
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 
18. BLOOD AND ASHES 
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED 
UNIVERSE 
23. BURNT OFFERINGS 
24. SHROUDS'OF THE SEV- 
ENTH SEAL 
25. THE BlTI'ER COMMUNION 
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY 

ANY NAME: KHAZARS 
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 
OWNER MANUAL 
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 
29. END O F  THE MASQUERADE 
38. THE DARK CHARADE 
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I1 
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 

44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I1 
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I11 
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 
*47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUC- 
TIONS VOL. I 
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
-50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL-VII 
-52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 
-53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX 
*54. THE FUNNEL'S NECK 
*55. MARCHING TO ZION 
-56. SEX AND THE LO?TERY 
*57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 
2000, D M N E  PLAN VOL.11 
*58. FROM THE FRYING 
PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE 
-59. "REALITY" ALSO HAS A 
DRUM-BEAT! 
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES 
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY 
63. THE BEST OF TIMES 
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN 
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE 
EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
EXPRESS VOLUMES I & I1 
(BOOK) $1 1.95 
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
EXPRESS VOLUMES I11 86 N 
(BOOK) $11.95 
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
EXPRESS VOLUMES V & VI 
(BOOK) $1 1.95 
EX 4. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
*EXPRESS VOLUMES XI11 86 
XIV (BOOK) $15.95 
**EX 5. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
EXPRESS VOLUMES XV & XVI 
(BOOK) $19.95 

HELP 
SPREAD THE 11 

WORD 
PURCHASE MULTIPLE 

COPIES 
OF THIS AND OTHER 

ISSUES OF 
CONTACT: 

THE PHOENIX 
PROJECT 
A N D  PASS 11 
T H E M  OUT 

TO YOUR FRIENDS 

CONTACF 
THE PHOENIX PROJECT 

TELEPHONE 
HOTLINE 

8 0 5 - 8 2 2 - 0 2 0 2  

This is a service for our 
d e d i c a t e d  readers .  
Today's Watch te le-  
phone hotline carries the 
latest news and com- 
ments from Commander 
Ceres 'Atonn's most re- 
cent writings. This is our 
way  of keeping you in- 
formed about fast-break- 
ing news and events. 

The message machine will 
answer after 2 rings if 
there are any new mes- 
sages for that day. and 
after 4 rings if not. Thus 
daily callers can hang up 
after 2 rings and save toll 
charges if no new mes- 
sage has been recorded. 
The message update(s1. 
if any, occur by 6 PM 
Pacific Time. 

A 

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT 
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC., 
MENTIONED IN THIS NEWS- 
PAPER, PLEASE CONTACT: 

PHOENIX SOURCE 
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc. 

Post Office Box 27353 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126 

1-800-800-5565 
(Mastercard, VISA, Discover) 

SHIPPING CHARGES: 

USA (except Alaska & Hawaii) 
UPS-$3.75 1 st title. $1 .OO ea add'l 

Bookrate-$2.50 1 st title. $1 .OO ea add'l 
Priority-$3.40 1 st title, $ 1  .OO ea add'l 

ALASKA & HAWAII 
Bookrate-$2.50 1 st title. $1 .OO ea add'l 
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1 .OO ea add'l 

UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1 st title. $1 ea add'l 

CANADA & MEXICO 
Surface-$3.00 1 st title. $1 .SO ea add'l 
Airbook-S4.50 1 st title, $2.00 ea add'l 

FOREIGN 
Surface-$3.00 1 st title, $1.50 ea add'l 

Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate 
(Please allow 5-8 weeks for delivery) 

THE PHOENIX PROJECT 
Subscription Rates 

CONTA CT: THE PHOENLY PROJECT 

is published by 
CONTACT, Inc. 

Post Office Box 27800 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126 

Subscription orders may be placed by 
mail to the above address or by phone to 
1-800-800-5565. Subscription rates are: 
$20 for 13 issues (US); $22 (Canada1 
Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or 26 issues for 
$40 (US); $44 (Canada/Mexico); $60 
(Foreign); or 52 issues for $75 (US); 
$80 (CanadaMexico); $1 10 (Foreign). 
Subscribers: Expiration date ap- 
pears on right side of mailing label. 
OuantiQ Subscriptions; $97.50 for 25 
copies of 13 issues; $135. for 50 copies 
of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 copies, 
of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 copies 
of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 100 
copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid 
Continental U.S. For Alaska, HI, 
Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or 
write for shipping charges. 
Single copies of back issues of CON- 
TACT, THE PHOENIXLIBERA- 
TOR or PHOENIX EXPRESS are 
$1.50 each. Quantity back issue prices are 
as follows: 1-10 copies $1.50 each; 11-50 
copies $15.00; 51-100 copies $25.00. 
Shipping included, postpaid in the Conti- 
nental U.S.A. Alaska, Hawaii, Canada& 
Foreign orders please call or write for 
quotes on additional shipping charges. 

Co~vriaht Statement 
COPYRIGHT 1993 by CONTACT, Inc. 
Reproduction of this newspaper for pri- 
vate, non-profit use is expresslv encour- 
a, as long as the content and integrity 
remain absolutely unchanged. For com- 
mercial purposes, reproduction is strictly 
forbidden unless and until permission is 
granted in writing by CONTACT, ZNC. 
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